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Vivian Donnelley, New York City, July 19, 2018

IN MEMORIAM

Vivian Donnelley
(1946–2018)

The Center for Humans and Nature family grieves the loss of
one of our leading board members, Vivian Donnelley, who died
on October 4, 2018. Vivian embodied many of the ideals the
Center was founded to promote. Her presence on the Center’s
board was grounding. She was an educator, with a lifelong
dedication to learning and a gift for listening. As such, she
spoke sparingly and, when she did, her expressions brought
wisdom and integrity to the issues at hand. Both she and her
late husband Strachan were united in a vision for our world, in
which humans live with humility and curiosity, attuned to relationships that connect us with the greater community of life.
We feel, keenly, the loss of her quiet elegance and strong spirit,
even as we seek comfort in one of her and Strachan’s living legacies, the Center’s community of thinkers.
Vivian also served on the boards of the Gaylord and Dorothy
Donnelley Foundation, the Dalton School, The Land Institute,
the American Museum of Natural History, and Green
Chimneys. She was a member of the Yale School of Forestry
and Environmental Studies’ Leadership Council, and she was
an honorary member of the Yale class of ‘64.
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Vivian’s work as a thinker, teacher, and leader will continue to
guide our work; we are equally inspired by her work as a mother
and grandmother. As noted by Center Senior Fellow Bruce
Jennings, “Vivian was the most important person in the world
to one of my best friends, Strachan Donnelley, and thus she
was someone whose friendship also graced my life—a gift I will
always remember and cherish. One thing in particular, to me,
stands out. Vivian was by far the wisest person I have known
in the art of parenting....She gave me the vision of a parent and
grandparent at its best. I must seek such moments elsewhere
now. They shall be hard to find.” The guiding wisdom of a matriarch is ever more important at this time. While Vivian was
matriarch of her family, she also brought her role as a female
elder to organizations and other communities. Vivian expanded the meaning and potential of this role at a time when women
leaders are needed more than ever. She will be deeply missed.
—Brooke Hecht
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STYMIED, WE STEW

following him, at least until late in President
Obama’s tenure, failed to deliver on the promise
of the White House effect—and therein failed the
land and people of America, and the world—in
three principal ways:
First, successive White Houses did not use legal
and regulatory authority to curb carbon emissions
and biodiversity loss. Second, White Houses did

BRU CE
JENNIN G S

The conflict...is within our own institutions and
attitudes. It can be won only by extending the
application of democratic methods, methods of
consultation, persuasion, negotiation, communication,
cooperative intelligence, in the task of making our
own politics...an evolving manifestation of democratic
ideas...We have no right to appeal to time to justify
complacency about the ultimate result.
—John Dewey1

Amid an outpouring of praise for President
George H.W. Bush following his recent death,
many quotations from his speeches and writings
were highlighted, indicating his support for justice
and a humanitarian orientation. Unfortunately,
however, little was said about his position on
climate change. For instance, in a campaign
speech on August 31, 1988 Bush said: “Those who
think we are powerless to do anything about the
‘greenhouse effect’ are forgetting about the ‘White
House Effect’... The agenda will be clear: We will
talk about global warming.”2
Archival records from the Reagan and Bush, Sr.
years document a clear awareness of the scientific findings and the need for action to curb greenhouse gas emissions.3 The seeds of uncertainty
and denial planted in the American psyche for the
past forty years concerning climate change were
placed there with knowingly deceptive intent and
disdain for the common good. This has been, in
Alex Steffen’s apt term, “predatory delay” in order
to generate profits, seemingly for as long as possible, from unsustainable and unjust systems.4

not use the financial heft of the U.S. government
to lead private investment and technological innovation toward a sustainable and renewable
energy system. Finally—and I think no less importantly—our leadership and political system
have monumentally failed to use the bully pulpit
of the presidency to promote civic learning on the
issue of how to live well within the tolerances and
the safe operating margins of planet Earth.
An awareness is spreading that we face a clear
and present danger as a result of the legacy of
these failures of the White House effect, and that
we are running out of time if we are to avoid or
palliate the effects of global temperature levels
toward which we are now racing headlong. The
foreseeable (soon to be inevitable) changes will,
in the words of climate scientist Radley Horton,
be “transformative for all areas of human endeavor.”5 That about covers it. By the way, when he
speaks of “transformation” here, Horton does not
mean change for the better.
At the moment it seems laughable or perverse to
mention the White House and civic learning in
the same breath. Yet, more than other branches
of government, the executive has the potential
to build and nurture a public sphere of reasoned
debate and civic dialogue within which compromise, consensus, and common ground can be
found in a pluralistic society—as distinct from a
broken and divided one—and upon which a viable
democracy depends. Conversely, if the political
system of legislation, adjudication, and execu-

As his presidency unfolded, Bush did not use the

tion is failing on climate change, on such a fun-

White House effect—the power and influence of

damental level of natural and human well-being,

the executive branch of the federal government—

then it is up to democratic and communicative

to full effect. Too bad, because 1988 could have

power, emanating from an active civil society and

been a pivotal moment to gain the upper hand on

an aroused public sphere of moral discourse, to

the greenhouse effect. Instead, he and presidents

reshape law, public policy, and governance. As
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Dewey noted in the late 1930s, facing the rise of

and academic scientists from all over the world.

fascism, America’s challenge is within our own

First, there is a Global Warming Special Report

institutions and attitudes. And so too it is today,

from the IPCC, written by ninety-one scientists

facing climate change. If the greenhouse effect is

from forty countries.7 In his review of it, Bill

shrinking the space necessary for abundant, re-

McKibben remarks that the latest IPCC report

silient life, and when the White House effect is

makes us weep, “not just for our future but for

counter-productive as it is currently being used,

our present.”8 Then there is the second volume

then perhaps it is ecological democratic citizen-

of the Fourth National Climate Assessment

ship from the periphery of the polity to which we

from the U.S. Global Climate Research Program

must turn. When governance fails democracy, de-

(USGCRP), put together with the participation

mocracy must begin to govern and to expand the

of experts from thirteen federal agencies.9 And

space of civic learning, moral imagination, and

finally, there is the Global Climate Budget Report

transformational climate action.

2018 from the Global Climate Project, a group of
one hundred scientists representing fifty differ-

BACKSLIDING INTO THE FUTURE

In Hamlet Shakespeare wrote, “When sorrows
come, they come not single spies/ But in battalions” (Act IV, Sc. V). Indecisive Hamlets have been
at the helm of most nations for too long. Climate
action warnings describing present sorrows and
foreseeing future ones are now coming in battalions, that’s for sure. At the climate meetings in
Paris in 2015, most world leaders belatedly began
to heed the scientific warnings. As yet, however,
no country is really on course to meet the targets
that were set. Some world leaders, like President
Trump and Scott Morrison of Australia, have
given up trying, while others, like Jair Bolsonaro
of Brazil, are on the verge of that particular kind of
civic nervous breakdown as well. A few are actively striving to make things worse. Last December,
in Katowice, Poland, as the nations of the world
met again, for the twenty-fourth time, to hammer

the world.10
These reports document surging greenhouse gas
emissions and forecast ecological and social disruptions that will be more severe and will arrive
sooner than previously estimated. The American
climate assessment in particular stresses the dire
effects on the national economy unless we decelerate carbon emissions now. Many trillions of
dollars in future climate adaptation expenditures
could be saved by an investment of many billions
(or maybe a few trillion) now. But the investors
today will not be the ones who will experience
the full benefits tomorrow. We are stymied as we
stew. As the comfortably inhabitable area of the
world shrinks, something must happen to expand
our horizons of what is reasonable and right. We
need to lift our eyes up from the oil beneath our
feet to a different plane of possibility. We need a

out rules and procedures for implementing the

true accounting of the value of life and the liveli-

Paris pledges, some world leaders turned a deaf

hoods that can be saved by investing in mitigation

ear to the latest Intergovernmental Panel on

now rather than paying adaptation and disaster

Climate Change (IPCC) warnings, thereby fos-

response costs later.

tering uncertainty that left other politicians and
diplomats hedging their bets.6 In short, the political leadership of the countries with the biggest
carbon footprints in the world are backsliding, as
my protestant grandfather used to call it. When
he said that, he meant something of profound significance and concern was happening. It is.

6   BRUCE JENNINGS

ent academic and research institutions around

The guidance given by reasonable economics is
becoming clear; it is the misdirection given by
unreasonable politics that confounds our political will and makes our moral compass spin.11
What is unreasonable politics precisely? It is
driven by short-sighted greed and the arrogance
of power among many leaders. It is promoted

As 2018 drew to a close, three sobering new

by the outsized political influence of those with

reports were released. They comprise thousands

a vested interest in blocking sustainable energy

of pages prepared by hundreds of governmental

system

change—particularly

those

in

fossil
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carbon–producing industries. It is politics of

acceptable, even by those whose interests are not

an aberrant kind made possible by institutional

served or who may oppose the decisions on ideo-

breakdown in many liberal nation states (failures

logical grounds. These kinds of discursive action

of civic democracy). And it is a politics fostering,

are also learning processes. Civic learning is in-

and in turn feeding off of, an increasingly polar-

tegral to the capabilities democratic citizenship

ized and distracted political culture (failures of

requires. Through taking part in the practices of

civic discourse and civic learning).

membership and association within a democratic civil society, we learn to “take reflective dis-

CIVIC LEARNING FROM THE GROUND UP

tance from our own perspective so as to entertain

Can powerful and wealthy democracies in crisis

others,... recognize or create anew what we have

adequately govern a planetary climate in crisis?12
This remains a pertinent question for two reasons.
It is those countries that have the wherewithal to
find solutions that will put both themselves and
the rest of the developing countries of the world
on a path of sustainable progress and well-being. Moreover, it is those countries that have the
primary moral responsibility to lead and to act
since they have historically benefited the most
from fossil carbon–based economies. No one on
Earth can completely escape the effects of climate
change, but some have contributed to the problem
much more than others.
The governance required involves law to reset
expectations and behavioral patterns, financing
for technological innovation and economic reconstruction, and civic renewal in the moral and
political imagination of our time. Let me say more
here about the last of these and about the norms
and practices of civic learning and civic discourse.

When governance fails democracy,
democracy must begin to govern
and to expand the space of civic
learning, moral imagination, and
transformational climate action.

in common, and come to see which dimensions
of our traditions are worth preserving and which
ought to be abandoned or changed.”13
Civic discourse and learning are joined at the
hip; they tend to flourish or founder together. As
the German philosopher Jürgen Habermas has
argued, in times of crisis unofficial political activity can summon the substantive values of constitutional democracy against “the systemic inertia
of institutional politics.” Civic learning is always
possible and necessary because:
the constitutional state does not represent a
finished structure but a delicate and sensitive—above all fallible and revisable—enterprise, whose purpose is to realize the systems
of rights anew in changing circumstances,
that is, to interpret the system of rights better,
to institutionalize it more appropriately, and
to draw out its contents more radically.14
Interpret rights and obligations in new and more
just ways. Institutionalize them more equally and
effectively. Face up to the radical change implications in today’s climate of the traditional democratic values we claim to cherish and profess. In
America today, and in many other political democracies around the world, civic discourse and
civic learning are not working effectively. The very
idea of the civic—by which I mean associational

Democracies depend on the maintenance of insti-

membership, equal dignity and respect, and re-

tutional structures and cultural values that enable

ciprocal rights and obligations—has been disrupt-

them to craft legitimate and effective policies.

ed in several serious ways: first, by growing po-

They do this in many ways: Through information

litical polarization and violence around the globe;

gathering, inclusive debate, and deliberation con-

second, by deep social, economic, religious, and

ducted within civic discourse. Through fashioning

ethnic divides at home; and third, by the some-

compromise and building consensus. Through

times nefarious use of social media and internet

coming to policy decisions that will be viewed as

communications media that fracture the citizenry
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into sub-groups according to excluding, rather

and understand why compromise is necessary.

than inclusive, identities, interests, and values.

Moreover, civic discourse involving deliberation,

15

Large numbers of citizens get most of their information from partial and univocal sources. And
then, their identifying electronic signatures collected and sold, those same citizens are targeted
by organized groups using computer algorithms
designed to nudge political behavior and to reinforce pre-existing beliefs and narratives.16 Climate
denial is a poster child for these techniques
for undermining informed democratic opinion
and consent.
Civic learning is a process that involves free and
broad access to reliable information necessary
for the responsible exercise of democratic citizenship. Such citizenship involves not only voting
for candidates standing for elective office but
also communicating with officials on an ongoing

legitimacy, requires mutual respect among citizen-interlocutors. The actual practice of deliberation by members of the public is crucial, not only
because it can improve local decision making, but
because it teaches citizens how to choose representatives who at higher levels will genuinely
represent the common good of their constituents
and engage in deliberation themselves. Local institutions that encourage this type of interaction
are a training ground for both democratic citizen
leaders and democratic citizen followers.
Civic learning is a form of life that depends upon
a supportive political, social, and cultural environment. Civic learning either shuts down or goes
into hiding during the breakdown of social and
political systems—under conditions of excessive

basis, taking part in civic affairs at local, state,

fear, anxiety, widespread and reasonable suspi-

and national levels, and taking part in a variety

cion and mistrust, criminal or military violence,

of voluntary associations, cultural and religious

and the arbitrary exercise of state power.17 Civic

communities, continuing education, and social

learning also falters in the face of economic des-

movements.

titution and marginalization and conditions of

And did I mention trust? It is hard to overestimate the importance of trust as a main ingredient
in each of these activities and relationships—democracy is composed in the key of trust. It is my
sense that, on the whole, Americans have not lost
the capacity to trust—which is a deep-seated need
and has much in common with attachments such
as empathy and biophilia—but they have been
confused and disappointed by the lack of people

widespread discrimination, oppression, and exploitation. Supportive conditions, on the other
hand, include hope and progress toward human
rights, civil liberties, impartial justice, and equality under the law. These conditions, in turn, are
sustained by well-functioning democratic representative and participatory institutions and
practices—institutions themselves sustained by
civic learning.

or programs on offer that are trustworthy.

My thesis is that broken climate politics and

Democratic citizenship—understood as a civic

politics more generally. To pay close attention to

practice, not a legal status—is demanding, but
when neglected it can only run on its own steam
for so long. To be sure, most of the time, people
want to focus on their personal interests—family,
work, leisure. Why, then, is it so crucial for citizens of a democratic polity to spend so much time

8   BRUCE JENNINGS

which is an important component of democratic

policy are part and parcel of a broken democratic
the broader political trends and problems is not
a distraction from environmentalism. We urgently require critical analysis and clarification of the
moral values served by civic learning and the political challenges standing in its way. Upheavals
besetting liberal welfare states provide an opening

and energy in the public sphere, to invest so much

for nationalistic and racist forms of populism.

of themselves in their democratic lives? Perhaps

But these upheavals are largely due to the imper-

the answer relates to civic learning. Investing

atives of the political economy of global capital-

in citizenship helps people learn to respect

ism and neoliberalism. The relationship between

their neighbors, think about the common good,

neoliberalism and right-wing populism is more

MINDING NATURE 12.1
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multifaceted than it appears on the surface of

more receptive to the revelations of corporate and

their respective ideologies. These upheavals will

ideological manipulation behind the narratives of

be neither ephemeral nor self-negating, much as

climate denial.

18

one might wish for a return to greater global stability as we inhabit the four walls of today. They
will have to be met through civic innovations that
recreate and expand the conditions for civic learning. This could be the silver lining of dysfunctional democracy, if only planetary geophysical fluid

I also believe that grassroots social movements,
leavened by scientific and technical expertise, can
shift the spirit of the times. And I am gratified that
the long-suppressed story about how the climate
change deception of the people has been carried

dynamics will grant us enough time.

out and by whom is receiving more serious at-

At the leading edge of change will be what may be

ocratic dysfunction at work that also needs to be

called “civic place making”—that is, building the
conditions under which civic discourse and democratic values can be strengthened through community-based social practices. It is often said that
state governments are the laboratories of national
democracy. Yet today many state houses are as
divided or univocal in their majoritarian partisanship as the federal government is. We need to,
and we can, find living laboratories of democratic
citizenship and civic learning in more local and
regional venues, and even in non-governmental

tention. Yet there is an additional level of demgrappled with. Suppose the malfeasance of many
corporate executives, think tanks, and wealthy
political donors is widely publicized. The ensuing
result ideally should be a reaffirmation of civic
consensus around the norm of well-informed,
truth-seeking political debate and civic discourse.
This is the result we need. This is the foundation
of democratic legitimacy and justification upon
which the rights of citizens and the institutions of
political representation rest.

associations and public/private partnerships now

Yet under current conditions, the result may not

functioning effectively in many social domains.

be that at all, but rather simply one more occa-

19

Deliberative participatory forums at the community level provide settings in which conflicting
interpretations encounter one another and are
corrected and revised. Similar vetting and refinement of social and political interpretations
and judgments takes place at leadership levels of
policy expertise. Such refined expertise can interact with community-based perspectives in a communicative circuit of civic learning that relies on
both bottom-up and top-down exchange, and on
informational checks and balances within a conversation braiding strands of facts and values.
DEBATE AND DELIBERATION, CONTEST
AND CONSENSUS

Well aware of the daunting prospects for a soft
transition to a coming climate, McKibben nonetheless argues that “We could move quickly if we
chose to, but we’d need to opt for solidarity and
coordination on a global scale... The possibility
of swift change lies in people coming together in

sion for reinforced dissensus. Those already predisposed to condemn the manipulation behind
climate denialism will use these revelations to do
so, but even without this information their negative judgments were already active. The same syndrome, to the opposite effect, informs the value
judgments of those predisposed to favor climate
denial as an icon of respect and concern for them
and their perceived interests.
What I would add to McKibben’s point is that the
change strategy behind the work of social movement building needs to be supplemented by civic
place making: the work of creating discourses and
institutional spaces for civic learning. So I propose
to think through the distinction between movement advocacy and civic learning—debate and deliberation, contestation and consensus—by way of
contrast, even though, in the final analysis, I think
these are not antithetical but symbiotic practices;
both will be vital in a new climate democracy.

movements large enough to shift the Zeitgeist.”20

Movements are often fueled by strong feelings and

He goes on to note that people are becoming

engaged voices; they need an answering chord of
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considered reasons and unifying voices that civic

of genuinely open-minded people of good will,

learning provides. Movements are often angry

who may be uninformed, but who are receptive to

and adversarial when they confront those who

new perceptions of reality and are available to the

use power to exclude, objectify, and hurt; yet they

unforced force of the better argument.22

need a counterpoint of reconciliation, repair, and
comity to provide healing in the aftermath of confrontation and conflict. Direct democratic action
and the civic learning that comes through dialogic conversation and deliberation are stronger
together than apart. Debate alone is not always
constructive; deliberation alone is not always
able to hear more than one voice. Adversarial
debate drives some away and closes minds; conciliatory deliberation can be too open minded, too
porous. Frustrated debate is perhaps too quick
to find compromise compromising; deliberation
depends on a genuine desire to reach reasonable
agreement, but it is vulnerable to infiltration by
those who are insincere and would use it strategically for private ends. Courage is the virtue of
movements; patience of deliberation.

those called “independents” who profess no
membership in any political party, and whose
votes in tightly contested elections are crucial.
Independents are directly involved in the ideological and rhetorical dynamics of political discourse
at any given time; the troubled citizen is someone
who has an ideal of what civic discourse and democratic citizenship should be like, but who does
not perceive a home for himself or herself in the
ruthless political language game that so much of
our politics has become.
Nor is the troubled citizen necessarily a “middle
of the roader,” or a “moderate.” The usual notion
of what it means to be a moderate rests on an
image in which there are two static positions, one

TROUBLED CITIZENS IN TURBULENT TIMES

on one end of a spectrum, and the other on the opposing end, so that the moderate stands midway

These reflections on social movements and civic

between them, accepting some elements of each.

learning lead by a short route back to climate

The citizen of the troubled middle does not fit

action politics. The building of a politically effica-

this model at all. The interesting thing about the

cious and sustainable climate democracy also lies

mentality of the troubled citizen is that it is highly

in starting at the level of rooted communities ani-

tolerant of ambiguity, complexity, and dynamism

mated by a sense of care and place and moving to

in the realms of politics and ethics, no less than

more regional and larger-scale networks. Using

in the realm of scientific knowledge. At bottom,

the democratic tools of both social movement ac-

the notion of citizenship at work here, and what I

tivism and deliberative planning and policy anal-

am sure Donnelley was after, is ecological, inter-

ysis, this inductive, bottom-up politics can be one

dependent, and relational. The essence of the po-

vital component of a new climate governance, do-

litical moderate in American politics for years has

mestically and transnationally. If this is true, then

been the person who is a “social liberal” and an

it is incumbent on us to understand how public

“economic conservative.” The troubled ecological

spheres for civic discourse and civic learning can

citizen would begin by seeing that this stance is

be oriented toward climate action in such com-

untenable because it posits a separation between

munities and larger networks or, if such public

the social and the economic spheres that cannot

spheres don’t presently exist, how to design and

exist. This kind of “moderation” is inherently un-

animate them.

stable and eventually will disillusion its partisan.

Who are the ecological democratic citizens that

Impressed by the holistic and symbiotic charac-

would have the capability to orchestrate these

ter of the natural world, and by the multifaceted

contrapuntal modes—contestation and consen-

human world of power and morality, the troubled

sus—of political action? The answer is suggested

citizen tends to be pluralistic and polycentric.

by what Strachan Donnelley used to refer to as

This way of thinking is prone to pragmaticism in

“the troubled middle,” by which he meant a group

philosophy and politics more than to idealism or

21
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This category of citizen is not the same as
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utilitarianism. This citizen does not want a char-

pursue in their everyday lives. But frames are

ismatic demagogue providing answers about how

changeable, power is fluid. America’s capacity for

to live, nor does she want a kind of cultural rela-

practical and institutional civic learning deter-

tivism in which it is fine to frack in a community

mines how wide a gap there will be between its

that wants it, but also fine to ban it in a place that

normative ideals and its actual practices. With

favors conservation.

civic learning that gap will narrow; without it, in

What does the troubled ecological citizen want?
What does such a citizen ask of their communities, and what do their communities ask of them?
To begin with, three things:
First, to promote a democratic civic culture and a
civic sense of place. To contribute to forming and
sustaining a political culture with a democratic
ethos. Deliberative forums reinforce and build a
democratic political culture by actualizing the potential within individuals and groups for holistic
and relational understanding, and by providing
an interactive experience that can travel from the
public sphere into the larger society and culture
to combat institutionalized, structural forms of
dehumanization, discrimination, and oppression.
Second, to promote democratic community formation and structural justice. To contribute to
sustaining political institutions that have the cohesion and stability needed to support the effective and just practice of political representation.

a time of disagreement and conflict-generating
communications and worldviews, the gap will
widen. Indeed, at such times the content of those
normative ideals—freedom, equality, justice,
and mutual respect and care—may itself erode
and morally degrade, as when freedom becomes
exclusionary or when mutuality embraces only
those who are alike.
The problem is not disagreement per se. Reasoned
disagreement is essential to any kind of learning,
including civic learning. The democratic problem
is the gradual loss of the capacity to disagree constructively; or worse, the unwillingness to engage
enough with fellow citizens to truly disagree or
debate with them at all. Indifference feeds upon
itself, privatizes, and discourages would-be civic
participants. Our conflict-generating discourse
today is bringing about a kind of civic deafness.
Democratic citizens who will not hear, cannot
listen. Yet listening is at the core of democracy as
a form of government and a way of life.

Deliberative forums play an important role—and
could play a larger one—in forming the commu-
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nities that representatives represent, and political

Many of the ideas discussed in this essay have

institutions serve. Just representation and deliberative participation have a symbiotic relationship in a strong democracy.
Third, to promote civic ecological minds and
hearts. To contribute to the development of a
moral psychology for individuals so that they can
fulfill the ethical obligations of the role of citizen
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in a climate democracy. Deliberative forum participation can be a practical experience with a
psychological impact that normalizes diversity
and promotes tolerance of difference, solidarity, empathy, and the capability to see something
from another’s point of view.
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Curiously Peopled: An
Interview with Kevin Stein
JAMES BALLOWE

J

ames Ballowe: You served a number of years as
the Poet Laureate of Illinois, and you have also lived
in a number of places: Indiana, Central Illinois, and

Breckenridge, Colorado. The four poems that follow this interview refer to encounters with nature that you have had in all
three settings. They suggest that you have lived a life fascinated
and inspired by our fellow beings in the ecosystem. Could you

any guy they regarded as body double for the Fates who
ruled them.
To escape, I often wheeled my Schwinn up Fifth Street to the
White River. I’d secret my bike in tall weeds then walk a shattered-glass dirt path, rubbing the river’s silted belly. I’d sit there
as if in a pew, looking and listening to all that was non-human.

comment on this?

I gleaned as much from dragonflies and milkweed as I did from

Kevin Stein: The three locales you’ve rightly noted—and the

most of its life as an immature nymph and is endowed with

flora and fauna that inhabit them—have offered an intangible
communion wafer borne of feathers, leaves, and petals. If, as
Robert Frost says, a poem is a place where poets find out what
they didn’t know they knew, natural settings have filled a need

Mass, the lessons equally spiritual. After all, a dragonfly abides
flight only for a fraction of its lifespan. Might I also, despite the
foibles that ground me, take flight?
It wasn’t nature with a capital “N” I was after, all butterflies and

in me I didn’t know I needed filled until I walked among them.

dewy-eyed sunsets. Look, I witnessed what the red ants did to the

In the working-class neighborhood of my Anderson, Indiana,

vanting. No, I hankered to fathom nature’s blend of beauty and

youth, our house was wedged into a quarter lot bounded on
two sides by cracked asphalt alleys. The house held in its
elbows close to the body as one does on a crowded elevator.

black. I saw the flycatcher dive-bomb a moth’s noontime galliugliness as means to make peace with its counterpart—the human
beauty and ugliness of which I am both product and participant.

Folks ambling down the alley could have, if so moved, reached

Now in Dunlap, Illinois, we ride the breathing seam of two eco-

in the window to change the TV channel from Ed Sullivan to

systems, one foot in each. To the south of our home, oak woods

Disney’s Wonderful World of Color. (Remember, these were

beard the land’s wrinkled chin all the way to Kickapoo Creek.

ancient, pre-remote days.) I learned to keep my elbows in,

To the north, beyond the neighbor’s bean field, unbroken

too. My block housed its share of fellows who, sensing their

prairie rolls to the horizon, undulating with the seasons, not a

life options were few, showed red-eyed eagerness to punch

house in sight. At our west fencerow, a three-hundred-year-old
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burr oak stands alone, each year its horizontal limbs shouldering nearer to the house. The doe who nightly crosses our front
yard now brings her fawn out to feed while we lounge on the
porch, no longer strangers in our fear.
In Breckenridge, the Ten Mile Range charts the Continental
Divide west of us. It’s the first and the last thing we see each
day, Peak 8’s profile lingering long after sundown. South of
there, along Carter’s Gulch Creek, we share the trail with a
moose family who hoist their heads in unison, stream water
cascading from their jaws. This October, above tree line at
McCullough Gulch, a mountain goat contemplated my wife,
son, and me for two hours, trying to intuit the nub of us the
way I’d tried with dragonflies.
Looking over these poems, and indeed eyeballing nearly every
poem of mine invested in nature, I am surprised to find their
natural settings curiously peopled.
It would seem enthralling natural scenes are made even more
so by the gift of human interaction with nature. I am sweetly
flabbergasted to say I’d never realized this about my work.
Or about me.
In his essay Nature of 1832 Emerson claims “natural facts are
signs of spiritual facts.” If so, it’s an unchurched spirituality
I habitually locate. Though I don’t deem natural beings to be
emissaries of the divine, I do believe they reveal—in their differences from and convergences with us—how to be human in
nature. Thereby, we may, if lucky, become something more (as
well as less) than what we are alone.
JB: When you served Illinois as Poet Laureate, you traveled
throughout the state working with students at all levels, libraries, and the general public. Was the natural world a focus of
your discussions, especially with schoolchildren?
KS: Yes, and I learned that youths engage nature in ways both
more innocent and more knowing than we adults. The redbird
in a child’s poem adds more than decoration. That bird embodies wildness and mystery and possibility, its wings a mode
of elevation akin to children’s laughter. In short, those youth
poets’ relationships with natural things modeled—and thus
taught me—fresh modes of awe.
JB: These four poems have as their subjects a shared experience between you and the animals you observe. There is an
intimacy in these poems that inspired you to pen them. Those
of us who have read your work over the years know that intimacy between you, your family, friends, and the natural world
is a constant subject.
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KS: Intimacy: Your keen eye spied the animating (pun intended) element of poetry, and of all meaningful art. Intimacy both
intoxicates and replenishes us. It’s the thing we crave to share
with lovers, children, parents, friends, readers. It’s bread on
the table, wine in the glass, English cheddar sliced at room
temperature—promise itself awaiting our hands and lips.
The intimacy of art enacts the merging of spirit and body in
ways that complement and arguably transcend religious
wonder. And surely artful intimacy ascends higher and lingers
longer than any ephemeral Facebook like, the culture’s current
drug of choice.
Horace’s Ars Poetica gives us all we need to know about poetic
intimacy. He sets the poem in febrile air between the poet’s
and the reader’s outstretched hands. Poem, poet, and reader
depend on each other for their very breath, an intimate inhalation mingled in the making and the receiving of art. In this way
intimacy is both shared and consumed at once, manna for our
journey amid fellow creatures. If a cookie may be said to be a
cookie only when eaten, a poem is a poem only when read.

James Ballowe is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of English at
Bradley University. Since retiring from university teaching and
administration, Jim has written a biography of Joy Morton and
a monograph history of the Morton Arboretum. For many years
he taught natural history writing and environmental ethics at the
Morton Arboretum. Jim also edited a historical anthology titled
Christmas in Illinois (University of Illinois Press, 2015) and served as
the assistant editor for poetry for City Creatures. Jim is a founding
editor of the literary magazine Fifth Wednesday Journal for which
he conducts interviews with featured poets. He has received several
awards for his poetry, essays, and books. He is currently working
on a book of his poetry and a book of his essays about the State
of Illinois.

Poet and critic Kevin Stein was named Illinois Poet Laureate in
2003 and served in that position for many years. A professor of
English and the director of the creative writing program at Bradley
University, Stein is known for the humor and insight of his poems,
and the lucidity of his prose. His books of poetry include A Circus of
Want (1992), which won the Devins Award; Bruised Paradise (1996);
Chance Ransom (2000); American Ghost Roses (2005), which won
the Society of Midland Authors Poetry Award; and Sufficiency of the
Actual (2009).
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Birds in a Circle
KEVIN STEIN

I wouldn’t argue, either, with the good fortune
of this: a circle of bare dirt, grass and seeds,
the warm jet of air the dryer spills out

to melt the snow. I’ve seen them perched
in the ash and black locust, among a familiar
stand of blackjack and burr and chinkapin.

Creatures of unreal design – a splotch of blue
or seasonal red, a yellow that’s really more green.
They strike the pose of things with wings:

here now, gone now. But seeing them this close,
huddled in a circle of clear space, they look
too-perfectly made, ornaments hand-carved

and painted by my Vietnamese friends – Ly Bao
and Soo Kim, Matthew the son of Lu Ky.
Sometimes the things they make have fooled me:

birds red-bellied and black-capped,
the pileated and ruby-crowned static in mid-flight.
Come here, they say. Touch me. I won’t fly away.

Still, kneeling in a window above these birds,
I don’t move so they won’t. This slant of morning,
particular and alluring, tempts me to believe

a thing so lovely it’s absurd – that I could live here
forever, if only a wing weren’t made for flight,
this body of mine so much dirt.
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Woodshed
KEVIN STEIN

What remains of the mouse moonlights as tender sprig of
Little Bluestem, ribboning the owl’s kack as if to appease the
happy gods with gifts of tufted fur and white lie. A trinity, the
moon and owl and me, rhyme like lefts and rights cuffing ears.
Dickinson claims she likes a look of agony—You believe that
stuff? She’d swoon for this wan moon and my teenage face
beneath the Westside Kings’ hammering fists, the poor boy’s
bounced check. Thumbing the big guy’s eyes my teachers
called a working- class hall pass. Rhymed that too. The mouse
went down like this: furious scurrying then talons and flower
stalks, dinner swallowed whole. I’ve been the one on wing
not the trembling beneath, as you have, too—in bed doing
that so-rough good stuff or at work dishing pink slips, maybe
in line behind a woman fingering food stamps, your pricey
power shoes tap-tapping. Feels good, huh, to be a mean son
of a bitch. I’ve been the one chased and cornered, as now,
when I unlatch the woodshed, mice skitter, marbles sprung by
moonlight’s thumb in the eye. Want to poke fun at how they
sleep and screw and nurse their hairless young while an owl
looms in the lone white pine, waiting? Want to call them tiny
fools? What good is art that won’t light a fire. Let’s call them
brothers, kin beneath the patient beak.
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Upon Freeing the Ruby Throated
Hummingbird Beak-Stuck in a
Screen Door
KEVIN STEIN

There’s cresting Quandary Peak, oh mountain
of the human condition. There’s Mt. of the Holy Cross
roped in rain and fog so thick we missed
the glacial cross Longfellow’s sonnet made famous
for a slim generation’s attention span. There’s
summiting Mt. Elbert when Deb was pregnant,
our daughter earning her first peak in utero,
or was it months before when part of us crossed

over to her? Those times I rose above
some other worldly body. I stood at the edge,
still do, my breath fast and shallow,
nose pressed against the thin scrim
that gives a little and thus gives nothing,
oh scrim between the known and not,
oh lousy metaphor for death –
this a problem and the beauty we inhabit,
or do I mean embody?

Look, he hung there, my brother, beak-stuck
and sun-stroked, begging one more chance,
anthem of those who sigh Oh way too often.
He’d nearly crossed over but to what?
Plucked free, he feasted on sugar water,
iridescent electric trembling, pilgrim and homeboy.
And what of his crested moments?
There’s trumpet flower till its red throat wilts silent.
There’s monkshood before it folds to seeds’ reprieve —–
how these things we love add up, oh tweedle dee,
as they count down.
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Parakeet and Dark Star
KEVIN STEIN

Equally unpredictable and uncommon,
one of them dropped from a Tree of Heaven
onto my calloused index finger, feathered
abandon tamed by hunger and the coming frost.

A miracle, my mother wept, while neighbors
trundled from clapboard houses to witness
who’d come to visit among the shuttered factories
and a refinery belching dyspeptic American dreams.

Whose dream? Hope’s a thing with wings
says the poet, her wings clipped by circumstance
and a minister’s black veil, so the bird lived with me
for the price of seeds and astonishment.

At Fifth and Lincoln, his cage lay within mine.
The window perch, cuttlebone, and song,
even a tinny silver bell he’d beak-ring
until I’d let him fly the living room, small space

within the larger, within the great expanse
whose ends no one knows until the light itself
is whistled home to rest upon a finger,
the closed door opened then shut.
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Shagbark Thoughts
GAVIN VAN HORN

I

’ve lately been visiting a neighborhood pocket park in the
early morning, book in hand. An underused triangle of
grass, the park contains a bench tucked haphazardly into

the far corner like a city planner’s afterthought. I cozy into the
bench on cold days, nestled in the lingering warmth of a few
layers of clothing and a down jacket. Until the first cup of coffee
enters my bloodstream, the cold and lack of caffeine conspire
to slow my thoughts, my reading pace consistent with the sap
flowing through the limbs of a nearby shagbark hickory. Ideas
percolate, bubbling to the surface.
I think on these small patches wedged into neighborhoods.
The park’s trees are decades older, and sometimes hundreds
of years older, than the unfamiliar newcomers in surrounding
yards. Witnesses to so much change: watching the homes go
up, the prairie become lawn, the footpaths become sidewalks,
the compacted dirt become streets resisting their restless roots.
Still, they watch, memory keepers, more valuable now because
of their thinned numbers. In summer, the squirrels rejoice in
their seed, practicing acrobatics above. I rejoice in their shade,

I look upward at the lengthy telltale strips peeling away from

focusing my attention below. In winter, stripped to their bones,

the trunk that give the shagbark its name. Lean down, pick up

they rest from their labors, waiting for the Earth to tilt back

a seed husk. Turn the smooth, ovoid wood in my palm. Run

toward the sun. Dormant, they still exude presence, still hold
the space, still keep memory alive.
Just a little triangle of breath between concrete. But a place
where children build snowmen and arrange sticks into imag-

my finger along the curve of the pit. I am thinking of the gift of
small things—patches of grass between buildings, gardens in
vacant lots, even balconies that open up to the sky. I am thinking about the importance, the necessity, of these small encoun-

inary campfires, listen to birdsong and cradle pill bugs in

ters for a re-imagined future, of tying the memories of the past

the cups of their hands. A place to reflect on this landscape’s

to a fuller present. I am thinking of a little African American

history; a place to expand that history into the future.

girl and her fondness for pigeons.
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bird who has learned to seek bread from human hands is not a
bad place to begin.
Which reminds me of the wise words of writer and lepidopterist Robert Michael Pyle. There’s a moving chapter entitled “The
Extinction of Experience” in Pyle’s memoir of childhood exploration, The Thunder Tree. There he notes that when people think
of extinction, they often think of rare species—Javan rhinos and
Bengal tigers. Animals that are large or furry, or a combination of
both, draw the lion’s share of our attention. As important as big,
charismatic species are, Pyle sets his sights on something closer to
home. He expresses concern over a potentially more devastating
loss, “the extinction of experience.” This type of extinction is more
subtle, occurring at the scale of the neighborhood, and therefore
Shagbark Hickory

less appreciated and harder to detect. Rarely is ink wasted on headlines about this type of extinction. One season a copper-colored

Sherry Williams is now a woman on a mission, a person with
an interest in recovering African American history and gene-

butterfly flutters by, the next year it is gone, cool concrete substituted for purple coneflower.

alogy in Chicago. She is also an amateur birder. She can trace

These small disappearances could be characterized as lesser

this interest to a humble balcony from her childhood and to the

losses. After all, in Chicago there are the forest preserves, many

pigeons she befriended there.

miles of lakeshore, innumerable municipal parks. Even if we

Same as a lot of Chicago residents, Sherry lived in a walk-up
apartment without a yard in the front or back. She didn’t have
any pets, so her connection to nature came through birds that
were present year-round: pigeons. When her mom later moved
the family to a house, she became especially concerned over
her daughter’s pigeon-feeding compulsion. She issued stern
warnings to Sherry that squirrels, attracted by the food bits,
were bound to wreak havoc in the attic. Sherry remained undaunted; she chuckles softly when she recalls for me how she
kept “sneaking” food to the birds despite her mom’s protests.
Pigeons are the opposite of a conservation concern, innumerable in cities throughout the world. Andreas, a German friend
of mine, tells me that disparaging pigeons transcends international boundaries. In Germany, they are known as Luftratten.
Air rats. Common, annoying, ordinary, ignored—pigeons may
be the bird most taken for granted in urban areas. Despite their

get to those places only once in a while, the Discovery Channel
or Animal Planet or Nat Geo Wild allows the exotic to burst
into our living rooms. For Pyle, this way of thinking reflects the
slow erosion of intimacy with so-called throwaway landscapes.

Just a little triangle of breath between
concrete... A place to reflect on this
landscape’s history; a place to expand that
history into the future.
People who are crazy about nature almost always have a story
about a throwaway landscape—a place that others have difficulty
seeing as valuable, but that for them defined freedom and solace
during their formative years. “Ignominious, degraded, forgotten
places that we have discarded, which serve nonetheless as hab-

numbers, ironically, pigeons are almost invisible.

itats for a broad array of adaptable plants and animals” are the

Not for Sherry. Pigeons brought her peace, she says. When I

adults that care about the natural world. Muddy stream embank-

ask her why she persisted in her bird-feeding rebellion, she re-

ments, overgrown housing lots, abandoned fields rutted with dirt-

sponds: “My entire life it’s just something I enjoyed. Of course,

bike tracks—these would never be mistaken for the “jewels” of

it does bring peace, [and] it’s such a joy to hear their calls. That,

any national park or wilderness area. According to Pyle, however,

of course, over the screeching that you would hear when you

in some ways they serve more formative roles. “Along with the

live on a major street.” Small places, small encounters. We

nature centers, parks, and preserves,” he writes, “we would

start where we are, with what is available to us. An iridescent

do well to maintain a modicum of open space with no rule but
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secret gardens of imagination for children who later become
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common courtesy, no sign besides animal tracks. For these pur-

Chicago has also been a prominent place for the migration of

poses, nothing serves better than the hand-me-down habitats that

people. Moving, settling, seeking welcoming habitats and op-

lie somewhere between formal protection and development.”1

portunities, connecting distant places of concern—humans and

Hand-me-down habitats, throwaway landscapes, and secondhand

birds move across landscapes in the hopes of safe harbor.

lands do not merely spark a sense of adventure. They provide us

From the late nineteenth century until the mid-twentieth

close-to-home access to more-than-human worlds, a way to learn

century, thousands of African American people were drawn to

who we are in relation to many other species with whom we share

Chicago by employment opportunities, hoping to escape racial

a common patch of earth. They unlock portals of imagination,

barriers in the south. This Great Migration figured prominent-

worm tunnels that blast us into new galaxies. They gift us with

ly in Pullman, where the first all–African American union (the

familiar common ground for developing caring relationships.

Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters) was established.

It’s not that exotic animals in foreign lands aren’t worthy of

These two streams of interest merged for Sherry behind the

concern. In the grand scheme of planetary complexity, they

defunct Pullman factory clock tower. As she thought about

matter deeply. But contact, real contact, leads to relationship.

human and bird migration, a connection began to crystallize.

Borrowing a page from Leopold, who wrote, “We only grieve for

Another pigeon, this one a more ethereal dove, provided the

what we know,” Pyle lays his point out plainly: “People who care

inspiration; as Sherry explains, “The Holy Spirit has a way of

conserve; people who don’t know don’t care. What is the extinc-

inclining ideas to you.”

tion of the condor to a child who has never known a wren?”2

For Sherry, constructing a bird oasis became a way to better

Or even less exotic than a wren—in Sherry’s case, the

understand and welcome avian migrants that use the area, as

humble pigeon.

well as highlight the migration stories of people in the com-

A red-tailed hawk throws a shadow on a solitary cardinal and
a congregation of pigeons, chickadees, and monk parakeets.
Nobody seems bothered. Underneath the hawk’s watchful
gaze, I step into an unlikely bird oasis near 111th Street and
Cottage Grove Avenue in South Chicago.
I’m certain this avian gathering did not constitute a part of George
Pullman’s plans. George Pullman, train entrepreneur and capi-

munity. With the help of the Illinois Audubon Society, young
people who needed service hours to fulfill Chicago public school
requirements, and curious neighbors, Sherry began hosting
guided tours about once a month. The transformation of the
site included repurposing a mowed path that was once used
for security checks of the Pullman property into a footpath for
exploration; taking out invasive shrubs and replacing them
with native plants and trees attractive to birds; adding feeders,

talist utopian, moved to Chicago in 1863. He had an ambitious

baths, and birdhouses; and creating a central picnic area.

vision: create a self-contained manufacturing city. In four years

Though all ages of people go on the walkabouts, Sherry is par-

(1880–1884), four thousand acres of marsh and prairie sprouted a complete town with its own market, sanitation, entertainments, and, of course, workforce. It was even voted “the world’s
most perfect town” by one international body in 1896.
I walk through the streets and between filigreed buildings, and
my imagination easily drifts backward in time. Nostalgia clings
to the bricks. The local McDonald’s displays vintage historical photos. The buildings show their age and their tarnished
dreams, frayed but beautiful. They seem to be waiting.

ticularly concerned with young people. Several times she mentioned gun violence as an ongoing problem that the community
faces. As an increasing number of birds have discovered the site
(a recent winter count resulted in sixty-three species), “slowly
but surely young people have become attached to the project.”
Students who came initially to accrue community service hours
now learn about African American migration parallel to the migration of birds in Chicago. They’ve made this the core of what
they discuss, Sherry says. She sees these experiences and conversations as a way for them to “become that next generation

The now-derelict Pullman factory is where Sherry, the pigeon

of stewards.” During months with favorable weather, signage

lover, had a vision.

on the walking path displays narratives of human immigration

Sherry became familiar with local birds on her balcony, but
Chicago as a whole serves as a kind of front porch: a major mi-

history as well as information about bird migration, building
on the conversations Sherry has fostered around the oasis.

gratory flyway for birds, who use the area as a layover stop on

In the midst of so much movement, the oasis is aptly named. A

their seasonal journeys. And as Sherry is quick to point out,

place to seek refreshment. A place to stop and reflect. A place
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to think about people and birds—and how our stories may bear

catalogs, and put a solid set of blisters on my fingers while

affinities. For Sherry, a connection to the common pigeon un-

turning the soil with a borrowed hoe and shovel.

folded into a larger vision. Out of disrepair, new habitat has
begun chirping. A larger conversation between people and
place has begun.

By midsummer, though, it was clear I wasn’t going to reap anything close to the bounty I imagined. Only a smattering of plants
hung on. Then I started seeing the rabbits. Soon after, the hoof-

◆◆◆

I’m not a great gambler. Whatever attracts lady luck, I don’t seem
to possess it. I joined the Cub Scouts in grade school, and the
memory of a monthly gathering of various Cub Scout packs still
feels fresh. I recall only one thing about those monthly meetings:

prints of deer. My raspberries went to the birds; my tomatoes
to the chipmunks. When a plant appeared to be near fruiting,
I began a race against the clock, and the other neighborhood
animals were more frequent garden visitors than I. Finally, I
began to call my garden what it was: a wildlife donation.

the cake raffle. For fifty cents a ticket, you could buy a chance to

I learned to come to terms with this reality. In fact, I began to

win a cake. My mom always spared me one dollar. Two tickets.

think about how I could be a more proactive donor.

Never mind that some kids clutched a string of tickets reaching
from fist to foot. All I needed was for my number to be called.

Over the course of the next few years, I lessened the square
footage for vegetables and increased the number of native

On a typical night, ten to fifteen cakes populated the table. As

plants that served as hosts for butterflies and offered nectar to

numbers were announced and kids rose from their chairs to select

bees. I managed to pull quite a few carrots and pluck the occa-

the most delicious, icing-laden sugary delicacies on the table, I

sional pepper for my own family, but I also began to think of

hoped until the final number’s hollow echo against the walls of the

the garden’s broader bounty, a dot of habitat within the larger

rented church auditorium that my ticket was a winner. I would

green matrix of the city. I noticed my view of lawns and vacant

have settled for the last lonely, dry, poppy-seed-encrusted Bundt

lots and road medians changing, too. Wherever I turned my

cake. But never in my four years as a Scout did I cash in a ticket.

gaze I saw life-giving potential.

I presumed I was cursed. So it was no small relief when, in

I’m not the only one. Robert Nevel acquired this vision long

adulthood, I finally won a lottery. A garden lottery, for a plot in

before I did and has been putting it to use on larger scales than

one of our city’s community gardens. True, it wasn’t a cake, and

a single plot in a community garden. Nevel is the president of

I actually had to pay for the privilege of renting the plot, but it

KAM Isaiah Israel (KAMII), the oldest Jewish congregation in

brought consolation to the child in a Scout uniform who once

the Midwest. Trained as an architect, he one day looked at the

pined for triple layers of chocolate.

grounds surrounding KAMII’s historical central-dome syna-

This type of extinction [“the extinction
of experience”] is more subtle, occurring
at the scale of the neighborhood, and
therefore less appreciated and harder
to detect.

gogue on Chicago’s South Side, and, where others saw manicured grass, if they noticed the lawn at all, he saw opportunity.
It’s typical, Nevel tells me, for congregants to view a house of
worship as a mass in a sea of grass, treating the surrounding
lawn as leftover space. For most of the synagogue’s history,
the grounds were indeed an afterthought, some thing to walk
through on one’s way to what was truly important and unbound
by earthly soil.

I’d had a backyard garden long before, but now that we lived
in a city apartment, I missed tending young seedlings, digging
up a few scrawny vegetables and scrappy herbs for the table,
and, mainly, the pretense to be out under a warm sun with

As a congregation in the Reform Jewish movement, KAMII holds
social justice as a core part of its identity, so Nevel believed there
was an open opportunity to connect the dots between social and
environmental justice, with the lawn as the canvas. He knew,

soil-stained hands. When I won the lottery, big ideas were set

however, that tearing up the lawn was going to be a tough sell.

in motion. I thought about space optimization, accounting

Noting the devotion of Americans to their lawns, he wryly re-

for shade and sunlight. I contemplated accessible pathways

marked, “In its own odd and ironic way, lawns have become a

to plants with a carefully hand-drawn map. I participated in

sacred space.” The solution would have to include easing his

a local seed swap, ordered exotic-sounding heirlooms from

fellow congregants into an alternative perception.
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He proposed designs for a hexagonal garden in the front lawn

can be cultivated. Perhaps the two words, wild and sacred, are

of the synagogue, in the shape of a six-pointed Star of David.

closer in meaning than most of us imagine. Perhaps they both

Each of the star’s points would grow food; the negative space

can be seen under one’s fingernails.

would remain lawn. The proposal was approved. Work began in
2009. The Star of David remains, now anchoring a much larger

◆◆◆

transformation: gardens surrounding the synagogue have

Balconies, backyards, gardens. Thinking about how re-wild-

doubled every year, and the former lawn on the 2,500-squarefoot property is hard to find between the tomatoes.
Further connections, both religious and secular, came quickly,
and the evidence radiates into the larger community. Some
of the most remarkable stories involve the way in which the
gardens mediate interfaith relationships and understanding.
Nevel recalls a moment when he watched Muslim children at-

ings of the landscape can be scaled up and out, I went to visit
another garden—a very large urban garden—known as the
Perry Avenue Community Farm.
On what happened to be his sixty-sixth birthday, I met with
Orrin Williams (no relation to Sherry), the founder of the Center
for Urban Transformation, a co-leader of the Perry Avenue
Community Farm, and a person interested in a revolution on

tentively listening to an eighty-year-old member of the congre-

Chicago’s South Side. I first became aware of Orrin while attend-

gation read a book about growing carrots. “Food and care for

ing a conference at Chicago State University and was immediately

the earth is common to all of us,” he explains.

impressed by his casual candor. His salt-and-pepper dreadlocks

In many ways, gardens are the epitome of domestication. But
in a city, where concrete and manicured patches of turfgrass
rule, a garden is a step toward re-wilding, a welcome call to the
agency of other beings, from microscopic soil organisms to fourwinged pollinators. The gardens at KAMII serve a very practical
purpose—feeding people in the community. They also represent
lifelines that reach still further, woven together by the aerial
surveys of goldfinches, foraging bumblebees, soil organisms,

hint of the radical, the lines in the corners of his eyes speak to
an earned perspective. I discovered that we shared an interest in
urban agriculture, particularly the way it provides a medium for
social and ecological exchange, so I sought him out to hear more.

Out of disrepair, new habitat has begun
chirping. A larger conversation between
people and place has begun.

and a hundred different gleaming beetles. The value of such vital
places—one might even say their sacredness—is that they add a
measure of wildness to the city’s fabric. The garden is not solely
an invitation to other creatures; it is an invitation to remember
how the human creature is connected to soil, water, air, and

This led me to the Perry Avenue Community Farm, a twoacre chunk of rectangular land situated on a former school
parking lot in Englewood, Chicago. When the neighborhood of

non-human neighbors who share our urban spaces.

Englewood makes the news, it’s typically not a good thing. The

“I think that anybody who works in this program is changed when

institutional racism that stalled business prospects, gutted its

they work in it,” Nevel reflects. “They see their responsibilities to
each other and the land differently.” Another way of putting this:
much more than the lawn of a synagogue has been transformed.
People go from living on a landscape to living within one, as
participants in the greater well-being of their community. Nevel
summarizes this for me: “They see it under their fingernails. They
see it on their knees. They feel it in their back. They can see, and

area is one known for its gang violence, still reeling from the
local economy, and prompted white flight to the suburbs.
Orrin has witnessed it all. He came of age when a black middle
class in Chicago was more robust and fondly recalls how, as
a child, he could buy live chickens a couple of blocks away
from his home. There was an A&P supermarket. There were
local grocery stores. At Sixty-Third and Halsted were theaters,

feel, and taste the difference that they’re making.”

banks, and the second-largest economy in the state, behind

When I visited KAMII, I explored both the buildings and

Orrin says you didn’t need to leave Englewood: “Your mom

the gardens that surround it. It occurred to me that while a

would hand you a list and off you’d go.” But he also experi-

building may unite people in common purpose and belief, the

enced the manufacturing decline in Chicago in the mid-1950s

grounds were a celebration of the world to which we, all of us,

and watched segregation draw the boundary lines around his

are connected. The big congregation of life. Perhaps gardens

neighborhood’s prospects, including the construction of an ex-

like those at this synagogue reveal how the wild and sacred

pressway that bypassed Englewood and became a catalyst for

only downtown Chicago. To get what your family needed,
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suburbanization. He tells me there were no vacant lots in his

together—the social, the economic, the ecological—integrated

neighborhood growing up. Now, there are no houses standing

within a dynamic community. This includes reviving tradition-

on his childhood block. He’s interested in changing that.

al arts and music. As he puts it: “There’s no word for art in a

After pulling up to the site and having a brief look around, I
follow Orrin inside a once-vacant home that has been refurbished into a beautiful community center. A stunning mural
with a collage of colorful visages of African Americans stretches across the entire north side of the two-story building. Inside,
an aquaponic system hums in the background; photographs of
people holding radishes, watermelons, and chard line the walls;
a dry-erase board, with various brainstorming notes scrawled
across it, such as “[SOLUTION-]/ARIES” and “Consumer Reconnect,” dominates one corner. Orrin explains that this is the
“think-do house,” a place of community reflection, strategy,
and action.
I had come to talk to Orrin about how food can connect us to
place and to one another, how it can create a sense of root-

lot of societies. It’s lifeways. It’s all part of an aesthetic. Schools
don’t want to do it. We want to do it right here.” This vision for
lifeways that nurture community could be especially important
for neighborhoods such as Englewood, where unemployment
rates hover around 50 percent. “What the communities are notorious for is really just a small part of what goes on,” Orrin
says, referring to the periodic and all-too-common shootings
on the South Side of Chicago, but “if you don’t have life for
people to do, then other things come to them.”

In a city, where concrete and manicured
patches of turfgrass rule, a garden is a step
toward re-wilding, a welcome call to the
agency of other beings.

edness and home. But our conversation soon veers into many
inter-related topics. Two mind-expanding events in Orrin’s
life fed directly into the creation of Perry Avenue Community
Farm. The first happened during the Vietnam War, when he
was stationed in Thailand. It was there, half a world away
from Chicago, that he saw alternatives for food. As he puts it,
his little urbanized, American brain exploded “from the first
moment I stepped off the plane. It smelled different, it looked
different, the people looked different. You didn’t have a car.
You didn’t have a furnace. You didn’t have air conditioning.”
Thailand was awash in green vegetation, rice paddies, farms,
and villages with ponds full of fish. Mangoes were as common
as acorns in Chicago parks. Orrin’s consciousness around food
expanded as he connected to a new pace and rhythm of life,
sometimes plucking breakfast straight from the branches of
backyard trees. A number of years later, in a second revelatory
event, he became aware of his own family’s ancestral connection to farming as well as a broader movement to secure and
reclaim black farmland. He recalls visiting Pembroke, Illinois,

When I ask Orrin if healing in the community applies to non-human Chicago residents, he points toward the farm and chuckles, “We try to grow enough to make sure they have some, too.”
He then becomes philosophical: “The planet is not here just for
humans, right? It’s here for all kinds of sentient beings. And we
have to be respectful to that. I think their being is important
as any human being, if you will. So we gotta try to do things
in ways to heal the planet and allow them to thrive as well. I
look at communities as ecosystems; we are part of the Earth
ecosystem, we are part of the cosmos.” From the planetary to
the microscopic, as Orrin puts it, “I think people are connected
to place in ways that we don’t even recognize. We’re connected
to micro-organisms, I mean they’re all over us. The health of
your gut determines how healthy you are. The whole thing is
it’s all one thing. It’s all about oneness. That’s all there is to it.
Now whether we connect to that, recognize that, whether we’re
conscious of it, I think that’s what makes the difference.”

sixty-five miles south of Chicago, where a community of black

Orrin leans back in his chair, pulls out a smartphone, and ex-

farmers persists to this day. His eyes opened wide when he first

claims, “We get dazzled by all this bullshit.” He lays the phone

saw this community, stunned as he was by seeing black people

down and puts an index finger to the side of his head. “The

farming, and his mind filled with possibilities.

revolution happens here,” he says as he taps his temple.

Although food provides an intergenerational pathway for

Orrin’s right, of course. Ideas—especially the collective power

people to reconnect to place, Orrin notes that local provision-

of shared ideas—give us an architecture for the future. This is

ing is merely one part of re-creating twenty-first-century cities.

“think-do” work: the revolution happens in the mind and in the

Communities also must reckon with the need for better-quality

places we live. “People say, ‘I think I’m going to leave Chicago,’

housing and offer viable local commercial and entrepreneurial

but then they say, ‘Where am I going to go?’ The problems

opportunities. Orrin tells me it is critical to put all the pieces

are everywhere.” As an example, he asks me, “Why are we
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importing California’s water? I don’t care if you call it lettuce—

◆◆◆

it’s water. They don’t have any water, but they are exporting

Vital places draw our attention to the life that pulses through
our everyday worlds. In urban areas, these places help us
rethink what our responsibilities to nature might be by reframing our ideas about where nature is. A balcony, a backyard, a
garden, a city, a bioregion. Awareness doesn’t always follow
in that order, radiating outward like the concentric circles of
a pebble splash, but an initial encounter with other species can
grow into a wider effort to connect the dots. It certainly has for
Sherry, Robert, and Orrin.

water to Chicago... What’s the interconnection between those
communities and this community? What’s the interconnection
between our city and other places on the planet? Whether it’s
food, whether it’s art, whether it’s healthy children, I don’t see
the disconnection between any of that.”
Local food is a place to begin, a strand to pull on that connects
us to others on the landscape, human and nonhuman. Orrin
sees an opportunity in the midst of the vacant land for various
uses: “Some of these spaces, even in places like Englewood—I
don’t want to see farms and I don’t want to see houses on them.
Can they become bird sanctuaries or habitat for some of these
creatures? The block I grew up on, I was over there visiting my
buddy, and he said, ‘See all that stuff over there.’ And there
was a bunch of trees and grasses, and he said, ‘Man, at night,
all kind of shit comes out of the trees,’ like raccoons and opossums. Maybe we need to create those islands and let ’em be.
Maybe we don’t want to rebuild every neighborhood. Maybe we
want to let it go wild, if you will.”

This is “think-do” work: the revolution
happens in the mind and in the places
we live.

I’m under the shagbark tree again, cozied into the corner
bench. A slight breeze pinches my cheeks. I put my book down
and close my eyes, thinking about the strange and wonderful
beings that share this little nook with me, thinking about the
small and vital gifts of green space, known or forgotten, scattered about the city. In The Thunder Tree, Pyle reminds us that
the way to caring about other species begins on the footpaths
close to home. “What, to a curious kid, is less vacant than a
vacant lot? Less wasted than waste ground?” he asks. These
places cradle small discoveries, nurturing moments of delight,
and “somewhere beyond delight lies enlightenment.”3
I stare through the branches of the shagbark, delighted by what
this tiny triangle of green park space brings to both the shagbark and me.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

As Orrin speaks, I reflect on the disasters that have struck
major cities recently. The economic collapse of Detroit, the
devastation Katrina wrought in New Orleans, and Chicago’s
patchwork of affluence and poverty. Cities are cauldrons, shifting brews of destruction and opportunity of our own making.
They are also places of experimentation. “As we approach the

Reprinted with permission from The Way of Coyote: Shared
Journeys in the Urban Wilds by Gavin Van Horn, © 2018 by
the University of Chicago Press. All rights reserved.
Photo Credit: Shagbark Hickory Tree by Charro Badger from
Wikipedia.

point that 50 percent of people live in cities, I feel a transition,”
Orrin reflects, “I don’t think we know but I think there’s some
wonderful possibilities. The planet is going to be here. We’re
not destroying the Earth; we’re destroying the possibility of
being here in this form. Until the asteroid hits, we need to fix
what we do here. The experiment has begun. We’re part of that
emerging understanding of what we have to do to be here.”
An experiment has indeed begun. People like Orrin are rethinking the city from an ecological point of view. They’ve lived
through transitions, watched urban neighborhoods vacated
and reborn. Speaking with Orrin, I can’t help but get the sense
that another change is coming, a think-do effort to re-weave
our cities into something better for humans and non-humans
alike along a wild continuum.

As the Director of Cultures of Conservation at the Center for
Humans and Nature, Gavin Van Horn develops and directs a series
of interdisciplinary projects relevant to the resilience and restoration
of human and natural communities in the Chicagoland region. His
work focuses particularly on how place-based values are developed
and strengthened in dialogue with local landscapes. His most recent
book is The Way of Coyote: Shared Journeys in the Urban Wilds
(University of Chicago Press, 2018).

NOTES
1. R.M. Pyle, The Thunder Tree: Lessons from an Urban Wildland (New York: Houghton
Mifflin, 1993), 148.
2. Ibid., 147.
3. Ibid., 147.
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Here I Am! Where Are You?
Minding Birdsong in the
North American Forest
DAVID A. GREENWOOD

Here I am! Where are you?—
1. a common mnemonic used to represent the song of the
red-eyed vireo
2. a mindfulness mantra found in nature; an example of biomimicry

T

he red-eyed vireo is one of the first birds I learned
to identify by ear. His song is good to know for two
reasons. First, like a lot of small birds, the vireo is not

easily seen. His trim, olive green and pale yellow body is all
camouflage in the dense treetop foliage where it prefers to hide
out and sing. Second, for all his stealthy behavior, the red-eyed
vireo is among the most vocal songsters in the summer forest. If
you’ve walked the woods in Canada or the United States, you’ve
heard his song. Unlike most breeding songbirds who generally
quiet down after the early morning chorus, the red-eyed vireo
sings nearly non-stop, all day long: Here I am! Where are you?
This level of sustained vocalization is pretty unusual among
birds. I can think of no other species with such an insistent
message for the world—except, perhaps, certain humans who
undoubtedly talk (or Tweet) too much. The red-eyed vireo,
known as REVI among serious birders, has in fact been called
“the preacher” by those who have found his song interminable
and monotonous. This moniker in mind, I’ve taken to calling
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him “the Rev.” And in fact, he has become my teacher, a kind of

ourselves separate from nature—whether through religious

mindfulness coach whose example is unrelenting.

dogma or through the “objective” stance of scientific and eco-

My dip into the birding literature tells me that each male redeyed vireo sings thirty or more song types per day, with some
individuals exceeding one hundred different strains. On top of
that, song types of neighboring vireos differ from one another.
Maybe these preachers are not so monotonous after all, but
they are incredibly persistent. In 1952, a Canadian birder

nomic rationality—has proven disastrous for other species. The
“objective” worldview hasn’t been so great for humans, either.
Some ecological thinkers speculate that our imagined objectivity may be the root of modern and post-modern alienation,
leaving us in a sorry state of “species loneliness,” at war with
ourselves and each other.

counted the number of songs sung by a single male north of

Imagining correspondences between species in a shared

Toronto from before dawn to evening. The total: 22,147.

world seems to me a necessary skill in the Anthropocene, this

1

No one knows exactly why the red-eyed vireo sings throughout
the day. My biologist friends tell me there must be an evolutionary adaptation involved—something to do with competition for habitat. One field study from the 1970s shows some evidence that the Rev may choose to avoid “acoustic interference”
with other birds.2 This sounds sensible. If you want to be heard,
you need to pay attention to timing. Regardless of the reason,
on hot afternoons, the Rev is often the only bird singing in my
northern summer soundscape. He wants to be noticed.
Here I am! Where are you? This is the simple mnemonic
device I learned to remember the vireo’s song—a short rising
and falling of tones that sound to me more like chirping speech
than music. He whistles compact, unhurried phrases from
deep in the trees, playing casually with rhythm and interval as
if he’s talking to himself rather than singing for others. Here I
am! Where are you? If I approach a singing vireo in the woods,
he is more apt to quiet down than sound the alarm. He resumes
shortly enough, presumably as soon as he determines that I
pose little risk to his livelihood, as I’m sure he observes me
more closely than I do him. Even as the red-eyed vireo varies
his song type constantly, I can still pick out a semblance of my
mnemonic phrases from the mix. It has become how I hear the
bird, if not precisely what I hear.

epoch of human-caused ecological decline. In his classic text,
Nature and Madness3, eco-philosopher Paul Shepard argues
that proper human development depends on our learning in
childhood to imagine the lifeworlds of other animals. Children
raised among animals, or even animal stories, do this naturally
enough. They easily learn the nuances of mimicry, hopping like
a rabbit or creeping like a turtle. Shepard proposes that when
modern humans stop relating to animals in this embodied way,
a madness develops in which we are no longer able to empathize with others, human or other-than-human. Indigenous
cultures, and other holistic and eco-centric traditions, embrace
metaphors of relationship and reciprocity between people and
other inhabitants of land, water, and sky.
The Anishinaabe (Ojibwe) are the people indigenous to the
Great Lakes region where I live. In one Anishinaabe creation
story, the creator counsels Nanabozho, or Original Man, on
how to survive and live responsibly on the earth by following
the example of the “elder brothers and sisters”—the plants
and animals that preceded human inhabitation. Heron, for
example, teaches Nanabozho where to gather wild rice to eat,
while the racoon teaches him to wash his food carefully.4 Many
religions venerate particular animals for the unique characteristics, good or bad, we project onto them. Depending on one’s
tradition or perspective, a snake can represent either guile or
evil, transformation or renewal.

◆◆◆

Here I am! Where are you? With all his repetition, what is the
Rev trying to tell me?

Plants and animals, with their amazing adaptations and life
histories, offer humans plenty of metaphors for living, and
some of these are of great interest even to scientists and engi-

Of course, ascribing English grammar to birdsong is blatant

neers. Biomimicry is an interdisciplinary field of environmen-

anthropomorphizing, which some biologists look upon as a

tal design that looks to nature for models to solve human prob-

scientific sin. But human beings have been anthropomorphiz-

lems. Japan’s bullet train, for example, was modeled after the

ing—that is, attributing human traits to other species—for tens

kingfisher bird in order to reduce the large, potentially damag-

of thousands of years and probably longer. It is simply how we

ing shock wave known as “tunnel boom” when traveling at high

see and name the world: through the evolutionary lens of being

speeds. Imagining animals and plants as human-like, or as

human. We can’t escape from this lens, but we can learn to ac-

teachers of humans, is part of how our species and its diverse

knowledge it, and to use it wisely and consciously. Imagining

cultures have evolved. Despite all our technical prowess—or
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perhaps because of its limitations—learning from the non-human world, seeing ourselves reflected in it, remains a powerful, and necessary, source of both knowledge and sensibility.
Fortunately, it is one that is still available to us, at least for now.
Anthropomorphizing can be problematic, however, when our
projection of human traits onto non-human others substitutes
for scientific knowledge about them. Snakes are neither good
nor evil; they are snakes. Valuing other species based on anthropocentric criteria alone often ensures our ignorance and
their extinction.
In this regard, I don’t claim that the red-eyed vireo actually ex-

presence and the meaning I make of it, as a mantra for mindfulness. I consider this practice a responsive and responsible
form of biomimicry, one that honors the bird and makes me
more present to it, as well as to myself and others. Here I am!
Where are you?

...learning from the non-human world,
seeing ourselves reflected in it, remains a
powerful, and necessary, source of learning.
Fortunately, it is one that is still available to
us, at least for now.

presses the sentiment—Here I am! Where are you?—although,
biologically speaking, these English phrases are a pretty good
translation of the purpose of much avian vocalization: signalling to mates, marking territory, and responding to intruders. What I mean is that hearing and remembering the vireo
this way has created an intimate relationship, one that began
with remembering his name (thanks to the mnemonic), and
deepened over time through the meaning I’ve made of his
song. My guess is that this sense of personal intimacy with
other creatures is at least as important as peer-reviewed facts
about them. Some scientists and philosophers might point out
that whatever meaning I ascribe to the Rev’s song distorts my
ability to see and hear the bird as he actually is. This is undoubtedly true. Philosophically or scientifically, it is impossible
to get inside of a bird’s umwelt, lifeworld, that wonderful term
the German biologist Jakob von Uexküll5 coined to describe
the conscious experience of other species—grasped, insofar as
possible, from their point of view. In short, I’m interested in
everything I can learn about the red-eyed vireo, biologically or
otherwise. But what interests me most at present is his impact
on me as the persistent teacher he has become. I like to think
that one of these impacts is to more fully appreciate, and pay
more attention to, the red-eyed vireo and all of my elder brothers and sisters.
◆◆◆

As a long-time environmental educator and nature lover, I have
observed that particular plants and animals become important
to us at different phases of our lives, and that this has more
to do with our own particularity than with the other species’.
The fact is, the Rev has become my meditation teacher. “When
you are ready for him,” another teacher once taught me, “your
mentor will arrive.”
What I am proposing—what I have been practicing for several
years now—is using the vireo’s song, his ubiquitous summer
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Twenty thousand times a day, the Rev prods me to wake up.
I welcome his reminders and confess to needing each one of
them. With work, family, and everything else on the schedule,
I’m often rushing through one task only so that I can move on
to the next. I may be overly sensitive to cultures of speed and
hyper-productivity, but if I’m not careful, life starts feeling like
a pile of email I can’t keep up with. Such mindless malfunctioning keeps me from living the life I want, and even from
imagining what that life might be. All this can wear me down,
leaving me irritable, depressed, and distant from those I want
to be closer to. I have learned this partly by growing older
and confronting my own vulnerabilities, and partly by paying
more careful attention—that is, by practicing mindfulness. I’ll
often walk the land to reconnect and recover, and this is how I
met the Rev.
Here I am! His first phrase is less an invitation to be seen than
it is a declaration of presence. Biologically, this declaration is
part of the Rev’s survival kit in the evolutionary competition.
Existentially, however—and here I acknowledge a metaphysical
interpretation—the red-eyed vireo is not just telegraphing his location. He is proclaiming his existence in place and time, in the
here and the now. Not all avian species do this so audibly and in
such a persistent way that we humans can’t help but take notice.
The grammatical emphasis—Here I am!—is on being itself,
on the awareness of being alive one feels when truly awake. I
admire the Rev’s bold determination to vocalize this awareness,
over and over, consummating it each time with exclamation.
The Rev’s second phrase—Where are you?—I hear both as reminder and reproach. If I am mainly awake and aware myself, I
receive the question—Where are you?—as a welcome reminder
to stay that way. Then I nod to the Rev in solidarity. I know just
where I am: I am paying attention with consciousness to my
experience of the present moment—what I am doing, where I
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am doing it, and how I am feeling. I am not lost in the looping

Leave

playback of my mind’s own obsessions. In mindfulness circles,

above my door!

this sense of being lost in obsessive thinking is often referred to
as “monkey mind,” which seems like an unfair projection of our
own complexes onto a species whose mind ours may resemble, but which we can never really know. In any case, when my
thinking is in a rut, and especially if I’m indulging unhelpfully
in one of the mind’s many stories (an all-too-frequent reality),
the Rev’s question comes at me like a challenge from God.
Where am I then? Too often, I’m somewhere in my head I’ve
been many times before, somewhere I don’t particularly want
to stay. Here I am! Where are you? Whether I hear his song in
the woods or summon it into awareness myself, the red-eyed
vireo has become my messenger bird. He is just the cue I need
to reset my attention and to reclaim the feeling of aliveness that
I can too easily lose.

my

loneliness

unbroken!—quit

the

bust

Take thy beak from out my heart, and take thy form from
off my door!”
Quoth the Raven “Nevermore.”6
Poe resists the raven and his message, and thus his confrontation with death leaves him more miserable than before.
Everything about the poem is dark as Night’s Plutonian shore.
“Nevermore!” becomes a negative mantra, a negation of everything that Poe, or at least his narrator, can’t accept.
“The Raven” is often parodied for its predictable meter and
rhyme scheme, and for its portrayal of madness. But there is
a realism here that I have to admire. Like a lot of people who
lived before modern medicine, Poe saw a lot of death, and early
death ravaged nearly everyone close to him before he died at

◆◆◆

Literature records many examples of birds that serve as omens
and guides. From my own Euro-American tradition, John
Keats’s “The Ode to a Nightingale” and Edgar Allan Poe’s “The
Raven” are probably the most famous. The Rev reminds me of
these other birds, and reading the poems again shows me how
birds conjure human states of mind. Ultimately, the nightingale and the raven each signal the nearness of death, and the
vulnerability and preciousness of life in the present moment.
Keats begins his poem with the simple and forthright confession, “My heart aches.” Following his opening phrase—“Once
upon a midnight dreary”—Poe likewise reveals his “weak and
weary” self. Similar to the Rev, the nightingale and the raven
appear as auguries of awakening to the possibilities for life,

age 40. Death wasn’t an “idea” looming somewhere far off
in the future, the way most of us moderns learn to hold the
“concept” of it. Death was ever-present for Poe, always tapping
on his chamber door. Whether we acknowledge it or not (we
usually don’t), this is just as true for each one of us. Like the
tolling of a church bell at a burial, “The Raven” remains a
relevant wake-up call to discover what death might teach us
about living.
Similarly with Keats’s “Ode to a Nightingale.” From the start,
as if drugged in “a drowsy numbness,” the poet grieves the
human condition:
The weariness, the fever, and the fret

before it is too late.

Here, where men sit and hear each other groan;

The Rev would undoubtedly approve of the raven’s persistence,

Where palsy shakes a few, sad, last gray hairs,

with all his rapping and tapping on Poe’s chamber door. Poe, of
course, is a writer well known for his tortured relationship with
death and loss. His raven repeatedly croaks the one word Poe
can’t accept—“Nevermore!”—because it signifies the continuation of memory and grief and the finality of death and separation from the poet’s beloved, Lenore. Poe writes,
“Be that word our sign of parting, bird or fiend!” I shrieked,
upstarting—
“Get thee back into the tempest and the Night’s
Plutonian shore!

Where youth grows pale, and spectre-thin, and dies;
Where but to think is to be full of sorrow
And leaden-eyed despairs,
Where Beauty cannot keep her lustrous eyes,
Or new Love pine at them beyond to-morrow.7
Like Poe, Keats knew death close up. His life was surrounded
by it, and many of his poems were written with the knowledge
of his own imminent death from tuberculosis. (He died at the

Leave no black plume as a token of that lie thy soul

ripe age of twenty-five.) But unlike the raven’s embodiment of

hath spoken!

nothingness, Keats’ nightingale becomes the counterpoint to
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the poet’s suffering. At first, Keats hears in the nightingale’s

out of the woods? I suspect myself, and cannot help a

“full-throated ease” undertones of the “embalmed darkness”

shudder, when I find myself so implicated even in what are

surrounding human life. But the bird soon becomes a vehicle

called good works,—for this may sometimes happen.8

for escape into the imagination, a reminder of a place elsewhere.
She is hailed as “immortal,” and her ecstatic song, though it too
fades, ultimately emboldens and enlivens the poet.

I’ve read this passage many times and often remember it on
my own walks when I find myself distracted or self-absorbed.
Like the vireo, Thoreau is a salutary companion. Reading the

As a symbol of the poetic imagination, of Romanticism itself,

passage again, I am struck by the repetition of the archaic

Keats’s nightingale can be read as less real that Poe’s raven. The

word, “fain”: “I would fain forget all my morning occupa-

bird is otherworldly, a porthole to a better place where Keats

tions and my obligations to society... In my walks I would fain

might “leave the world unseen,/And with thee fade away into

return to my senses.” The Oxford English Dictionary defines

the forest dim.” It is tempting to read the poem as an escape

“fain” as “pleased or willing under the circumstances.” Though

from reality, but for Keats and for many poets, the imagination,

he implies that he does, Thoreau does not say how, or even

the quality of mind represented by the nightingale, is reality.

whether, he successfully shakes off the village and returns to

The nightingale is the embodied reminder of another mindful

his senses; he only says that he would be pleased and willing to

way of being in this world, another way of experiencing and expressing life and of coming to terms with death. Finding a language to keep ourselves awake takes an effort of imagination,
as well as practice. This is all the more challenging to pull off
because in the end, the odds are against us. For as Keats knew
better than most, the low tones of “Nevermore!” lurk beneath

do so. How is this actually accomplished?

Finding a language to keep ourselves
awake takes an effort of imagination, as well
as practice.

every earthly utterance.
Birds—ravens, nightingales, red-eyed vireos—may be no more

External circumstances and events of many kinds can shift

immortal than people. But they have been here, on earth and

one’s mindset. If a tornado suddenly blew into the neigh-

above it, longer than we have. Somehow—it may have to do

borhood, most of us would wake up fast, our senses on high

with their wings—they remind us: carpe diem, get on with it

alert to the novelty of extreme experience. But how can we

now. So it is with me and the Rev. There’s nothing mournful,

shift our state of mind internally when it gets stuck in what

foreboding, or forlorn about it. He’s just letting me know he’s

neuroscientists call its “default mode network”9? The default

here. He just keeps asking, who else is awake?

mode network is the neurological network our minds habit-

Thoreau wrote, “To be awake is to be alive,” and further
claimed, “I have never yet met a man who was quite awake.”
When made aware of it, I’m dismayed how often I’m asleep,
that is, suffering in cycles of distraction, worry, or regret, at
any time of day or night, even in the most outwardly pleasant
circumstances, such as walking through the summer woods. In
his essay “Walking,” Thoreau makes this related observation:

ually travel based on our past conditioning. Observable on
brain-scan imagery, these networks seriously limit our experience to the rutted grooves of our mind’s most popular, and
often least helpful, stories. What we are not very good at doing
when caught up in these networks is directly experiencing the
present moment. Mindfulness is the modern practice of paying
attention, intentionally and without judgement, to the present
moment. It has been shown to interrupt default mode thinking

Of course it is of no use to direct our steps to the woods, if

and even to help create new neuropathways, new ways of ex-

they do not carry us thither. I am alarmed when it happens

periencing and responding to the world. Its transformative or

that I have walked a mile into the woods bodily, without

remedial power is the reason so many modern people seek it.

getting there in spirit. In my afternoon walk I would fain

But the default mode network is a powerfully predictive force,

forget all my morning occupations and my obligations

both conditioning our behavior and limiting our awareness of

to society. But it sometimes happens that I cannot easily

it. For many of us, without mindfulness or other contempla-

shake off the village. The thought of some work will run in

tive practices, it can easily dominate the mind, even Thoreau’s.

my head and I am not where my body is,—I am out of my

Experienced meditators report that having a teacher to support

senses. In my walks I would fain return to my senses. What

their mindfulness practice can be extremely helpful. I think

business have I in the woods, if I am thinking of something

I’ve finally found mine.
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Here I am! Where are you? The red-eyed vireo is a persistent
reminder from the external environment to reclaim presence
internally. Monks and meditators are taught to listen for the
ringing of a bell, or the deep tones of the gong, to awaken their
attention. With practice, responding to this summons is to be
re-minded, even at the neurological level. The process involves
paying attention, over and over, to thoughts, feelings, and sensation, in order to notice how the mind’s defaults operate and
how to reclaim one’s desired focus. Waking up is not as easy as
it sounds, but the preacher bird, the Rev, is generous with encouragement. Twenty thousand times a day: Here I am! Where
are you? He delivers his message freely from a supple perch in
the trees, swinging with leaf, shadow, and sunshine. This is the
home we share. The same land makes both of us come alive. It
remains for us to listen, and to respond.
Photo Credit: Red-Eyed Vireo by John Benson, courtesy of
Wikipedia.
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What We Talk about When
We Talk about Wilderness
MARYBETH HOLLEMAN

To know the wilderness is to know a profound humility, to recognize

The whales are that far away, but the bay is so quiet and vast,

one’s littleness, to sense dependence and interdependence,

and the mountains so steep and containing, that the whales’

indebtedness, and responsibility.
—Howard Zahniser

A

breath is echoing off them.
I’m on Little Harbor Island in the Tracy Arm-Fords Terror

ll around I hear the exhalation of whales. Yet I see no
slick arc of gray, no feathery column of mist. What
I see is placid water punctuated by brilliant white

Wilderness in the heart of the Tongass, the nation’s largest

icebergs, a flock of Bonaparte’s gulls rising against a forest of

three-hour boat ride south of Juneau on the twenty-five-foot

spruce, white shell beach and black lichen-covered boulders.

Sumdum Ranger. This small island houses the rangers’ base

No whales.

camp, from which they do fieldwork all summer long in this

Perhaps my ears deceive me, disoriented by the contrast
between where I am now and where I was this afternoon.
Four hours ago, I stood in the parking lot of a grocery store in
Juneau, Alaska, the sun beating down on asphalt, wind whipping my hair, traffic roaring by.
“Yes,” says Sean, when I ask him, “They’re whales. It’s just that

national forest. Seven of us—Sean and four other rangers,
me, and photographer Irene Owsley—have just arrived after a

653,000-acre wilderness. Irene and I are along for the Voices
of the Wilderness artist residency. For eight days we shadow
these wilderness kayak rangers to experience this wilderness
and then create art inspired by it.
As we pull to shore in the inflatable, Solan, one of the rangers,
tells me and Irene, “We’ll unload the boats, you go do your art.”

they’ve already gone back under, and the spout mist has dissi-

I hop from boulder to boulder across the beach, around the

pated, by the time you hear them.”

point, over a jumble of tan rock, and find a spot to sit. I pull
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The view from base camp on Little Harbor Island

out my writing pad and pencil and stare at the blank page. But

of soft eroded slate and greenschist forming knobby spires,

it’s too soon. It takes longer than the boat ride to truly be here,

rounded boulders, and turrets like cathedral spires.

let alone to have anything to say about this new place, or even
just to make field notes. Instead I listen to whales, stare at icebergs, and jot down the names of seabirds floating before me
on the lee side of this island, diving for small fish that dimple
the water’s mirrored surface.
The Wilderness Act of 1964 describes wilderness as “an area
where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled
by man.” That word “untrammeled” was chosen carefully, so
that once it’s designated, wilderness is allowed to express its
own will. But just over fifty years later, I come with a nagging
question: what is the place of wilderness in this age of extinction, ocean acidification, and climate change? What is left untrammeled when the human footprint spreads over the entire
planet, and beyond? What good is wilderness now?

Upon our approach the flock of Bonaparte’s gulls rise up, this
year’s newly fledged with their bandit faces, rubber band calls
filling the air. Closer, a bundle of harlequin ducks and surf
scoters plop off the rocks and into the water and then slide
away along the shore in a straight line.
Around a rock headland, we come across a kelp bed so thick it
looks like solid ground, but among the kelp are the shiny heads
of harbor seals, their big liquid eyes turned to us. At first they
are motionless. Then one rolls and slaps the water with its side
flipper, and they all disappear, not even a ripple among the
kelp to mark where they were.
Just beyond the kelp bed, a humpback calf squeals loudly as
it rolls on the surface with its mother. And in a small embay-

Before long, I’m on the water in a bright yellow kayak, paddling

ment along a pebbled shore, a silver cloud of tiny fish undulates

with Solan to Round Island. Like Harbor and Little Harbor

around my boat, through eelgrass and between popweed-cov-

islands, Round Island’s shoreline is a weathered wonderland

ered rock like a single animal.
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“Most likely salmon smolt,” says Solan.
We have tried, three times already, to have a conversation,
Solan and I, about my writing, about his work as a wilderness

All around are signs that land and water are inextricably linked
in every single way, except by law. It’s the land that’s wilderness, but it’s the water where all the action is.

ranger, the kind of talk between two people who have just met.
But each time the place interrupts—birds fly up, seals splash
down, fish jump, and whales exhale. The vibrant fecundity of
this place commands our attention and overwhelms me. I feel
as if I’ve stepped into a living animal, all its life signs strong
and organs pumping, the heaving and pulsing and current
of life moving and swirling around me so that all I can do is
paddle slowly through it all, keep my eyes and ears as open as
possible, and breathe deep.
I sleep on the beach where the tide comes so near it wakes me
in the night, and I think of what Sean tells us: once the tide
did rise to their tents, and he awoke to feel his legs weightless,
floating. What would that be like, drifting, boatless, in a watery
wilderness?

Iceberg viewpoint, Tracy Bar

Instead I awake to whalesong, which is soon joined by the
steady drone of a boat engine. All day there is at least one boat
engine in the background, groaning down the fjords and across
the bay. Kevin, the lead ranger, had warned me of this. That afternoon, after a staff meeting on the beach, he sits cross-legged

The next morning, Solan, Irene, and I paddle across Holkham
Bay to Tracy Bar, a sand spit that juts out into the mouth of
Tracy Arm. Fog obscures the line between water and air; whales

on the sand and tells me why there are so many boats.

spout all around. We walk among cyan icebergs stranded by

Over one hundred miles from here along the Gulf of Alaska

unique form created from the way it broke away from the gla-

coast, Glacier Bay National Park began limiting vessel traffic
to preserve the park’s wilderness character. In response, many
cruise ships started carrying their passengers here. Only in
Glacier Bay, designated before Alaska’s statehood, are the
waters included in wilderness designation. Here in the Tongass,
only the land is classified as wilderness, not the waters—so the
Forest Service can’t restrict boat traffic.
The wilderness staff does what they can, and they have crafted

wind and tide as if through a sculpture garden. Each berg is a
cier’s face and the way it melts. Some have dark striations, some
layers of bubbles; they melt into fantastical shapes of curves and
narrow spikes. All this variation is the result of the compression
and movement as part of a huge river of ice over hundreds of
years. We drift apart, silently, Irene to her camera lens, Solan
near the kayaks, and me wandering aimlessly through the bergs.
I’m sliding my arm down the long hollow of one iceberg when
the deep moan of a foghorn startles me into looking up quickly.

a Wilderness Best Management Practices Agreement, which

Above the layer of fog on the water is the top of a cruise ship,

most operators voluntarily uphold. Ten international cruise

an apparition so huge it dwarfs the bergs and the mountains. I

lines and over twenty smaller companies have committed to

start to lose my balance and try to grab the slippery edge of the

eliminating most loudspeaker announcements, concentrating

iceberg with my bare hand.

traffic in certain areas, reducing stack emissions, and giving
space to wildlife, especially whales and pupping harbor seals.

On the paddle back, a raft of scoters scatter at our approach,
black singing butterflies on a white canvas. The splashdowns of

But such agreements only work so well. Three rangers spent

breaching whales boom off the mountainsides. Then one whale

a week in Ford’s Terror—named for a naval crewman who,

surfaces so near me that my heart begins to pound. Bundled

in 1889, got trapped in the ripping tidal surge—to monitor

in several layers against the fifty-degree chill, I suddenly get

for an experiential aspect of wilderness called Outstanding

very warm. Irene, Solan, and I instinctively move closer to one

Opportunities for Solitude. They concluded that, with growing

another, and I think about what our little kayaks must look like

boat traffic, such an experience there is now impossible.

to a forty-ton whale—some slender white pieces of driftwood.
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Solan says they know we’re here and won’t surface beneath us.

I had already learned what climate change is doing to this place.

That does not still my racing heart.

It’s become a familiar story. The three tidewater glaciers at the

Three humpbacks circle us as they feed, surfacing on either
side of us. One surfaces so close to Irene that she could have
stuck out her paddle and touched it. We look at each other, her
eyes wide. Then one surfaces right next to me, a paddle length

heads of Tracy and Endicott are among the four southernmost
tidewater glaciers in North America. So it’s no surprise that
these glaciers are rapidly retreating. It’s not, however, a steady,
predictable retreat; big changes occur in a matter of seconds.

away, and my heart leaps into my throat, lodged like a stick in

Beyond that, the effects are more subtle. Yellow cedars, at

the whale’s mouth, like the one Jonah used to make his way

their northernmost range in the Tongass, have suddenly begun

out. The three whales surface in unison, moving away from us.

dying, and scientists speculate it’s due to climate change.

I feel even smaller and more insignificant than I did with the

Winter snowfall has decreased, winter snow melt has in-

cruise ship towering above me.

creased, and tree roots freeze without the protective blanket

Despite Solan’s assurances that the whales won’t hit our boats,
a few days after returning home I read about a whale breaching on top of a sailboat in southeast Alaska, sinking the boat,
leaving two boaters in the water clinging to a floating ice chest.
What would we have clung to, had a whale breached on our

of snow. Marine life, too, is changing, and not only because of
rising temperatures. Ocean acidification from CO2 absorption
is threatening shellfish and plankton—the plankton that feed
salmon and humpback whales.
It’s no longer possible for any piece of the planet, no matter how

kayaks, all three of which would have broken like toothpicks?

remote and rugged and inaccessible, to be truly untrammeled.

Still, through my hard-beating heart, what I feel more than

now contaminate every region of the world. What’s more,

anything is safe. Safe in this wilderness where we’re put into
proper scale. Here, in the bay, in the fog, with the cruise ship
out of sight, in our small yellow kayaks on a still and foggy sea,
with whales around us, here is where I feel a safety of scale.
Like the surf scoters or the marbled murrelets, we are small
and held, held in the place, our human concerns and transgressions shrunk down to size, as if there’s still a place where we
can go and be forgiven.
The next morning, in a light rain, Irene, Solan, Sean, and I arise
early and pack our kayaks. We paddle along Harbor Island to
its northeastern point and wait. Two boats slice the waters on
the other side of the bay, turning at Tracy Bar to head up the
fjord. Then another boat appears and slows alongside us. This

And it’s not just climate change; persistent organic pollutants
humans have directly transformed more than three-quarters
of the ice-free land on our planet. Even the polar ice packs are
now rapidly disappearing from our fossil fuel use. In a story
titled “Nature is Over,” Time magazine reports that there is no
more free-willed nature. Human activity now shapes the Earth
more than any other independent action, including geology
and climate.
Sean tries to keep spirits up by telling passengers how lucky they
are to be seeing these tidewater glaciers before they’re gone. But
it’s like Aldo Leopold said—knowing all this leaves you living
“in a world of wounds.” It’s a different feeling, watching a dying
glacier, seeing something you know is on its way out.

is the Sikumi, our ride up Tracy Arm.

This mountain and seascape before us are so expansive, these

The rangers’ work here is a combination of observing and re-

deck of one small ship, to believe we’re affecting them so drasti-

searching the status of the wilderness habitat and wildlife, and
of educating and informing visitors. Education, said the princi-

glaciers so ancient and massive, that it’s hard, standing on the
cally. Even a passing cruise ship quickly fades from view. When
John Muir came here in 1880, he wrote that the days he spent

pal authors of the Wilderness Act, is the most profound benefit

here were “two of the best and brightest of all my Alaska days.”

of wilderness because it reveals our connection with Earth’s

It’s a nexus of geologic, ecologic, and even human history with

community of life. So, in exchange for a ride up the thirty-two-

two surprisingly different personalities: the eroded islands,

mile-long fjord, these kayak rangers spend up to a third of their

old-growth forests, and the personality of the expansive waters

time onboard tour boats doing a version of the quintessential

of Holkham Bay and the fjord we’re about to enter.

ranger fireside chat.

Traveling up the fjord is like going back in time. From the

After Sean and Solan finish their talk onboard the Sikumi, a

wide-armed bay fringed with gentle forested slopes that

woman from Colorado asks the first question: How is climate

contain some of the largest stands of coastal temperate rain-

change affecting this wilderness?

forest left on Earth, the fjord narrows and then—as we make
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a sharp right-angle turn—suddenly becomes steep-sided cliffs.

appear more stable. The previous July, two rangers climbed

This turn marks a dramatic change in the geology, from eroded

nearby cliffs and counted over a thousand seals in front of South

sedimentary and volcanic rock to immoveable granite. Spruce

Sawyer alone.

and hemlock give way to alder and willow here, and the arm is
less than a mile wide, a stark corridor of rock so high we can’t
see the seven-thousand-foot peaks around us. Waterfalls drop
straight down to seawater from ancient icefields, and icebergs
line the passage. Gone are the serenading whale spouts, gone
the rafts of harlequins, scoters, and Bonapartes.

“This place is like a nursery,” Sean says softly to nearby passengers, “especially during pupping season, which was just last
month. All these seals are in a really delicate state right now.”
Harbor seals depend upon these icebergs to birth and raise
their pups, safe from predators and not covered by tides. Arctic

Around another corner, the rock walls containing us are bare;

terns depend upon the upwelling at a glacier’s calving face for

not even fireweed has pioneered them yet. Another turn, and the

the nutrients that feed the fish they eat. This ice-laden environ-

looming face of South Sawyer Glacier comes into view. From its

ment, the complex connections and reliance among seals and

forget-me-not face spreads an ice floe. Off to the south side the

ice and glaciers and terns—all this is evident before us.

granite walls tilt back and there’s a small rock outcropping. As
we move closer, this mound of granite explodes with the high-

Standing on the deck, it strikes me that we humans are a lonely

pitched sounds and lilting flights of an arctic tern nesting colony.

species, moving as we do through our days with little connec-

The ice floe—which we maneuver slowly, bumping our way

derness: here we are more connected to the larger communi-

through bergy bits—is dotted with the dark crescents of harbor
seals. Hundreds of them. Endicott and Tracy contain some of
the largest populations of harbor seals in Alaska—and the world.

tion to other species or our environment. For this we need wilty of life, where no one, not a solitary bear or humpback or
halibut, is ever truly alone.

Seal populations have dropped sharply from Glacier Bay north

This is one of four tidewater glaciers fed by the Stikine Icefield,

into southcentral and western Alaska, but here their numbers

an icefield rapidly disappearing, threatening to take with it this

South Sawyer Glacier and harbor seals on ice floe
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entire web of life. Sean points out the line where the rock face

the Sikumi are adorned with dark bracken ferns, pale lichens,

turns lighter.

emerald mosses, and the dusty leaves and brilliant blossoms of

“That’s where the glacier came out to. Right where we’re sitting was
glacier just a few years ago,” says Sean. “This entire bay is new.”
Over an eighteen-month period beginning in late 2003, South
Sawyer retreated one and a half miles, its three-hundred-foot
face slumping and receding. Now this new curve of a bay is
filled with ice floe and harbor seals, and this rock mound nearly
levitates with arctic terns.
As remarkable as the sight before me is, still, I can’t help it—
my thoughts turn dark as I wonder, what does wilderness mean
now? We can’t even protect these seals from too much boat
traffic, much less from the loss of their glacier. In this interconnected world, pollution in India and China and Pittsburgh is destroying these glaciers and threatening these seals. There was a
time when nature in some remote or protected places could have
free will, but no longer, since there isn’t a pocket of the planet unaffected by the long arm of human activity and climate change.
A quote by Wendell Berry keeps circling in my head: “There are
no unsacred places; there are only sacred places and desecrated places.” What is becoming of the sacredness of a wilderness
like this?
After a time watching the face of South Sawyer for crashing
icebergs, we slip back into our kayaks near another rock outcropping close to the face of Sawyer Glacier. Upon approach
in the Sikumi our campsite didn’t look like much other than

fireweed and lupine. Sun pushes through clouds to warm my
back. Then I hear a breath expelled, close. I glimpse a graybrown skin break surface—it is a harbor porpoise, who are so
shy that they are rarely seen.
I talk again with Solan, our voices soft against the rock cliffs.
“So, when John Muir was here, this was all under ice, right?”
“Yeah, we’re seeing a landscape he didn’t see.”
“And it keeps changing.”
“Yeah, that’s the thing about the retreating glaciers: it’s both
exciting and sad.”
“That was a great first question, aboard the Sikumi, wasn’t it?
About climate change?”
“Yes, I suppose,” Solan says. “But I find it hard to talk to visitors about climate change. It’s so—intimate, somehow.”
That’s all I need to ask the question that clings to me like kelp
around an anchor: What does wilderness mean in this time of
climate change?
“That’s a good question,” Solan answers. I shift in my seat;
I can’t stand to leave my dark question hanging above these
azure waters.

some bare rock and a rushing torrent of whitewater surging

“Well,” I say, “maybe—I don’t know—maybe we need wilder-

into saltwater. Up close I see a small indentation in the lee of

ness now more than ever.”

the outgoing tide large enough for us to get out, one at a time,
and climb vertical rock, coordinating with each other to haul
drybags and kayaks up to another ledge large enough to wedge
each boat into a crevice. The next day, we paddle back to South
Sawyer and along the very same steep-sided walls of rock, but

We ride the Wilderness Explorer, a larger boat with eighty passengers, back out of the fjord. Sean starts off with a map of wilderness areas in the United States. He asks people to find the
wilderness nearest their hometown, and many do: the Upper

this time closer, more slowly, and more attentively.

Buffalo in Arkansas, West Sister Island near Toledo, Congaree

Once more the scale and abundance astonish. The water

Solan starts his talk by asking people why they’d come. Hands

changes hue at tidal lines, the blue milky with glacial silt. We
paddle by a seal curving in and out of a waterfall’s outfall; we
watch arctic terns dart by overhead with thin silver fish in their
mouths. We paddle by the tern colony, keeping far enough
from them that they don’t dive-bomb us. We sit in our kayaks
to eat lunch, listening to the distant mewing of young seals and
the groaning, cracking face of the glacier.
Paddling back from South Sawyer in late afternoon, I crane my
neck to look up the vertical rock; the cliffs that looked bare from

Swamp in South Carolina, Sierra Estrella near Phoenix. Then
shoot up, answers ring out:
“To escape the heat.”
“To see wildlife.”
“To bask in the beauty.”
“To nurture my soul.”
“To feed gratitude back to help it survive.”
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Muskeg meadow with clamshell

I sit in the back, listening. These answers make it clear why we

orchids, and bog cranberries. A necklace of small ponds me-

need wilderness. There’s no denying the human need for places

anders through, yellow lilies spreading flat leaves over dark

that we haven’t man-handled into homes, shopping malls,

water. On the edges of muskeg are the big leaves of skunk

cattle pastures, and gas stations. And the last answer, which

cabbage, many nibbled by deer to look oddly, in this wet place,

Solan repeated in a happy voice, implies our responsibility.

like cactus. Quiet envelopes us. The only sounds are rain pat-

When it’s time for questions, the first one is, again, about
climate change. It’s on everyone’s minds as they sit before
the crystal cerulean of these towering glaciers waiting for the
booming crack, the roar, the rush of huge waves from a calving

tering on my coat and the distant cry of a crow.
I walk the edges, with water coming up to the tops of my rubber
boots more than once, and the ground sucking so hard my boot
nearly pulls off. It may be folly, but I want to reach the other

berg: how much longer will all this be here?

side, where Solan has pointed out two tall yellow cedars, some

On our last morning in the wilderness, we walk a forest trail

between these two cedars growing on the edge of muskeg, behind

so narrow it could have been made by bear or deer. Towering
spruce and hemlock block most of the sky, and a feathery
understory of blueberries, maidenhair fern, Solomon’s seal,

of the largest still living around here. So I push onward. I stand
them an open forest of stunted hemlock and berry bushes, and
I look up into spiring limbs. The trunks are straight, reaching a
hundred feet or more into the clearing blue air. Time and winds

and deer cabbage covers a forest floor of moss and dark soil.

have draped old man’s beard over their flat, lacy fronds like the

I wonder if the rock beneath this soil looks like those sharp-

trimmings on a Christmas tree. Then I look down. A half dozen

edged shores of upper Tracy Arm.

cedar seedlings flourish within a few yards of these two trees.

Climbing to a ridgeline, we enter a muskeg meadow. We step

It’s true, there’s no such thing as untrammeled wilderness

carefully on spongy earth, sphagnum moss and sundews, bog

anymore; everywhere is damaged by human’s encroachment
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across the Earth. Near the mouth of the fjords there was once a

in all areas of agriculture three things: resiliency, flexibility,

Tlingit community, and then a mining community of nearly 150

and diversity. In other words, we need to grow more wild, for

people, whereas now from the water there is no trace. Nature

resiliency, flexibility, and diversity are the very qualities of an

reclaims. With climate change, nature’s ability to reclaim is put

intact wilderness ecosystem.

to the test, and put to the task.
But I believe in the resilience and tenacity of nature. These two
yellow cedars, pushing against their northernmost range, have
not yet succumbed to whatever climate change-related phenomenon is killing their brethren; they stand as proof of nature’s abilities if left alone. I look out beyond the seedlings to a
flat place on the ground: some animal’s bed last night.
If nature were a wild animal—and she is that, exponentially—
then she’d want to hide away and lick the wounds we’ve inflicted. For this she needs wilderness, wilderness as the place
to heal all. After many failed efforts to clean up and rehabilitate wildlife in the wake of the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill in
Prince William Sound, many of us realized the best path to

Even—and especially—in this time of climate change, when it,
too, is under siege, wilderness can save us. But I don’t know
whether we’ll give it the chance. At the northern boundary of
this wilderness, just across from Tracy Bar, is a bay that, if an
Alaska Native corporation and some state legislators have their
way, will soon house a lodge, complete with floatplanes and
tour boats.
Kevin told me the question visitors most often ask is, what’s
the biggest threat to wilderness? He doesn’t answer climate
change, or development, or tourism; he says, “It’s if people like
you who come here and experience this place don’t stand up for
it when you go back home.”

healing was to leave it alone. With all that we’re inflicting on

Onboard the Wilderness Explorer, Solan had asked the pas-

the natural world through climate change—so much, so fast—

sengers a question of his own: “How do we as human beings

wilderness might provide some place for nature to lick her

exercise the restraint necessary to leave part of the world

wounds and heal.

untrammeled?”

When I’d told Solan that, with climate change, we need wilder-

I don’t know how we cannot. I can’t imagine not being able

ness even more, it was nothing more than a momentary sense

to spend time in a place like this, where I can let go and feel

inspired by the sheer scale of the place. But the more I thought
about it, the more I knew it was the kind of right insight wilderness gives. We need wilderness more than ever, and so does the
rest of the planet. The answers given by passengers onboard
the Wilderness Explorer made clear our emotional and psy-

the deep relaxation that comes from being put in proper scale.
I can’t imagine what would happen to me if I could not feel
so small, insignificant, and held by something far greater than
what human hands can build.

chological need for wilderness, no matter that it is not entirely
untrammeled.
We need wilderness to provide some baseline, however imperfect, from which to know what a healthy temperate rainforest
looks like, feels like, behaves like, even as climate change alters
it. We need wilderness as a seed bank for restoration. In the
same way marine protected areas help restore the surrounding
habitats, we need places we leave alone so they can harbor the
seeds of restoration—even if restoration is so far off, we can’t
even imagine it. Not everything works on human scale.
But some things do. Photosynthesis, for example. Dr. Thomas
Lovejoy has calculated that if we immediately set out to regreen our emerald planet, making every available area forested

Tracy Arm

and grassed and covered once more in plants, then we would
reduce CO2 to an acceptable level. What’s more, in order to
withstand the effects of climate change on our world food
supply, Dr. Sarah Scheer has pointed out that we need to foster

Back in Holkham Bay, Solan, Irene, and I paddle around
Holkham Island. Before being renamed by Vancouver, this bay
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was known by the Tlingit as Sum Dum—the name itself said
to have expressed, in both meaning and pronunciation, the
sound of falling ice. When the Tlingit lived here, the glaciers
were closer. Now all is quiet, save the serenade of whales and
the intermittent splash of a salmon. We round a corner to see
before us Admiralty Island and the Kootznoowoo Wilderness,
the wide stretch of Frederick Sound out toward Baranof
Island, and beyond, a glimpse of the Pacific Ocean, curving to
the horizon.
Solan names it all and says, “See? We’re just around the corner
from the edge.”
And so we are. As we continue to transform the entire planet so
completely that we now, with great hubris and unfortunate accuracy, refer to this geological epoch as the Anthropocene, we
need to work even harder to protect, preserve, and restore the
remaining portions of the planet that have not yet succumbed,
that may be frayed at the edges and melting in the core but are
still, though incompletely and imperfectly so, the closest thing
to self-willed wilderness that we have left.
Wilderness can save us. And itself. If we let it.
Photo Credits: Marybeth Holleman
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Mountaintop Removal
NEVA BRYAN

Appalachia’s night.

Black sky…
a great bed of coal
stretched above earth.

Moon tumbles
like a silver boulder
expelled from
mountaintop.

Weep, Pleaides,
my Seven Sisters.
Let your tears
rain down on
shattered mountains.

Where would the gods
have dwelled
if Mt. Olympus
had been mined?

Neva Bryan is the author of more than 50 published pieces. Her
work appears in literary journals, online magazines, and anthologies,
including Flyway: Journal of Writing and Environment, Canary: A
Literary Journal of the Environmental Crisis, and the 2018 Anthology
of Appalachian Writers. She lives in the mountain coalfields
of Virginia.
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Animism, TreeConsciousness, and
the Religion of Life:
Reflections on Richard
Powers’ The Overstory
BRON TAYLOR

W

hen I was in graduate school and living in
Pasadena, California, I used to run marathons.
When training, to avoid the worst of the horribly

polluted air, I would typically rise before dawn and run in the
Arroyo Seco, a canyon carved by the Los Angeles River.
One misty morning, while descending into the canyon near the
famous Rose Bowl, I gained a subtle perception that the trees,
shimmering in a light breeze, were trying to communicate with
me—not with spoken words, but as thoughts that came into
my mind. They told me how hard they were working to purify
the air we were polluting. I perceived their ethical judgement
as well: We should change our ways and learn our planetary
manners. I had an active imagination.
So does the celebrated and multi-award winning novelist
Richard Powers.
In The Overstory (W.W. Norton, 2018), Powers’s perceptions,
questions, and views are expressed by his wildly innovative
characters. One in particular, Dr. Patricia Westerford, is especially important. A little-known dendrologist, Westerford
initially becomes famous after her controversial research
findings—which reveal that trees and other plants communi-

character as a composite figure representing a growing number
of researchers who have been illuminating just such ecological
relations. Indeed, the title Powers invented for her book echoes
the most popular books that have reported on such real-world
research, including Colin Tudge’s The Secret Life of Trees and

cate and defend themselves—were published in a book titled

Peter Wohlleben’s The Hidden Life of Trees: What They Feel,

The Secret Forest. Apparently, Powers crafted Westerford’s

How They Communicate.1
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For Westerford, however, trees do not only communicate with
one another, or with other species in mutual defense pacts or
in other synergistic ways. Trees can communicate with human
beings; they are “trying to get our attention.” Indeed, they
“want something from us, just as we’ve always wanted things
from them.” Although in the novel trees are the foremost
non-human agents, through Westerford, Powers avers that not
only trees but life itself wants something from us.

Entities in nature, and life itself, have
agency, purpose, and personhood—and we
have ethical obligations to all such persons.

and respond to forest voices. Given my one-time experience
perceiving, or imagining, the whispering of trees, it is unsurprising that I was seduced by the book.
I typically find little time for novels. In all likelihood, I would
have remained ignorant of Powers and The Overstory had he
not referred to my own book, Dark Green Religion (2010),
during an interview published in the Los Angeles Review
of Books.4
“The book is indeed filled with what Bron Taylor would call
dark green religion,” he commented, adding, “In most cases,
it’s a religion without metaphysics,” and, with the kind of
green religion he was exploring, “tree-consciousness is a religion of life, a kind of bio-pantheism. My characters are willing

This is the central contention in The Overstory: that entities
in nature, and life itself, have agency, purpose, and personhood—and we have ethical obligations to all such persons. In
Westerford, there is an entirely scientific and naturalistic path
to this perception. For other characters, the path is more intuitive, sensual, and mystical. This latter approach is exemplified at the very end of the book, which depicts a collaboration
between an activist who risks his freedom to protect a forest he
considers sacred and a Native American and his son, who in
their own ways feel similarly. Together, they labor on an artistic project in the forest, the premise of which is: if we will STILL
ourselves, we can learn to listen to life’s multi-vocal chorus and
thus discern what life wants from us. There is a spiritual epistemology here, whether the ways of knowing are scientific, mystical, or both. It involves discerning Earth’s sacred voices. Such
spirituality has come to be called Animism.2
Animism is etymologically rooted in the Latin word anima,
meaning life, breath, and soul. Today, it commonly refers to perceptions that natural entities, forces, and life forms have one or
more of the following: a soul or vital life-force or spirit, personhood (an affective life and personal intentions), and consciousness, often including special spiritual intelligence or powers.
Animistic perceptions are nearly always accompanied by ethical

to entertain a telos in living things that scientific empiricism
shies away from.” Powers concluded this part of his interview
by emphasizing the theme woven throughout The Overstory,
that “life wants something from us,” and “the trees say: There’s
something you need to hear.”
Indeed, The Overstory is replete with the types of nature spirituality that I have called dark green religion. I will explain
what I mean by the notion because I think it illuminates the
cultural contexts that inspired The Overstory. I will also show
how many of Powers’ themes and characters exemplify dark
green religion or, as Powers put it in the above-mentioned
interview, “the religion of life.” By not going into great detail
when discussing the novel’s themes and plot twists, I intend
to avoid spoiling its surprises and poignant moments. My goal
is to bring into focus the novelist, the novel, and the habitats
from which his characters emerged. I hope this approach will
entice you to read it and, if you do, enrich your experience of it.
Long before I entered The Overstory’s imaginative world,
I began studying what I now call the global environmental
milieu. By environmental milieu I mean the contexts in which
environmentally concerned individuals—activists, scientists,
artists, public officials, and a host of others—connect with and
influence one another. When reading his novel and comments

mores specifying the sorts of relationships that human beings

about my book, I surmised that, perhaps like me, Powers had

should have with nature’s diverse forces and beings. Sometimes

been drawn to and into this milieu well before he drew on it

Animism involves communication and/or communion with such

for his work. Although within this milieu many differences and

intelligences or life-forces or beliefs that these intelligences and

contentions exist, those within it tend to be receptive to one

forces are divine and should be worshipped and beseeched for

another’s ideas, and they also tend to position themselves in

healing or other favors. Animism generally enjoins respect for

opposition to what they consider to be the destructive lifeways

such intelligences and forces, promoting felt kinship with them.3

of the societies they inhabit.

Rooted in such animistic premises, The Overstory explores a

It was within this complicated milieu that, over time, I began

wide diversity of individuals who are striving to understand

to notice patterns. These I eventually developed into the notion
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of dark green religion. This notion refers to diverse social phe-

Powers set out to construct his arboreal, Gaian, and animistic

nomena in which people have animistic perceptions, emphasize

myth by telling inspirational life-stories in which people “lose

ecological interdependence and mutual dependence, develop

themselves and their private narratives in an unseen network

deep feelings of belonging and connection to nature, and un-

of connections that runs far beyond their own small selves, even

derstand the biosphere as a sacred, Gaia-like superorganism.

beyond their own species.” Yet more specifically, he sought to

These sorts of nature-based spiritualities generally cohere with

replace hubris and “human exceptionalism” with humility and

and draw on evolutionary and ecological understandings and

to evoke kinship feelings between humans and other organisms.

therefore stress continuity and kinship among all organisms.
Uniting these Gaian and animistic perceptions is generally a
deep sense of humility about the human place in the universe
and suspicions of anthropocentric conceits, wherein human
beings consider themselves to be superior to other living things
and the only ones whose interests are morally significant.

Nature-based spiritualities generally
cohere with and draw on evolutionary
and ecological understandings and
therefore stress continuity and kinship
among all organisms.

Powers clearly believes that the world is catapulting toward
ecological and social disaster—and that a mythic transformation of human consciousness is necessary for there to be any
chance to reverse the tide. He even confessed that, through The
Overstory, he was “trying to resurrect a very old form of tree
consciousness, a religion of attention and accommodation, a
pantheism of sorts that credits other forms of life—indeed, the
life-process as a whole—with wanting something.” Here we
see the blending of Animism and Pantheism, or, if one prefers,
Organicism or Gaian spirituality.
Based on the post-publication interviews and The Overstory’s
most prominent characters and themes, however, I surmise that
on a personal level, Powers has more affinity for Westerford’s

My studies examined a wide range of actors who express and

scientific nature spirituality than that of the novel’s more mystical characters. This seems most clear when Westerford, who

promote such spiritualities, such as scientists and philoso-

provides the novel’s scientific and intellectual anchor, declares

phers, activists and resource managers, artists and filmmakers,

that one does not need a “mystical” experience to recognize that

media producers, and no small number of nature writers and

nature has interests and wants something from us. For her,

novelists. Moreover, I suggested that the growth of such spiri-

and I think for Powers, one only needs science and our ordi-

tualities may presage the emergence of a new, global nature re-

nary senses to recognize that “the environment is alive—a fluid,

ligion. I even speculated that dark green religious forms might

changing web of purposeful lives dependent on each other.”

eventually supplant older meaning and action systems because
the dark green forms more easily cohere with modern scientific
understandings than worldviews that were invented millennia
ago and presume the existence of invisible divine beings.
Along with no small number of other nature writers and novelists, Powers exemplifies a growing number of artists who
express and promote such spiritualities.5 His reflections in the
previously mentioned interview were especially telling. During
it, he explained that he wove into The Overstory references
to the world’s patrimony of tree-related myths, giving them a
new spin because it is the responsibility of artists to provide
meaning and to inspire positive action through myth making.
When advancing this argument, he approvingly cited Karen

As one who studies the environmental milieu, I have found it
easy to identify the way in which this global movement has been
a critical resource for Powers’ myth-making. In addition to the
science he presented via Westerford, he obviously drew from
the work of one of the leading theorists of the Gaia hypothesis, James Lovelock. Two decades after postulating the biosphere functions like a self-regulating system that maintains
conditions needed for its own survival, in The Revenge of Gaia,
Lovelock predicted an apocalyptic future due to anthropocentric environmental change. This unhappy vision is shared by
The Overstory’s characters, one of whom implicitly references one of Lovelock’s books when he exclaims, “Anyone paying
attention knows the party’s over. Gaia’s taking her revenge.”7

Armstrong’s conclusion in A Short History of Myth, saying

Powers did not only draw on the environmental sciences,

that, now more than ever, we need artists to “take up the fallen

however. His characters were inspired by the three individuals

mantle of meaning-making that the old myths and the discred-

who have sometimes been called the holy trinity of American

ited religions once wore.”6

environmentalism: Henry David Thoreau, John Muir, and
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Aldo Leopold. But more significantly, for many of his characters, Powers also drew directly from the life stories of many

making the very bomb that nearly killed them.8 Two redwood
forest activists in The Overstory suffer a similar fate. In another

environmental activists and their campaigns.

obvious example of using movement figures as a muse for his

A number of these characters were directly modeled on, or

Cherney wrote—“You Can’t Clearcut Your Way to Heaven”—

composites of, redwood forest activists in Northern California.
Earth First! activists Judi Bari and Darryl Cherney, for example,
were campaigning to prevent logging in Northern California’s

creative imagination, Powers transmogrified the title of a song
into a banner that is unfurled during an anti-logging protest.
And like Bari, the character modeled on her does not approve
of tree spiking, a tactic wherein activists drive metal spikes

redwood forests when a bomb exploded in their car. They were

into trees to deter logging, because it could injure timber in-

subsequently accused of planning an act of “ecoterrorism” and

dustry workers.
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I could spend considerable ink on other such apparent inspirations. A woman’s experience riding a towering redwood tree
and communicating via some kind of mind-to-mind telepathic Animism resembles the experience of the most famous and
telegenic of the redwood tree sitters, Julia “Butterfly” Hill.9
Just north of the redwood biome, the Earth First!ers and bioregionalists who formed the Cascadia Free State in Oregon in The
Overstory become the “Free bioregion of Cascadia,” and the fortress wall that the real-world activists built to block the logging
equipment also appears in the book, drawbridge included.
The most famous arson attack ever undertaken by environmental activists in the United States was of a ski lodge under
construction in Aspen, Colorado. They were motivated in part
by scientific assessments that concluded the site of the new
lodge constituted “critical habitat” needed by the endangered
Lynx. In The Overstory, this incident is hybridized with several

My reflections have shown specific ways in which the lives and
campaigns waged by grassroots environmentalists, which themselves have often been highly original, inspired certain characters
and plot lines in The Overstory. To my mind, it is inconceivable
that the resemblances are coincidental. Moreover, this lawyerly statement is inconsistent and illogical because the first sentence acknowledges that the author may have “used fictitiously”
real-life characters and incidents, which would not be coincidental, let alone entirely so. I am confident that Powers recognizes
that there have been many contributors to The Overstory—that
many lives have sparked his imaginings, including trees.

Now more than ever, we need artists to
“take up the fallen mantle of meaningmaking that the old myths and the
discredited religions once wore.”

other arson incidents, including one in the state of Washington
that was designed to thwart a government-funded effort to genetically modify trees. Powers amalgamated these incidents
into his own story by having five of the novel’s activists torch a
four-season resort in Idaho. Unlike the real-life version, in the
novel a life is lost—but like reality, one of the perpetrators, after
being apprehended by the FBI, subsequently wears a clandestine recording device and elicits incriminating admissions from
another character. In the real-life case, the betrayer implicated several of his co-conspirators, many of whom served long
prison terms, while another, soon after his arrest, committed
suicide in jail. In the novel, only one of those from the arsonist’s cell is found and arrested, but where and how this occurs
closely resembles what happened to Daniel McGowan, whose
experience was recounted in a documentary that was nominated for an Academy Award.10 The eventually-arrested arsonist
in The Overstory reacts in virtually the same way as McGowan.
In both the real and fictionalized story, after setting the fire, the
arsonist barely escaped as the fire rapidly and wildly spread,
which convinced him that arson was far more dangerous and
destructive than he had anticipated and led him to regret participating in the act.
It is unsurprising, of course, that Powers would find in such
dramatic life stories, and the global environmental milieu more
broadly, valuable resources to imaginatively mine. I was surprised, therefore, by a disclaimer on the book’s copyright page:
“This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are the products of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblances to actual events, locales, or persons,
living or dead, is entirely coincidental.” This is nonsense.
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On one misty morning, now long ago, I also thought I heard the
whispering of trees. Others more spiritually adept than I may
take such experiences as evidence of intentional communication from another species. I have come to understand my own
experience naturalistically, as environmentally informed conjecture entangled with evolution-gifted imagination—perhaps
precipitated by a flood of running-induced cannabinoids.11
Whatever we may conclude about such experiences—whether
they come through mystical experience or our scientifically
informed moral imaginations—it is well worth pondering the
foremost question that Powers posed in The Overstory: What
does life want from us?12
Cartoon Credit: Sofia Jain

Bron Taylor is Professor of Religion and Environmental Ethics at
the University of Florida and a Fellow of the Rachel Carson Center
for Environment and Society at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität,
Munich, Germany. In addition to Dark Green Religion (University of
California, 2009), his books include Avatar and Nature Spirituality
(Wilfred Laurier University Press, 2013) and Ecological Resistance
Movements (State University of New York Press, 1995). He is editor
of the Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature (Bloomsbury Academic,
2005) and the Journal for the Study of Religion, Nature and Culture
(since 2007). In 2017, he received a Lifetime Achievement award
from the International Society for the Study of Religion, Nature and
Culture. See also www.brontaylor.com.

NOTES
1. Colin Tudge’s The Secret Life of Trees: How They Live and Why They Matter (New York:
Penguin Press Science, 2006) was originally published in 2005 in Great Britain by Allen Lane.
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Apparently, its first publication in the United States was as The Tree: A Natural History of
What Trees Are, How They Live, and Why They Matter (New York: Crown Publishers, 2006).
See also: P. Wohlleben (transl. J. Billinghurst), The Hidden Life of Trees: What They Feel, How
They Communicate—Discoveries from a Secret World (Vancouver, BC, Canada: Greystone
Books, 2016).
Powers also may well have found inspiration in Nalini Nadkarni’s Between Earth and Sky:
Our Intimate Connections to Trees (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008), Matthew
Hall’s Plants as Persons: A Philosophical Botany (Albany: State University of New York Press,
2011), and David Haskell’s The Forest Unseen: A Year’s Watch in Nature (New York: Penguin
Books, 2013).
For relevant works published after Powers could have drawn from them in The Overstory,
see Wohlleben’s The Secret Network of Nature: The Delicate Balance of All Living Things
(The Mysteries of Nature Trilogy (London: The Bodley Head, 2018), Stefano Mancuso’s The
Revolutionary Genius of Plants (New York: Atria Books, 2018), and David Haskell’s The Songs
of Trees: Stories from Nature’s Great Connectors (New York: Penguin Books, 2018).
2. Some scholars refuse to use the word Animism because it was invented by E.B. Tylor, who
considered animistic spiritualities inferior and primitive compared to Western monotheism.
The word has now entered into common parlance and if carefully defined, as I have done
here, the term can be used in a non-pejorative way. For good introductions to it, including
its genesis and its contested nature, see D. Chidester, “Animism,” in Encyclopedia of
Religion and Nature, ed. B. Taylor (Bloomsbury Academic, 2005), 78-81; and for a careful
definition and defense of using the term, see G. Harvey, “Animism—a Contemporary
Perspective,” in Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature, 81-83. See also G. Harvey, Animism
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2006) and N. Bird-David, “‘Animism’ Revisited:
Personhood, Environment, and Relational Epistemology,” Current Anthropology 40, no. S1
(1999): S67-S91.
3. My definitions of Animism, Gaian spirituality, and dark green religion are adapted from B.
Taylor, Dark Green Religion: Nature Spirituality and the Planetary Future (Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 2010), 13, 15-16; the summary in B. Taylor, “Prologue:
Avatar as Rorschach” in Avatar and Nature Spirituality, ed. B. Taylor (Waterloo, ON, Canada:
Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2013), 4-5; and B. Taylor, “The Sacred, Reverence for Life, and
Environmental Ethics in America,” in The Oxford Handbook of Environmental Ethics, ed. S.M.
Gardiner and A. Thompson (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2017), 248-61.
4. I am grateful to my former graduate student, Gavin Van Horn, a superb writer and
editor who is part of the Center for Humans and Nature team and who alerted me to
this interview: E. Hamner, “Here’s to Unsuicide: An Interview with Richard Powers,”
Los Angeles Review of Books, April 7, 2018, at https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/
heres-to-unsuicide-an-interview-with-richard-powers/.
5. I am loath to provide examples because there are so many. Any short list here would do an
injustice to others not mentioned that are equally worthy. Instead, I will simply refer interested
readers to the literary exemplars of such spirituality that I discuss in Dark Green Religion.
6. K. Armstrong, A Short History of Myth (New York: Penguin Books, 2005), 149. The interview
included verbatim the final two sentences to the book: “A novel, like a myth, teaches us to
see the world differently; it shows us how to look into our own hearts and to see our world
from a perspective that goes beyond our own self-interest. If professional religious leaders
cannot instruct us in mythical lore, our artists and creative writers can perhaps step into this
priestly role and bring fresh insight to our lost and damaged world.”
7. J. Lovelock, The Revenge of Gaia: Earth’s Climate Crisis and the Fate of Humanity (New
York: Basic Books, 2006). For the book in which he advanced his path-breaking theory, see
Gaia: A New Look at Life on Earth (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1979).
8. Cherney and Bari were soon released due to the lack of evidence against them. They
eventually won a multimillion-dollar civil lawsuit against the FBI and Oakland Police
Department after convincing a jury that their civil rights had been violated.
9. For the story in her own words, see J.B. Hill, The Legacy of Luna (San Francisco:
Harper, 2000).
10 If a Tree Falls: A Story of the Earth Liberation Front, directed by M. Curry (New York:
Oscilloscope Films, 2011), DVD.
11. Recent research lends credence to the possibility that the often-spoken of “runners high”
may indeed have a biological basis; see, J. Fuss, J. Steinle, L. Bindila, et al., “A Runner’s
High Depends on Cannabinoid Receptors in Mice,” Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences 112, no. 42 (2015): 13105-8, https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1514996112.
12. In “Salmon Speak—Why Not Earth?” I pondered, in a naturalistic way, the
possibility that non-human organisms, and Earth itself, might speak to us. In a second
essay—“Evolution and Kinship Ethics”—I argued that one can construct, from entirely
naturalistic premises, a biocentric environmental ethics. Both these essays have
affinity with the possibilities Powers advanced in The Overstory (especially through
Dr. Westerford) and with phenomena I characterized as the naturalistic pole of Dark
Green Religion. These essays can be found, respectively, at the Center for Humans
and Nature website, at https://www.humansandnature.org/earth-ethic-bron-taylor and
https://www.humansandnature.org/evolution-and-kinship-ethics
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UNSEEN AND
ANTHROPOCENE:
UNEARTHING CHICAGO
AS SECOND-NATURE
ANDREW YANG AND JEREMY BOLEN

Geologists have proposed that the Earth has entered a new geo-

ones, increasing socio-economic inequality paralleling rising

logical epoch, the Anthropocene. Distinct from the Holocene,

standards of living, our unabated reliance on fossil fuels in the

which started 11,650 years ago at the end of the last ice age, the

face of global warming—all of these and more are collective

term “Anthropocene” suggests that human beings have made

issues that demand a collective perspective.

an indelible mark on the Earth—that our species has become
a predominant planetary force. What do we do with such an
awareness of how nature and culture have become so inextricably and precariously entwined, emotionally, politically, or

For this reason, we encouraged our students, as featured artists
in this issue of Minding Nature, to work together as members
of three collaborative groups rather than as individuals, mod-

aesthetically?

eling a critical and aesthetic approach that is as plural and

These are some of the questions we have been asking in our

and how best to explore them, all three student collaboratives

course, “Anthropocene: The Future Is Now,” at the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago. A unique hybrid class combining
studio art and the natural sciences, it is modeled on a Berlinbased project called “The Anthropocene Curriculum,” in which
we both have been active since 2014. Organized by the Haus
der Kulturen der Welt, the project’s goal has been to create an
open, globally relevant set of educational resources that are explicitly transdisciplinary in scope and planetary in scale.

complex as it is necessary. In determining their own themes
ultimately undertook projects with a direct focus on Chicago.
In terms of engaged environmental inquiry, this makes a lot
of sense: although the Anthropocene proposal encompasses
the whole Earth, its overarching global “what” cannot be understood without examining the many and varied local “hows,”
“whys,” and “whos.” Chicago is a city that is paradigmatic of
how economic aspiration manifests itself as complex socio-ecological impacts—from the stockyards to the lead-contaminated

Implicit in this transdisciplinary approach is collaboration.

backyards, from zebra mussels to the Board of Trade’s financial

The conundrums and contradictions that characterize the

muscle, Chicago continues to be a metabolic nexus for what

Anthropocene cannot be addressed by any one discipline

we refer to as “the natural-cultural,” or, as William Cronon as

alone. Invasive species in a world dominated by domesticated

aptly called it, “Nature’s Metropolis.”
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The three student groups’ themes create a richly woven web
of histories and spaces across the city. The project called New
Nature brings urban industrial landscapes around Chicagoland
into view, taking in the intimacy of the ground level, as well
as the detailed and seemingly objective bird’s eye view from
above. In documenting these sites along the Calumet Industrial
Corridor, the human figure is notably absent, despite our overwhelming role in transforming the institutional, behavioral,
and ecosystemic organization of the Corridor. These landscapes become somewhat ghostly, suggesting a sense of time
passed, leaving ruins—a sense of a world recently abandoned
by, or perhaps evacuated of, human presence. Of course, the
pervasive pollution of such areas means that at present, they
are sparsely populated. However, in the future they may be
destined to remain so. On a planet that must restructure and
repurpose its industrial infrastructures and also embrace an

shine a critical light on the realities of our present moment.
In interweaving carefully researched history with prose poetry
and exposition, the markers and surfaces of the Anthropocene
come into greater emotional and political focus, unearthing
things that business-as-usual would rather keep buried.
All together, these projects represent the result of an experimental mode of education and collaboration that wrestles
with some of the most important issues of our time. Instead
of ruminating on what has already occurred, all these ideas
challenge us to consider altered modes of observation, heightened self-awareness, and new modes of adaptation and participation. They serve as aesthetic attempts to make sense of
our complex Anthropocene entanglements, bringing them
from the everyday periphery to the center of our (very needed)
attention.

economic path of substantial de-growth in order to avoid the
most catastrophic effects of global warming, these images of
the present also feel like eerie foreshadows of a possible future.
Indeed, in many ways that future is already here. In the project
titled New Ecological Practices of Making Space, a four-person collaboration imagines themselves as an activist group

Andrew Yang is Associate Professor of Liberal Arts at the School
of the Art Institute of Chicago. His practice spans installation art
to ecological dynamics, history of science to collage. His current
projects and interests include systems aesthetics, archives and the
Anthropocene, visual analogy, animal subjectivity, and the nature/
culture relationship broadly.

called W.E. (Willing Effort). Examining the increasingly altered
ecology of the Great Lakes, this project invites us to reconsider
our cultural assumptions and relations to non-native species
like the Asian Carp; to transgenic organisms; and to everyday
creatures that we could cultivate greater kinship with and care
for. By suggesting new mythologies and new visual imagery,
they propose a new kind of “ecology of place”—one less intent
on biological conservation and more inclined toward cultural

Jeremy Bolen is Adjunct Assistant Professor of Photography at
the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. His cross disciplinary
work and research focuses on rethinking systems of recording and
representation in an attempt to observe invisible presences and
traces, that remain from various scientific investigations, industrial
pursuits, nuclear experiments, military tests, and other human
interactions with the earth’s surface.

adaptation to our already rapidly transforming Great Lakes
biome. They challenge us to rethink our notions of nature
just as radically as we’ve changed nature itself. Making sense
of the Anthropocene means not just understanding it, but
making willful effort to reimagine our place in an irreversibly
altered world.
The final project, Diachronous Markers, Violent Surfaces, poetically and critically examines Chicago’s troubled and ongoing
history of “managerialism” and the rational logics through
which industrialization takes shape. This collaboration points
to the ways in which the alchemy of turning nature’s raw materials into culture’s commodities has been made possible by
the creation of systems in which social oppression and environmental injustice are built in. By juxtaposing events across
the city’s deep history, the project draws conceptual parallels
and economic connections among the meat industry, mass incarceration, environmental racism, and land development to
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A NEW NATURE
RACHEL SPEAKMAN, ABDULLAH QUICK, ADHIRAJ SEGEL, AND EDUARDO ROSARIO

The urban and industrial landscapes that we occupy bear

The reality is that as a species, we have acquired the unparal-

the scars of innumerable past traumas and acts of slow vio-

leled ability to alter the landscape and manipulate nature as

lence. Chicago’s industrial corridors on the South and East

a resource. Despite people’s presence around the Great Lakes

Side carved through the once-vibrant prairie landscape, first

for thousands of years, over the course of about two hundred

displacing the marginalized Native American inhabitants and

years settlers have altered every area of the biosphere, leaving

now threatening the well-being of the communities who live

behind irreparable wounds. Our modern cities and industries

there today. We are traditionally taught that the history of

are the greatest example of this. We look at a flourishing city

Chicago and of our entire country begins with the arrival of

and see beauty in what we have built, but it’s harder to see what

European settlers, but this history extends back thousands of

came before: the countless species of birds, prairie grasses,

years before that. It is a history that is not specific to Chicago

animals, trees, and the people who lived within and with this

but must be acknowledged to create a more holistic and accu-

land. When European settlers started pushing farther west,

rate picture. It is recently driven by capitalism and the Western

they only knew how to live off the land, as a source of wealth

ideology rooted in the desire for power and dominance over the

to be extracted. They saw this “New World” as something that

natural world.

needed to be tamed, domesticated, and put to human use.

The juxtapositions between the man-made environment and

During the nineteenth century, Chicago was perfectly posi-

the “natural” environment are intensified in urban spaces. Our

tioned at the intersection of trade routes and waterways, al-

relationship with the natural world has become increasingly

lowing it to become a major commercial and industrial center

complicated under the romantic Western notion of nature as

unlike any other in North America. Prairies were rapidly re-

wilderness, in which we assume that nature is an untouchable

placed by farms; rivers were diverted, reversed, and tamed; and

force that should not be sculpted by human hands. But this

marshland was excavated, filled, and paved over with concrete

romanticized image only exists in our minds like a nostalgic

and steel to support our colossal buildings. The native grasses

dream. It is imperative that we take a step back from ourselves

were burned and ploughed under, replaced with endless fields

to understand how interwoven we are in the world around us.

of corn, oats, and wheat.2

1
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Big Marsh, Chicago, IL. Photo credit: Abdullah Quick
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Big Marsh, Chicago, IL; Sand & Gravel and Aggregate Plant, Spring Grove, IL. Photo credits: Adhiraj Segel and Abdullah Quick
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Truck in Big Marsh, Chicago, IL. Photo credit: Adhiraj Segel
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A history of astounding ecological transformation has been

In the middle of South Deering, among the industrial factories,

culminating in Chicago’s neighborhoods, most notably in the

is a place called Big Marsh, a former dumping site for slag and

communities of the Southeast Side along the Calumet River.

other toxic byproducts from the smelting of ore. Big Marsh is

These areas are a patchwork of green spaces intermixed with

now a park and wetland hosting numerous species of native

blackened plots dominated by railways, shipyards, scrap yards,

birds and plants. This restoration project undertaken by the

manufacturing sites, and abandoned steel factories. The rem-

Chicago Park District aims to bring back the native ecosystems

nants of prairie, forest, and marsh environments collide with
the exhausted and polluted land. Nine steel factories once
operated in South Deering, and their abandoned remains sit
rusting away, slowly being reclaimed by the land. One such
site, the Acme Coke Plant, is included in our photo collection.3
These places represent cumulative histories of pollution, exposing mostly low-income communities to toxins through the
ground, air, and water.

along the Calumet River.6 While Big Marsh looks like an idyllic
piece of nature, it is an entirely man-made re-creation of the
environment that existed before it was subjected to industrial
toxic wastes. We assume that we can simply bury the problem
and continue to build on top of it, but the marks of industry will
never go away. However, the Big Marsh project is an example
of how we can foster new relationships with the land.

A bird’s eye view lends perspective to how expansive the landscape is, while shots taken on the ground help to create a personal account of these places. The individuals who live in these
areas face these sights every day, but for the rest of the world,
it is easier to dissociate and ignore the urgency of such issues.
With these images, we hope to provide context and a more personal account of places that would otherwise just be pinpoints
on a map, unseen by the larger public. Additionally, photography acts as an invitation for us to re-examine our mental proximity to “nature.”
Heavy industry has been allowed to transgress neighboring
communities and ecosystems, disregarding the land and our
shared responsibility to it. In October, the Natural Resources
Defense Council released the most comprehensive map to date

Big Marsh, Chicago, IL. Photo credit: Abdullah Quick

of the areas of highest cumulative vulnerabilities to environmental pollution.4 We decided to visit some of these most vulnerable areas, focusing on sites along the Calumet River on the

People often think of land in the context of ownership, bound-

Southeast Side of Chicago. Here, roads and rail lines segment

aries, material worth, and economics, bearing the biases and

the land, subdividing and constricting the remaining ecosys-

politics of the current culture. Once the land has been stripped

tem. The contrasts among the environment, the residential

of its autonomy in this way—once it is seen as a body to be

areas, and the factory settings are poignant.

colonized, worked, and exhausted—it becomes easier—indeed,

The Calumet River, once a vital corridor of biodiversity, now
snakes through dozens of industrial sites. Along its banks,
marsh grasses have been replaced by walls of concrete and
steel. Industrial pollutants run off into the river from sites such
as the KCBX petroleum coke (petcoke) plant, which for years
has been the focus of community demands to implement and

almost inevitable—to overlook the experiential history of a
place. We must learn to think about land as communal and
part of a shared past. Once we’ve acknowledged land as an
entity essential to ourselves and to our identity as living beings,
only then can we foster a relationship of mutual respect. How
we, as a society and culture treat the land is a direct reflection

enforce proper environmental regulations.5 Pollution from

of how we treat one another. It is the very foundation of our

heavy industry has been an ongoing problem since the 1900s,

social contract, a contract that we must expand to encompass a

radically changing the river and surrounding watershed.

larger world outside of ourselves—a living world with which we

Regulations are hard won in a battle that never truly ends.

are more intertwined than we realize.
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Photo Credits: On the ground images by Adhiraj Segel. Drone
images by Abdullah Quick.
An online sound piece is included as part of this project. It is
meant to be played while reading the text. For a more immersive experience listen here:
https://www.humansandnature.org/a-new-nature

Rachel Speakman is currently an undergraduate at the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago, focusing on the animal form in ceramic
sculpture and painting. Speakman’s work aims to challenge our
relationship to “nature” and mental proximity to the animal. Her
current research in posthumanism, human-animal studies, natural
sciences, and the ongoing issues we face in the Anthropocene help
to inform her artistic practice. www.rachelspeakman.com

Abdullah Quick is a freelance digital artist and photographer
currently attending the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in
pursuit of a BFA. He is recipient of The City of Chicago’s Fifth Star
Award, the city’s first Youth honoree. A Multi-Year Semifinalist
of Adobe Design Achievement Awards in various mediums, his
projects often focus on actively reinterpreting his surroundings
by taking interest in the aspects of urban environments that go
unnoticed in the daily routine and visually accentuating them.

Adhiraj Segel is currently pursuing his BFA degree from the
photography department at SAIC. His work tries to explore the
interaction of human activity and the surrounding environment while
exploring ideas in the Anthropocene.

Eduardo Rosario is a sound artist and performing experimental
musician from Caguas, Puerto Rico, currently based in Chicago, Illinois.
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1. W. Cronon, Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the Human Place in Nature (New York: W.W.
Norton, 1995), 69-90.
2. L. Wallace, “What Would Chicago Look Like if Settlers Hadn’t Changed
It?” WBEZ, March 5, 2013, at https://www.wbez.org/shows/curious-city/
what-would-chicago-look-like-if-settlers-hadnt-changed-it/ba229d42-0de5-4c62-bbe4-fc47b45fccc9.
3. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service, Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry, “Health Consultation: Acme Steel Coke Plant, 11236
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ACMESteelCokePlantHC8-24-2007.pdf.
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Big Marsh in South Deering near the Acme Coke Plant
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NEW ECOLOGICAL PRACTICES
OF MAKING SPACE: THE
GREAT LAKES SYSTEM
GABRIELA SAUCEDO, NICOLAS MURATORE, TRAVIS LEE MITZEL, AND DANN DISCIGLIO

1. A climate catastrophe is imminent.1
2. Pristine Nature Is Dead. Fall in love with new ecologies.
3. Nostalgia for pre-Anthropocene ecologies and landscapes
should be discouraged.
4. Create niches for non-human life. Respect for the non-human other with which we share our world is essential to our
survival and spiritual development. Empathy must always be
the foundation on which new ecological systems are built.

9. Aestheticize new ecologies. Create an affinity. Practice is “appreciated and produced through participation and adaptation.”4
10. Practice eco-mythology. Tell new stories, elaborate on new
connections, find a deeper purpose for your actions.
In undertaking this project, we thought of ourselves as a collective of occupiers called Willing Effort (W.E.): humans reckoning with the geography where we live. A changing climate calls
for sincere and willing effort.

5. Dismantle interspecies hierarchies, de-center the human.
6. Don’t condemn fish for swimming. Offer them more food to
make them more comfortable. That food will also feed those
who were already in the system. This is how we sustain.
7. Ecosystems can arrive from the wings of birds and ballast
tanks. Ecosystems are open, flexible, and unpredictable.2
8. Be wary of a heavy hand. Geo-engineering and the technosphere have warped tentacles.3 Embrace what good it can bring
but beware of fascist tendencies.

W.E. reconfigures relationships to our ecological realities
through acts of friendship.
W.E. embraces novel landscapes, transgenic migrant species,
human and non-human alike, to be integrated into our lives
and ecosystems. A few moments dedicated to communicating
mutuality are steps toward an integrated ecology. The actions
that are modeled hope to enrich perspectives and build compassionate practices. They aim to give people and non-human
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W.E. (Willing Effort) Headquarters
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people an equal footing in futurity. It is a means for survival
through practical mythologies and a guide to maintaining ecosystems, transformation, and spirit through small actions that
can be integrated into the everyday.
W.E. invites you to practice the hard work of living on a
complex terra. Tucked between Chicago and Lake Michigan,
W.E. proposes actions to create holistic connection with the
Great Lakes system.
MYTH OF THE CARP

Generations will fall and carp will still be. They are cousins to
goldfish: shimmering prizes in plastic baggies held by hamfisted humans at carnivals. They are kin to dragons.5 When they
first arrived they were named European Carp. A name is an
important word. It holds futures and history, a way of being
and becoming. Sheltered in murky waterways, gaping mouths
gobbled flora. Growing long and silver. As they swam, they
sang. Slurping up algae. They were then named Common Carp.
Later, their kin were brought south to work. Filtering, cleaning,
serving. Their bellies grew fat in the turbulent streams. Babies
were born lest eggs lay at rest in static waters.6 They thrive

where they were invited. Their numbers began to crowd their
quieter neighbors, families grew to thousands. It wasn’t long
until they were called intruders: Asian Carp. Their real names
are as follows: Grass Carp, Black Carp, Big-Headed Carp, and
Silver Carp. Above us the sun rises. Carp moisten themselves in
shared waters. Carp slip past expanses of electric water. Their
kin jump upstream singing their names.
Carp have been judged invasive by local and national governments due to their rapidly increasing populations. As they travel
from the Mississippi River Basin up into the Great Lakes system, a
rising public anxiety grows around these species. W.E. invites you
to think about the Myth of the Carp presented above in relation to
the xenophobia that afflicts the history of the United States.
It isn’t easy to dismantle long and deep harm that scars landAlgae propagation

scapes. Humanity is insensitive to its own faults. It is easier
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to slip a knife from gasping mouth to running fin. Will these
transgressions be easily forgotten? Imagine carp as part of a
native cosmology rather than a colonial theology, a symbolic
rearrangement of cultural images at a time of crisis.7
Migration is a part of each of our personal histories, and acknowledging the movement of “others and otherness keep[s] us
open to change, open to becoming never finally fixed in being.
Alterities resist entropy and encourage creativity through relationality, sociality.”8

Gene editing (a process of cutting and pasting genes) may soon
allow humanity to accelerate evolution in a specified direction,
at a rate never imagined to be possible. As a result, our ecosystems are abundant with transgenic organisms that need to be
acknowledged and loved. Although these organisms are widespread in new ecosystems and are widely used in agriculture
and medicine; but public opinion concerning these organisms
remains skeptical and mostly negative. Artists should work
toward establishing kinships with transgenic organisms by presenting them to the world in new and unique ways in the hope
that they inspire compassion and change in the public mind.

AESTHETICS OF TRANSGENICS

We propose an aesthetic model for thinking about transgenic organisms—species that have been genetically modified by
the introduction of genetic material from another species, as
they arise and as they already exist. This model accounts for
our eco-aspirations.

By embracing transgenic organisms and investigating aesthetic
entry points into genetic modification, we can begin reframing
the mode in which we engage with the world we have created.
In a globalized and scientifically advanced world, all species
are simultaneously native and invasive; therefore, we should
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visually engaging image that hints at the aesthetic richness of
transgenic organisms and the myths that they inspire. Using
these images in tandem and in sequence, it creates a narrative
that establishes transgenic organisms on the same ontological
plain as non-transgenic organisms.
By aestheticizing the transgenic organisms of new ecologies

“Hybrid Specie” - Photolithography and monotype on paper, 11x15 inches

work to love and protect our disheveled ecosystems. We must
address the inadequacies in our current perspectives and materialize these new modes of looking at the world.
The prints on this page are an example of how this aesthetic model can materialize. The cluster of images to the right
depict six aquatic organisms, each with various cutouts that
reference the genomes of these organisms. This process leaves
room for speculation, mythologizing, and compassion for the
spectator by elevating the genetic sequence to the surface of
each image and giving that information prevalence within the
representation.
The image above features the same six organisms, now hypothetically engineered to create a speculative transgenic organism capable of purifying lake water on a large scale. In this
case, the process of printmaking unifies these species as one
hybrid organism, as they are all rastered into one cooperative
becoming. The print does not claim inherent truths; instead, it
exaggerates the method of gene editing to create a fantastical,

“Water Lilies, Purple Loosestrife, Waterweed, Curly Pondweed, Water Starwort,
Water Crowfoot” - Laser cut on paper, various size
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and resisting the poetics of past ones, balance can be restored
to our amalgamated planet. We have already redrawn the landscape, now we just need to reframe it.
WHY CARE?

Nature is almost everywhere. But wherever it is, there is
one thing that nature is not: pristine.
—Emma Marris
When considering the topic of New Ecology, W.E. turns to
the works of Donna Haraway, Emma Marris, and Timothy
Morton—where a world full of rambunctious gardens,9 dark
ecologies,10 and “staying with the trouble”11 become ways of
seeing the now differently. The easiest point of entry into New
Ecology is recognition that you are a part of the system.
How do you interact with nature in the Anthropocene? Do you
notice novel ecosystems popping up in back alleys? Do you
curse “invader” organisms that are pillaging nostalgic ecosystems, or do you embrace newcomers to changing lands?

and sculptural forms, Travis has a focus on new ecologies and
recontextualizing human histories and relationships with nonhumans. In 2016 Travis won the Carnegie Museum Of Art Purchase
Prize at the Associated Artists of Pittsburgh’s 105th annual
exhibition for work made around the idea of Pristine Nature. Travis
is currently an MFA student in the photography department at
The School of The Art Institute of Chicago with an anticipated
graduation of May 2019.

Dann Disciglio is a graduate student pursuing an MFA from the
Sound Department at SAIC. His work investigates and explicates
the grey area between art and science. He seeks to make works that
make people both think and feel.
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Gabriela Saucedo is a Latinx artist based in Chicago. She works
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to the digital form have given her new grounds to make kin in. She
is currently pursuing her BFA from the School of the Art Institute
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Film Center and has work in private collections in Los Angeles
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Nicolas Muratore is a French undergraduate student from the Gerrit
Rietveld Academie in Amsterdam. He is currently on an exchange
program for the fall semester at the School of the Art Institute of
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Travis Lee Mitzel is a Chicago-Pittsburgh based artist exploring
ecological concerns and existing in the Anthropocene. Often
working with biological material to create photographic, video,
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Collage by Elise Schierbeek
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DIACHRONOUS MARKERS,
VIOLENT SURFACES
DIAMOND WOODS, ELISE SCHIERBEEK, LUCAS REIF, AND ZHANNA TER-ZAKARYAN

What is the hidden connection between work and waste?1

escaping the process and producing terrorism from below.

In this essay we trace the logics of waste management and

Animal bodies are cut, graded, and valued only in relation to

human disposability in the Anthropocene. The manufacture of

human use; the “choice” meats are the most aesthetically pleas-

death is glossed with promises of life, but only for a select few.

ing. Rooted in eugenics, city planning reveals environmental

These logics, co-emergent with the Anthropocene, constitute

racism and segregation. Amidst these schematics, thousands

a “necropolitics,” to borrow a term from philosopher Achille

of bodies disappear into prisons for non-violent crimes. Whose

Mbembé. Necropolitics involves the state’s authority to take

lives are let live and whose deaths are made?

2

life and also the power to determine the conditions under which
death occurs. In our analysis, we broaden Mbembé’s definition,
exploring how necropolitics relates human work (thermodynamic uses of matter and energy) to the production, management, and disposal of waste via technologies of control. It is
important to grasp the connection between ecological necropolitics and the “slow violence” of the Anthropocene on peoples
and places around the world.3 The privileged live off inherited
means and wealth, while abandoning or cordoning off the unemployable surplus produced by competitive capitalism.4

It can be overwhelming for writers, artists, and scientists to
formalize and name something from within its own historical
unfolding. In working to symbolically order the necropolitical,
writers are faced with multiple timescales and a slew of enclaves to analyze for consistency. Geological attempts to define
the natural history of the Anthropocene are similarly troubled
by variations in rock deposits. A stratigraphic marker must be
planetary in nature and meet the criteria of material and age
consistency. Markers that transgress time are deemed too “diachronous” to indicate an official change in epoch. Conversely,

In Chicago, this logic is operative in nuclear policy, meatpack-

to carry geological validity a marker must be “isochronous,”

ing techniques, city planning, and mass incarceration. Nuclear

that is, have the same age sediment existing simultaneously

waste is buried rather than recycled for fear of plutonium

in many locations across the Earth. In biological and social
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ecology, indications or “markers” of changing form and func-

1927: CHICAGO REAL ESTATE BOARD (CREB)

tion over time are also important, and they reveal natural

Leader of the CREB and co-founder of Northwestern’s Journal

landscapes as well as urban and industrial landscapes that are
“surfaces of violence,” in that they have been shaped, reshaped,
and scarred by the violence of human technology, injustice,
and desire.

of Criminal Law and Criminology Nathan William MacChesney
wrote tracts about eugenics. He found an ally in Richard T. Ely
of the so-called Progressive movement, who advocated tactics
of management for what he called a “sad human rubbish-heap.”

In scientific and social understanding, we often seek more precision than the reality under investigation permits. But perhaps
a messy reality in formation calls for broader modes of thought.
Perhaps we must no longer dismiss diachronous thinking.

Ely overtly demanded immigrant assimilation and used the
phrase “negro problem” to express his fears of racial unrest.
In the name of protecting property value, MacChesney created
the standard restrictive covenant that allowed for racial exclu-

Instead, we must learn to take disparate markers into deep and

sion in buying and selling property to encourage racially exclu-

relational consideration to understand and reshape surfaces

sive subdivisions.7 The Hyde Park Herald likened the lobbying

of violence. As students of the Anthropocene and visuality in

to “a marvelous delicately woven chain of armor.”8 In 1918, Ely

Chicago, we identify necropolitics from the city outward. This

said, “We have our census of farm animals, we have our soils

research takes form as a list of diachronous markers. The logics

surveys. Is it not of the highest importance that we should have

of various management systems are interwoven below in order

constantly going on a survey of our human resources?”9

to acknowledge linkages across disparate material and temporal scales. Within the markers, we include poems and imperatives, action responses for the reader. These counter-markers

AUGUST 5, 2016: LEAD CONTAMINATION
IN CALUMET

trace a response to violence, an opening in thinking, alongside

Residents in the West Calumet housing complex located on

5

markers of violence itself. Our aim is to carry the remainder,
not by redeeming it to economy and quotients but through poetry’s excesses and active remembering.
1851: A PHYSICIST OBSERVES THE STEAM ENGINE

the East Side of Chicago were not told that their water and soil
were contaminated with lead and arsenic from the factories
that once surrounded the area. Although first tested in 2009,
many residents did not find out about the lead until 2016,
when the complex was ordered to be shut down.10 In 2013

Lord Kelvin formulates the second law of thermodynamics. Not

the Calumet neighborhood was composed of 3,361 people: 71

all heat from industry can be recycled back into production. In

percent African-American and 30 percent Latinx.11 The exact

a closed system, 100 percent efficiency is deemed impossible.

amount of the 101 percent of people who lived in public housing

Herein emerges the dichotomy between work and waste. As

is unspecified, with it being determined that it was “most.” The

Pinto observes: “Although William Thomson did not develop

occupancy of West Calumet was between 1,000 and 1,200, with

the analogy between the degraded state of the laboring poor

about 680 children living in the housing complex at the time of

and the deterioration of energy under the actions of a mechan-

the initial reports.12 Multiple generations have been exposed to

ical engine, the second law of thermodynamics is an apt social

high levels of lead, and the current health status of prior resi-

metaphor: ‘Production of work rides on the back of wasting the
sources of work, the workers.’”6)

dents has not been publicly reported.

This marks the engine logic of capitalist management systems,
be they social or industrial. The expropriation of value from
human labor and nature is the essence of this logic and drives
toward an orientation toward work, or production categorically produces Lord Kelvin’s waste. Waste is that which cannot
be redeemed back into production or reproduction; defining
waste amounts to designating bodies and materialities for strategic disappearance. Lord Kelvin’s logic is ubiquitous, littered
across many bodies and processes, like nuclear fallout, which
stratigraphers have proposed as one of many possible markers
for an emergent geological epoch, the “Anthropocene.”
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I know of people who can turn themselves
into spindles, hide, combines,
dirt and even another person.
They say it is like a birth coming.
Not the womb, no baby on a breast,
their old body seizing into a new one:
shining skin pulled back to bone white bone
spine parallel to the mouth,
back arched as a question mark.
It hurts to be shaped new,
They say, unspooled, winnowed
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and after! when there is a new stillness,

AUGUST 29, 2018: FOX32CHICAGO.COM

a silence moving into them.

A burial is now an interview with murderer and Chicago

Look now,

Police Department officer Jason Van Dyke who shot seven-

you’re unfolding, they say.

teen-year-old Laquan McDonald sixteen times in 2014.16 Pre-

But Mama looks dusted and tired.

atop the dead. Shovel 1: “What do you think the public mis-

A toothpick hangs from under her tongue.

understands about being a police officer?” Shovel 2: “Do you

The white roots of her hair shine and say

think this trial has anything to do with the upcoming political

more troubled than human.

elections?” Shovel 3: “Is there anything you’d like the jury to

trial, off the record, over oath. The interviewer shovels soil

know?” Shovel 4: “You don’t wear the Kevlar vest out in public
OCTOBER 19, 1897: THE DEATH OF PULLMAN

generally, it’s only when you’re going to court?”

George Pullman’s whites-only factory town has vanished, and
the workingman’s paradise has relocated to a WeWork on

1984: ANTIBIOTICS FOR GROWTH

Monroe and State.

Pigs are routinely fed various antibiotics that potentially in-

The cushions are as nice as a Pullman sleeper car,
so nice you could almost… stay the night,
stay every night.

crease their total weight and the rate of their overall growth.
Studies indicate that such extensive use of these antibiotics
risks the development of bacteria, which affects the resistance
to antibiotics in humans and causes infections that might lead

Over by the river, in black glistening offices, a UX app designer

to adverse health consequences. Other traditional antibiotics,

wonders whether or not she should send an email or just lean

such as penicillin and tetracycline, would eventually become

over and ask.

ineffective.17

The etiquette is fuzzy, but there’s beer on tap.
Workers happy and morale high.
George Pullman, railroad tycoon, died of a heart attack shortly
after the famous strike of his workers. Fearing that labor activists would dig up his grave, his family had him buried in a
lead-lined mahogany coffin.13

2010: TIMOTHY MORTON COINS THE TERM
“HYPEROBJECT”

“Hyperobjects” could be things like climate change or economics. They are things that defy thingness, “things that are
massively distributed in time and space relative to humans.”18
Climate change is in your shoes, in the fiber optic cables that

BILL H.R.3053: NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY
AMENDMENTS ACT OF 2018

Republican representative of Illinois’ 15th District John
Shimkus has been selecting a tomb for the 81,000 metric tons
of nuclear waste in North America. Storage is to commence
at Yucca Mountain, a seismically unverified, locally opposed
site in Nevada, a state with no nuclear power plants.14 Across
the country, Illinois produces one tenth of all North American
nuclear energy.15

make the Internet work, perhaps in your anxiety. Morton
suggests, “A hyperobject could be a black hole. A hyperobject
could be the Lago Agrio oil field in Ecuador, or the Florida
Everglades. A hyperobject could be the biosphere, or the solar
system. A hyperobject could be the sum total of all the nuclear
materials on Earth; or just the plutonium, or the uranium.”19 A
hyperobject could be a half-life, the required time for a radioactive isotope to decay to half of its original mass. Radioactive
material is a doubled hyperobject—doubled because it refuses
human scale directly through its lifespan and indirectly

Hide your body completely out of sight.

through its radiating product, dangerous to organic life. The

Calculate the exact volume of your body.

temporal scale of radioactive material is hard to comprehend

Calculate an exact volume of waste.

on human time. Its exponential rate of decay exists in the

Think about Jodorowsky teaching the thief how to turn

thousands, millions, or billions of years. Plutonium-239 has a

excrement into gold.

half-life of 24,100 years. Uranium-235 has a half-life of 703.8

Work until your body cannot physically continue.

million years.
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APRIL 28, 2010–2018: MUNSTER, INDIANA

Plans were put forward to build Centennial Park, which first
involved converting the old garbage dump into a grass hill. The
park has since expanded and now includes a banquet hall, golf
course, dog park, and an entertainment stage. From Calumet
Avenue to 45th Street there are now several restaurants, a hospital, a hotel, and hopes to expand into a “Walkable Lifestyle
Community.”21
1935: OPENING OF RIKERS ISLAND

The famous Rikers Island jail complex is built on top of a landfill for horse manure and garbage. For a time, pigs were raised
on Rikers for slaughter.22
PAUL WRIGHT, FORMER PRISONER AND EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENSE CENTER

“When everything has been exhausted, when trees have been
cut down, every last grain of ore has been ripped from the soil,
and everything has been contaminated and poisoned in the
process, the final solution is, okay, now we’re going to build a
prison here.”23
Collage by Elise Schierbeek

2014: MASS INCARCERATION

Illinois’ prisons are at 150 percent capacity.24
You can draw an asymptote of invisible violence.
Half-life,
juvenile life,
precarious life,
		eternal life,
			no life,
			low life,
				high life,
				natural life,
					life sentence.
DOWNEY AND HAWKINS’ RACE, INCOME, AND
ENVIRONMENTAL INEQUALITY

There is a disproportionate presence of toxic substances
in areas with majority people of color that have incomes of
$60,000 and below, as compared to areas with majority white
people with the same income.20 It would be presumed that, as
income increases, hazard risk decreases, but depending on the
racial composition of a neighborhood this does not necessarily
ring true. Regardless of income, people of color experience an
increased risk for disease, reduced quality of life, and shorter
life expectancy.

Then, there, the Metropolitan Correctional Center Chicago
stands abandoned
Wind whipping through its windowed slats
broken and whistling. Birds.
Classical music still warbles out from the 7/11 on State Street,
undesirables keep out.
Everyone has burrowed
and the city is beneath itself.
Is it a monument? To what?
BUBBLY CREEK

Before the practices of modern waste management, the Union
Stock Yards’ animal waste was continuously dumped in the
creek. Located at the Southern branch of the Chicago River, the
creek was called ‘Bubbly’ due to the gas released from animal
carcasses and other organic material still present in the water.
The Environmental Protection Agency is still in the process of
determining the level of the contamination. In 2015, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers proposed a $2.6 million ecosystem
restoration project for the creek.25 No status updates available since.
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2018: MASS MEAT PRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates the meat industry will produce a record of 102.7 billion pounds of meat this
year. Consumer appetite for meat is growing, but not enough

1987: U.S. GOVERNMENT CREATES OFFICE OF THE
NUCLEAR WASTE NEGOTIATOR

Created in accordance with amendments to legislation from
1982, the Office of the Nuclear Waste Negotiator has head-

to keep up with the current production record. Expanding the

quarters stationed in Boise, Idaho, and a liaison office in

amount of overseas exports is critical for balancing out the

Washington, DC. “The negotiator is charged with the responsi-

growing supply.

bility of attempting to find a state or Indian tribe willing to host

26

a repository or monitored retrievable storage (MRS) facility at
JULY 4, 1998: PROPOSED AND CONSTRUCTED WASTE
INCINERATORS IN THE CHICAGOLAND AREA

a technically qualified site on reasonable terms. The negotiator

Harvey, Robbins, Forest View, Ford Heights, Summit, Stickney,

expresses an interest in hosting a repository or MRS facility.”32

is instructed to negotiate with any state or Indian tribe that

and the Southeast Side, all low-income communities of color.27
1877: GUSTAVUS SWIFT’S WINTER RIDE

Gustavus Swift, founder of the midwestern meatpacking industry, experimented with the distribution of meat from Chicago’s
Union Stock Yards out across the nation. Dressed beef was
shipped in boxcars with the doors left open during winters.
Swift’s plan was to efficiently use the cold air to keep the meat
fresh for the length of a shipping trip. This required no extra
energy use for further refrigeration.28
1975: CRIMINOLOGIST STEVEN SPITZER COINS THE
PHRASES “SOCIAL JUNK” AND “SOCIAL DYNAMITE”

Marxist theory explains how capitalism’s reserve or surplus
population, the unemployed and underemployed, grow with
every efficiency achieved through labor. Those who are deemed
indispensable hold the explosive potential of revolution, while
those who are deemed dispensable become candidates for
deviance processing. Here, deviance is identified wherever
disruption occurs in the exploitation of labor (i.e., theft), the
social relations of production (i.e., refusal to work), patterns of
consumption and distribution (i.e., drugs as transcendence),
or processes of socialization (i.e., rejecting “family values”).29

Collage by Elise Schierbeek

1977: NUCLEAR POWER POLICY STATEMENT ON
DECISIONS REACHED FOLLOWING A REVIEW

RADIATION RISKS ON INDIGENOUS LANDS

Jimmy Carter rejects the redemption of plutonium to the

Throughout the early 1990s, David Leroy, the first sitting

heat-making process of transuranic recycling. He “defers indef-

Nuclear Waste Negotiator, began to devote most of his efforts

initely the commercial reprocessing and recycling of the pluto-

towards approaching Native American tribes regarding above-

nium produced in the U.S. nuclear power programs.”30 Twenty

ground storage options. Despite resistance by the majority of

days later, he expounds that “if our policy is too weak, we could

tribal members, talks continued with the Mescalero Apache

find ourselves powerless to restrain a deadly worldwide expan-

Tribe, as well as the Skull Valley Band of Goshutes, whose

sion of nuclear explosive capability. I believe the legislation

land is “already tucked between a military test site, a chemical

now submitted to you strikes the necessary balance.”

weapons depot and a toxic magnesium production facility.”33

31
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USS LEAD SUPERFUND SITE

Zone 1: West Calumet Housing Complex, Goodman Park, and
Carrie Gosch Elementary. Zone 2: Privately owned residential
homes. Zone 3: Riley Park, more homes.

34

Next door, Ms. Jennings lights
the eye of the stove with a match.
Her nieces tap forks against their plates.
1! 2! Dinner’s at three!

OCTOBER 10, 2018: ACTIVIST PROTEST AGAINST
MCDONALD’S AND WHOLE FOODS

In response to the report, “Scoring America’s Food Companies
on Sustainable Meat,” activists came together in downtown
Chicago to protest against McDonald’s and Whole Foods, the
two biggest polluters in the food industry.38 The companies’
meat supply chains are largely destroying water supplies and
ecosystems, and neither has any policies against environmental damage.39

Upstairs, Hawkin’s music plays
slow into the evening,
inviting a stranger into his home.

Order a McDouble with filet mignon.
Order filet mignon McDouble sliders for your children.
Throw the receipt away or toss it in the cupholder of your
Subaru Outback.

Across the street,
there’s a knock at the door.

1979: HORMONE VIOLATIONS

Various hormones previously used widely in pork stock to in-

MILLION DOLLAR BLOCKS

In the 2000s, over a period of five years, for each of 121 Chicago
city blocks clustered in West and South Side lower-income
neighborhoods, the Illinois Department of Corrections had
over $1 million in spending committed to prison sentences for
non-violent drug offenses.35

crease growth rate, including diethylstilbestrol, were banned
from use, as they were found to cause sterility and other reproductive disorders in children. Violations of the hormone ban
continue to occur extensively.40
2015: PETCOKE FALLOUT

2010: MICHELLE ALEXANDER WRITES ABOUT SOCIAL
DEATH IMPOSED ON THE FORMERLY INCARCERATED

Ban the Box campaigns advocate banning check boxes for
former felons on many applications for work or welfare.
Alexander notes that while these reforms promise ex-offenders an opportunity to be re-incorporated into working sociality, structural and pervasive racism actually makes employers
more inclined to discriminate in the absence of a check box.
When assuming criminality based on race, employers can lean
on the absence of a verified criminal record to exclude under

The United States Environmental Protection Agency notified
the KCBX Terminals Company in Hegewisch, Chicago, of their
second (alleged) violation of the Clean Air Act, which calls for the
company to reduce petcoke dust fallout.41 The petcoke, a solid
byproduct of petroleum refining, is accumulated in enormous
heaps that require containment by continuous hosing down.
Take a deep breath of absolutely clean air, try to hold your
breath for as long as you can.
Remember that doctors recommend drinking eight glasses of
water each day.

the guise of meritocratic choice.36

Think about things that could be in hiding.
Rip up your floorboards, inspect your pipes.

Mama and Daddy say there is the named
and the will not be named.
1902: MARKET CLASSES AND GRADES OF CATTLE
WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR INTERPRETING MARKET
QUOTATIONS

FEBRUARY 21, 2017: MANGANESE
REPLACES PETCOKE

After the petcoke heaps were removed from the Southeast Side,
a new contaminate was found in the air. The neurotoxin man-

Herbert Mumford from the University of Illinois came up with

ganese was likely dispensed by the S.H. Bell warehouse loca-

a series of bulletins that included naming seven market grades

tions in Lake Calumet and along the Calumet River.42

of cattle (Prime, Choice, Good, Medium, Common, Cutter, and
Canner). Further developed by the United States Department
of Agriculture, these different grades of meat then began to

2011: ROB NIXON, SLOW VIOLENCE, AND THE
ENVIRONMENTALISM OF THE POOR

correspond with the social economy, generating accessibility

“By slow violence I mean a violence that occurs gradual-

to different grades of meat depending on individual income.37

ly and out of sight, a violence that is neither spectacular nor
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instantaneous, but rather incremental and accretive, its calamitous repercussions playing out across a range of temporal
scales.”

43

Seal a one-hundred-dollar bill within a box. Don’t open the
box for the rest of your life.
Make sure nobody else ever opens the box.
Count every second of every minute of every hour for one day.
Show up one year late for an appointment.
Try to think about the sun.
Try to think about one million years.

6. A.T. Pinto, “Death Wall: Extinction, Entropy, Singularity.”
7. W. Moser, “The Early History of Segregation in Chicago,” Chicago Magazine, July
3, 2012, at https://www.chicagomag.com/Chicago-Magazine/The-312/June-2012/
The-Early-History-of-Segregation-in-Chicago/.
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Durkin Keating, and J.R. Grossman. (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2005), at
http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/pages/1067.html.
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ENDANGERED SPECIES, CULTURAL WISDOM

the faunal wonders that roamed Europe and Asia a few millennia ago. The antlers attached to the skull pulled from Lough

Christopher J. Preston

Neagh spanned more than eight feet. Other specimens can
stretch for twelve.
When grassland turned to forest at the end of the Pleistocene
due to changing climates, the Irish elk’s gargantuan antlers
would have made life amongst the trees impossibly awkward.
These changes in vegetation, together with an associated de-

It wasn’t long after the Trump administration’s proposal to

crease in the minerals available to nourish such giant antlers,

weaken the Endangered Species Act hit the headlines that a

led the Irish elk to join the long list of other extinctions taking

story emerged about a surprise encounter between two Irish

place in the early Holocene. The relentless attention of hungry

fishermen and a striking piece of Earth’s history.

human hunters also probably played a role. Sometime after this

1

Raymond McElroy and Charlie Coyle were fishing for pollan
in Lough Neagh in Northern Ireland in September when their
boat was brought to a halt by something snagging their net
from below.
At first the two men thought they had wrapped their fishing
gear around a submerged root, something that happened from
time to time in this part of the lough. Ten minutes of pulling on
their net dislodged the obstruction and allowed the fishermen
to lift whatever they had snagged slowly toward the surface.
It wasn’t till the “stump” emerged from the water attached to
a skull that they realized what they had in their net was something special.
Seeing the skull, at first Coyle wailed, “Throw it out, throw it
out, it’s from the Devil.”2
It wasn’t the devil’s gift but the skull and antlers of an Irish elk,
a magnificent species of ungulate extinct in the British Isles for
about ten thousand years.

individual died and was submerged by waters pouring out from
melting glaciers, this Irish elk’s brethren exhaled their last on
the planet’s surface and the species vanished into memory.
Environmental philosopher Holmes Rolston III calls the extinction of a species at human hands a type of “superkilling.” It
is worse than killing an individual animal because it does not
just eliminate a life but a whole form of life. In every species, a
genetically encoded blueprint has been replicated over the centuries in the flesh and viscera of countless broadly similar individuals, each of them making their own way through the world
as best they can, each of them re-presenting a common code.
The minute genetic differences between these individuals get
selected for if they provide any breeding or survival advantage.
In some people’s eyes, a species’ genome contains an “accumulated wisdom” learned over many thousands of generations of
trial and error. This storehouse of encoded knowledge is handed
down in the biochemistry of the organism’s chromosomes.
A study of migrating pronghorn sheep and moose by University
of Wyoming researchers recently revealed that accumulated

A bull Irish elk will make those with even the tiniest fascina-

wisdom among ungulates is not just passed on biochemically

tion for wildlife shudder in awe. Weighing in at around 1,500

in genes.3 A team led by ecologist Matthew Kauffman demon-

pounds and bearing a cartoonishly large set of antlers, these

strated for the first time that knowledge about migration is also

extinct relatives of the fallow deer offer a vivid illustration of

passed on directly through learning between the generations.
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Denver Museum Irish Elk Skull image by James St. John

With the help of radio collars, the researchers tracked the move-

a key difference between humans and the rest of the living

ments of animals restored to traditional migration grounds.

world is that while non-human animals transmit information

Herds relocated into habitat from which they had been eradicated initially showed little ability to migrate. As the generations went by, they figured out how to find emerging vegetation
through the seasons and passed it on to the herd. The study
demonstrated that “learning and cultural transmission are the

through the generations only biochemically in their genes,
humans alone possess what he called “cumulative transmissible cultures” in which important information can be passed
down through vocalization, written language, and the countless additional techniques for passing on learning.

primary mechanisms by which ungulate migrations evolve.”

The fact that, in his view, humans alone have this capaci-

It is not genes or instincts, in other words, but wisdom slowly

ty marks what he calls the “third big bang” in the history of

accumulated across generations. In the case of moose, the re-

the universe. The beginning of matter. The beginning of life.

searchers estimated the knowledge might require a century

The beginning of language and mind. The third big bang sets

worth of learning to build.4

humans apart from the rest of life on Earth.5

This discovery came as a surprise to those who harbor some

Sheep, moose, and elk passing knowledge and customs through

doubts about animal intelligence. Rolston has suggested that

the generations shows how narrow this gap between humans
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and the rest of the animal world may be. The authors of the
Wyoming study point out how migrating animals also possess
this “second inheritance system” serving as a supplement to
the instinctive behaviors inherited genetically.
Irish elk were not only magnificent physically, they were magnificent culturally. Extending the argument from the Wyoming
study, particular communities of elk were in all probability distinctive in their behaviors, their habits, and their vocalizations.
Animals from different regions almost certainly possessed different “dialects” and developed various “customs” and “habits”
that got passed down through their communities from the
elders to the young. When the Irish elk disappeared, it was
not just a genetic form of life that was lost forever. It was a set
of distinctive ways of inhabiting the world, together with the
wisdom those ways contained.
Current attempts to weaken the U.S. Endangered Species Act
ignore completely the value of cultural wisdom embedded in

the non-human world. We should protect animals not just
because we like to look at them. We should protect animals
because it is through them that the living world gains additional layers of cultural depth, complexity, and beauty. Amid
the constant homogenization of human culture propelled by
the internet, irreplaceable animal cultures can push back in
the other direction, creating a world ever richer in form and
in content. To risk that loss is not just to ignore important and
ancient genetic resources. It is to neglect a whole realm of cultural diversity that enlivens the world in which we dwell.
Photo Credits: Denver Museum Irish Elk Skull image by
James St. John.
Irish elk cave drawing, courtesy of Wikipedia.
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DEER IN THE MOONLIGHT

thousand, how well an underground repository containing very
hot waste from nuclear power plants and nuclear weapons pro-

William E. Glassley

duction would keep its deadly contents contained and secure
over a very long time. The highly radioactive material would be
buried hundreds of feet underground and sealed off so no one
could enter, ever. The prediction was to include descriptions of
annual changes in the rocks and the miniscule amount of water
contained in the pores of the rocks composing the repository,

In a voice that laps at memories, water calls. It whispers gently,
flowing over bedforms that are the skin of landscapes and longings and the unremembered scenes from paths we descended.
Oceans beckon in special ways. Their speech is rich with possibilities—the unknown wonders of “just beyond the horizon,”
monsters, sea peoples and mysteries that cannot be imagined—a watery tongue voicing tales of metaphorical yearnings.
Whether sunlit or moonlit, the dance of light on the endless-

out to one hundred thousand years in the future. The purpose
was to assure that the containers holding the waste would be
in an environment allowing them to remain intact for at least
that period of time.
We had access to the world’s most powerful computers, we
were experts in our respective fields, and we cared. But we also
knew that the complexity of the problem could not be dealt
with using what was available to us—the computers were incapable of handling the complexity of real rocks and real geology;

ly reforming border between water and air mesmerizes. The

the behavior of minerals, water, and air under such conditions

smells of salt and decay, wet wind and sand, affect experience,

was poorly understood; the mathematics needed to describe

become notes on place that, in some coming tomorrow, conjure

such systems was simplistic; and how to verify that the models

memories and construct futures.

we might construct would have the accuracy needed—each of

The experience of such settings is the humility of place.

these challenges mystified us.

Dissolving into the terrain allows self to find space to absorb

We each brought to the table concepts and approaches that we

what is present. Senses become opportunities, thoughts the

had struggled to develop over several years. Our commitment

voice of the nameless. Time disappears into a flowing river

was deep, and our effort to objectively provide the best possi-

of process, lacking significance except for what emerges. And

ble approach was sincere. But the ideas we each offered were

what emerges will not be anticipated—it will be that unexpected insight lurking over the horizon of what you may think you
know but never truly understood.

simplifications and approximations, minimizing or completely
eliminating certain elements of the problem that we had judged
to be of lesser significance than others. Inevitably, the multiple
answers that emerged were incompatible.

◆◆◆

We also brought to the table strong personalities and personal

It was eleven o’clock at night on the second day of a conten-

investments in complex concepts—no one wanted his or her

tious three-day meeting. We were a dozen scientists from two

contribution to be minimized. Arrogance, pride, ego, and turf

national laboratories. More than ten years prior we had been

wars flowed as constructive argument ebbed; humility and

assigned a task never before undertaken by mankind. This task

graciousness were shoved into a corner. Tempers were frayed,

was predicting, with an uncertainty of one part in one hundred

debates had become personal, the intent to find a middle
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ground seemed nearly out of reach. On this night, as the clock
approached eleven, we decided to halt the fighting and try to
begin the next day in search of compromise. Lamely shaking
hands, wanly smiling, we walked out of the small conference
room for the quiet of our respective cabins.
A year earlier, when it became clear that our approaches were

The boardwalk ended at Sunset Drive, a coastal road that ran
along the edge of bluffs and beaches directly bordering the
Pacific Ocean. I quickly crossed the road and scurried down a
very short dirt trail. At its end, I took off my shoes and socks and
stepped into the loose sand. The fine, cool graininess, sliding
between my toes and across my tired feet, seemed to murmur.

beginning to conflict, we had decided that a joint face-to-face
meeting would be needed to reach a solution to which we could
all commit. We chose Asilomar as the location for the meeting,
a quiet conference site on the California coast where we had
hoped the beauty of the surroundings would ease the tensions
between us. As I began the walk to my cabin, the distant sound
of breaking waves caught my ear. I changed plans and headed
toward the sea, seeking space to breathe.
◆◆◆

I crossed a small parking lot and found a narrow footpath
leading to a boardwalk that wound through a field of sand dunes
bordering the beach. The very existence of that path of wooden
planks was a confession of human carelessness—people trampling through the fragile dunes had nearly destroyed the native

Beach Edge

plants, leaving behind a few patches of remnant survivors.
Now, an effort to protect and restore was underway—a sign
saying, “Fragile Area. Stay on Boardwalk” made clear the op-

A small, rocky headland to my right defined the northern limit

timistic intent.

of a beach that extended to the south out of sight, a pale ribbon

I stepped onto the planks and ambled toward the water, enjoying
the cool sea air. The hollow plonk of my footsteps on the boards
played out a rhythm that calmed—my shoulders relaxed and
my breathing deepened. The silent, ghostly dune forms, barely
visible in the moonlight, were resting temporarily, a wrinkled
fabric awaiting some future wind that would encourage their mi-

fading into night. The water’s edge lay fifty yards away, across a
wide sandy bench that sat above the high tide line. Small waves
broke out on a sand bar another fifty yards offshore.
I shuffled toward the edge quietly, a wake of ridged sand
marking my passage.

gration. For now, they simply noted that Earth breathes.

Out on the bay the small waves crested and fell, their whitewa-

The sound of surf wafted on the quiet air, the smell of the sea

each had in a hissing, brief kiss on the saturated sands.

wrestled my thoughts. Without notice, the arguing of the past

ter foam tumbling toward shore, spending what little energy

few days melted out of existence, gently shoved aside by the

Low on the horizon was a crescent moon, its pale yellow light

voiceless presence of place.

dappling the sea with brief, glittering flashes directly in front
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of me. The swells on the skin of water rhythmically amplified

The deer’s coat barely glistened in the light. She stood abso-

and muted the slight moon’s brilliance, patterning the heaving

lutely still, her ears cocked toward the glowing, yellow crescent

surface in a calligraphy only the sky could read. Small, low

on the horizon. Small advances from the spent waves lapped

clouds scudded by, briefly concealing the moon in a hide-and-

gently at her hooves, disturbing her not at all, their fleeting

seek game they had played since the Earth was born.

momentum reflected back to the sea in the smallest of ripples,

I reached the water just as a wave washed up the shore and

Together, we honored moonlight.

receded. I stopped at its furthest rise and gazed down at
the sand. Small pebbles littered the beach, shadowed punctuation points in the sentence that was written there. The
final, feeble wash of each spent wave flowed around them,
leaving foaming arcs on the sand that slowly vanished as each
miniscule bubble in the froth ruptured, releasing a small,
held breath.
As each wave washed up and back, I unconsciously anticipated
its reach, sensing the magnitude of its intent to wet my feet,
and stepped back as needed to avoid the water. The consequence was a string of footprints that became organic puddles,
their rounded, lobate edges quickly dissolving in the sea as
water washed by, erasing the only evidence of my passing existence there. For long minutes I simply stood, transfixed by
the elegant simplicity of sounds, light, and smell at the cool,

an unsensed signal to the open ocean that here stood deer.

Astonished and thrilled, I intently looked at her face and saw
the reflection of the glowing crescent glistening in her eye.
Slowly, I turned back to the sea and marveled, terrified to
move, not wanting to startle such a graceful creature in what
seemed to be a state of rapture.
The dancing flickers of yellow sparkling on the water were
nearly hypnotic in their rhythm and beauty, the faint gray glow
emanating off the clouds a painted, dynamic contrast of ethereal fluid forms. For a few more moments I watched, reveling
in the sweet tang of the salty air, then carefully turned back
toward my animal companion. She had not moved, despite
the fact I was clearly in her field of vision. Reflexively, I almost
said, “Beautiful, isn’t it?”
For perhaps ten more minutes I stood there, frozen in that

sensuous boundary between ocean and not ocean.

wondrous world, then quietly, slowly, backed away. At the edge

We also knew that the complexity of the
problem could not be dealt with using what
was available to us.

of the water, ears cocked, watching. Quietly, I stepped up on

of the beach I turned. The dark deer form remained at the edge
the trail and walked back.
◆◆◆

Although it is pure speculation, every part of that experience—the
After some time, I turned to gaze down the shore. To my left
a large shadow resolved out of the darkness. I realized I had
sensed its presence earlier, but it had not registered in my
mind until that moment. Startled, I froze and took a hard
second look, not believing what seemed to be there. It was a

frozen gaze, the cocked ears, the obliviousness to water rushing
up the shore, the steadfast focus on the sights and sounds in the
moment—quietly spoke of deep immersion in place, of curiosity
and wonder, an aura indistinguishable from awe. Whether the
animal had walked up beside me and watched, unafraid and uncaring about my presence, or I had unknowingly walked into her

deer standing at the water’s edge less than twenty feet away. As

world, I do not know. All that is clear is that my existence did not

I had been, she was gazing at the moon.

matter to her experience of life at that moment.
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Of course, such an assertion regarding what she felt will affront

adjectives and pronouns, are summaries and definitions in-

many. Those committed to believing that human beings are far

tended to share a general impression of a place or thing, preci-

removed from animal impulses and instinctual responses will

sion requiring layer upon layer of modifiers and qualifications.

object. Our social structures, our creativity and economies,

In the end, no matter how hard we try to overcome it, we exist

many argue, prove our elevated stature in the world, defining

with a stratigraphy of shared prejudices that words solidify.

an immense gulf between us and the other living things with
whom we share this planet.

What the deer lived was not that. Words did not separate it

We exist in near complete isolation from
Nature—we live not knowing what the lives
of other beings naturally are.

tify of deer existence, that what she saw was not what I saw,

from place. I know, from what science has been able to quanher eyes emphasizing parts of the spectrum of light different
from those I know and likely expanding beyond that. What she
heard was a thousand times more amplified than what I could
sense. She smelled with a sensitivity I will never have a chance

That moment with the deer, along with other experiences in
places where wild animals can be found, have led me to believe
that such views reflect a profound ignorance that feeds an inflated and unjustified sense of who we are. We exist in near
complete isolation from Nature—we live not knowing what the
lives of other beings naturally are. We do not swim or speak
with whales or dolphins, we do not walk through tundra with
barren ground caribou, we do not fly with migrating falcons
from the tropics to the Arctic, we do not stand on beaches at
night with deer, we do not forage for seeds with ants. We know
almost nothing of the lives and experiences of wild animals,
so we manufacture, through an inadequate and impoverished
imagination, what it is we believe they must experience, always
assuring ourselves we are more intelligent about the experience of place than they are, and always claiming such feelings
as wonder and awe for ourselves.
Of course, we are different in many ways that deserve respect,
perhaps the most important being our use of words and logic
to construct and express our sense of existence. In that we are

to experience. But beyond what she sensed, how is place felt
in the absence of words? What did she live, in those shared
moments? Did she feel something akin to the joy I knew as I
gazed at beauty I would never again see? Was there in her a
feeling that approached infinite calm, a peace that assuaged
any fear? Is that why I was not perceived as a threat? Or was
she so focused on the enraptured moment in which she existed
that she did not even recognize my presence?
If I could share her mind, would I recognize the feelings she
was living—would I sense awe, wonder, serenity, beauty? Was
the seed of transcendence present in her mind? Could it be
that this animal lived something we human animals struggle to
achieve—a quiet, wordless consciousness, unified with the experience of place and moment, a dharmic wholeness we cannot
ever truly know?

Our words also separate us from what is
real, forming a filter through which the
world is experienced.

unique. The use of language provides existential magic, allowing us to share with others what can inspire and uplift, taking
us to states of awareness and sensitivity we cannot find alone.

Sharing with the deer the wet sand and glittering sea was a

But our words also separate us from what is real, forming a

chance to appreciate, in ways I never before could, a fragment-

filter through which the world is experienced. Nouns and verbs,

ed unity of longings. In our own ways, we both were drawn by
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a murmuring sea to live a silence rich with mysteries neither

a separate finger of water in the multitude of possible rivulets,

grasped. And yet, what she knew of that small domain ex-

each being a path among the many that made a future we could

ceeded by orders of magnitude what I would ever know. She

never know and that lacked any semblance of a single realiza-

walked that world with an intimacy only a wild animal can

tion. There existed no exclusively right answer, simply a collec-

live. In those shared moments I was little more than a breeze

tion of maybes, each worthy of pursuit.

across her brow.
◆◆◆
◆◆◆

The next day we did what we could to reach a consensus,

The natural world, in all of its organic and inorganic wealth, is

packed our bags, and left. But I could not leave without seeing

a holy place. There reside the secret truths of how wondering

in the light of day where the deer had stood.

minds emerged from seawater and dissolved stone. Through
the tumble of cosmic dice, each being briefly flowers in evolution’s flow through time, an expression of coincident contingencies and exuberant experiments. Immersed in our individual realms of air and sea, mud and woods, we sense and explore,
moving in the thinnest of slices of the Universe, little more than
a raindrop falling in an ocean. To the extent we are capable, we
share what we experience with those of our kind, growing the
collective intelligence that feeds the Universe’s hunger to know
itself; in the rarest of moments, that sharing happens in the

The boardwalk wandered through a different world than it
had the night before. The once ghostly dunes now stood in
elegant boldness, pockets of recovering flora thriving in the
warm-beige hollows. A wooden fence encircled the protected
area, displaying small signs describing the effort to return the
landscape to its native state, and who sponsored it. Outside the
fence, introduced and alien plant life had insinuated itself into
that world, engulfing much of the available surface, standing
as an expression of sensibilities that were dissatisfied with the

moonlight, between minds of different mysteries.

sparseness of the wild beauty Nature had cultivated without

Walking back toward the glow from the windows of the cabins,

between worlds of vastly different intentions.

a finger of light vaguely lit two planks of the boardwalk in front
of me. The grain of the wood, shadowed in exaggerated relief,
stood out like an engraved thought. I noticed it briefly, then
suddenly realized the pattern mimicked what my colleagues
and I struggled to understand but could not. The real world

human intervention. The fence was frail and listing, a border

The real world is a river of processes
elaborately interwoven in textures that
mutually support endless change.

is a river of processes elaborately interwoven in textures that
mutually support endless change—pour water on one of those
boards, and the liquid would immediately flow into diverse,
spreading rivulets, each satisfying the dictates of gravity and
the wooden constraints it would encounter while still maintaining connection with the reality that is the plank.

At the beach edge shoes came off, but the dry warmth of the
sand in the early afternoon sun lacked the gritty edge it had
the night before. As I shuffled out to the waters edge, no hint
remained of the silent meeting that played out hours earlier
between predator and prey. Children ran in the shallows,

I realized then how naïve we scientists had been. We had spent

splashing and laughing. Kites flew over the waves, dogs chased

our days arguing with certainty about things that were antag-

sticks. There wasn’t a cloud in the sky. The silent dunes, now so

onistic to certainty—each school of thought and argument was

emphatically visible in the warm sunlight, seemed invincible.
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Despite the exuberant noise of joyful people, the silent stance of
the moonlit deer framed unanswerable questions in my mind.
That encounter was an irrefutable assurance that the world is
richer in its complex web of living and non-living things than
we will ever understand. And yet, I doubt there was anything in
that deer’s non-verbal mind that wondered why I was there—
she simply accepted that she had found something she had no
idea she was seeking. As did I.
Photo Credit: William Glassley

William Glassley is the author of A Wilder Time: Notes From a
Geologist at the Edge of the Greenland Ice (Bellevue Literary
Press, 2018), which has been selected by Kirkus Reviews as one
of the best Nature books of 2018. He is also a geologist at the
University of California, Davis, and a Guest Researcher in the
Institute for Geoscience, Earth System Petrology group, Aarhus
University, Denmark. His interests include the origin and evolution
of continents, and the synergistic relationships the natural world
offers for the human experience of place. He also is involved in
renewable energy and sustainability efforts. His college textbook
on geothermal energy—Geothermal Energy: Renewable Energy
and the Environment (CRC Press, 2014)—is in its second edition.
He currently lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico. He can be reached at
info@weglassley.com.
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SHADOWS OF AN ANIMISTIC WORLD
Claude Willey

anthropology, ecology, and cultural studies. His work leads the
way, championing a multi-voiced reassessment of just what
animism is and how it might find its way into our contemporary world.
This interest in animism provides us a new framework with
which to consider the writing of J.A. Baker (1926–1987) and
Henry Beston (1888–1968), two authors who give us a window

We need another and a wiser and perhaps a more mystical concept
of animals.
—Henry Beston, The Outermost House

The world around us is alive. Try as we might, we cannot live
without some kind of Earth-based enchantment, although
many of us still conceive of the world as an unfeeling machine
that we can master and control using our keen human intellect.
Our machines are no substitute for a corporeal engagement
with the greater-than-human world.

into an enchanted world. This “world” is made abundantly clear in their beautiful prose. Marking time with visions of
immersion in, and reattachment to, the world from which we
all have come enabled these two men to move beyond a disengaged, external observation of nature. The works of Beston
and Baker highlight the human experiences within an agentic
nature—a nature within which we dwell and engage.
I draw attention to these two books for reconsideration with an
animist lens because I fear that they are examples of something
quickly slipping away. These books present a way of seeing that

Such a corporeal engagement is often called “animism.”

has become alien, strange, and, sadly, distant. Few books like

A renewed fascination with animism has sprouted from a

them will be written in our present and near future, and I worry

number of areas—some academic, and others that have always

that a younger generation will have limited contact with the

valued the importance of such thinking. The intimate kinships
associated with indigenous knowledges and life-ways, which in
some cases have endured for thousands of years, reveal that an
animistic reality is not new.
Animism is way of positioning oneself in the world. It is about
conceptualizing the material world and how we deal with
it. It is a way of being in a world of others, not all of whom
are human. Graham Harvey, a British professor of religious
studies, describes contemporary animism as something much
more inclusive than a belief in spirits or an adherence to Pagan
cosmologies. In the Introduction to his edited anthology, The
Handbook of Contemporary Animism, he highlights the “per-

greater-than-human world and thus will be less likely to be
drawn in by its magic.
Indeed, one can be possessed by the compelling and deep
awareness conjured in the writings of these two men. Touching
on the otherworldly and sensuousness found within the greater-than-human world, the writing just might speak to a bygone
era. But I’m convinced that their books, The Outermost House
and The Peregrine, still provide us with special insights that
may be on the verge of being lost in our digital age. These
works are prime examples of what the late eco-philosopher,
Val Plumwood, referred to as “nature in the active voice” (from

formative acts in which people engage with other species or

her essay by that title in The Handbook of Contemporary

with material things.” Harvey is part of a new group of con-

Animism)—where sound becomes voice, movement becomes

temporary Animists, emerging from the fields of sociology,

action, and adaptation works as a dialogue.
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In 1924, Henry Beston Sheahan (who adopted Beston as his

aerial acrobatics practiced by these wild creatures as they

professional name) took up residence on Coast Guard Beach on

circle, glide, and fall through the sky, with “golden feet flashing

Cape Cod and proceeded to draft what is now seen as a classic

through sunlight.” A good example is the following:

of twentieth century nature writing, The Outermost House: A
Year of Life on The Great Beach of Cape Cod. Thrilling in its
nuanced descriptions of the changing seasons and the many
creatures who graced its beaches, Beston’s writing reflects on
the human’s place in the world, a place among “other nations”
recognized only when attuned to the many reciprocal relationships into which we are born.
Beston’s book showcases the struggle to survive and the uncertainty of life, along with the horror and inescapable beauty
experienced when one immerses oneself in the non-human
world. Beston’s rich descriptions of shorebirds, eels, trees, and
the occasional threatening storm reveal a constant delight in
the many seasonal changes. Animal visitors stop in from afar,
stirring the deepest emotions within him:
No aspect of nature on this beach is more mysterious to
me than the flight of these shorebird constellations. The
constellation forms, as I have hinted, in an instant of time,
and in that same instant develops its own will.
Here nature is other, but an attribution of consciousness is
necessary for Beston to assure us he is more than a simple romantic talking only about his impressions, or a mere documentarian recording observations in a detached way. He shares the
beach with these beings. Many species, in one place, woven together, and caught in the net of time.
Years later, J.A. Baker’s The Peregrine would also explore the
natural world, but instead of simply observing and describing,

The Peregrine drifted softly from a dead tree, like the dim
brown ghost of an owl. He was waiting in the dark; not
roosting but watching for prey. The partridge coveys called
and gathered in the furrows; mallard swished down to the
stubble to feed; the hawk did not move. I could see his dark
shape huddled at the top of an elm, outlined against the
afterglow.
The writings of Beston and Baker evoke the mystery and otherness found in the animal world, a world over which we do
not have full control. This sensuous, mysterious world once
blended with our own human world, but in an age of machines,
hyper-managerialism, and endless abstractions, that world has
slid slowly into the bog. Today the animals are still out there,
somewhere, but too often in much diminished numbers. They
are there in the factory farms, in the shrinking wild spaces,
and on our sofas next to us, but the animals in our midst have
become less magical, less elusive, and, perhaps for many, not
exciting enough.
Our contemporary world increasingly sees the non-human as
pet, pest, product, or symbol, but as little else. A world preoccupied with sustaining human needs and social debates has
little room for anything that does not conform to human spatial
needs and its consumptive patterns.

We cannot live without some kind of Earthbased enchantment.

the book’s author wished to merge with it. Detailing the hunting
of two pairs of peregrine falcons as they moved through coastal
East Anglia in Great Britain, The Peregrine forgoes standard

The Canadian naturalist, John A. Livingston, questioned

nature writing fare and instead accounts the repeated kills of

our obsession with marshalling only logical arguments on

the birds he “hunts.” In page after page, Baker intricately de-

behalf of the non-human animal. In his book, The Fallacy of

scribes the “plucked feathers,” the “skewered flesh,” and the

Wildlife Conservation, Livingston averred that the practice of
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conservation is done mostly in the human interest. “Perpetuated

writes author Christopher Manes in his book, Other Creations:

in the service of man,” as Livingston would so eloquently put

Rediscovering the Spirituality of Animals. “Our religious self,”

it, conservation, he warned, could easily become an affair con-

Manes insists, “has in the past been clarified and strengthened

cerned mostly with human utility.

through stories about the many ways humans and animals

The animal, as mysterious as those non-domesticates may be,
appears to be either firmly under our control or understood as
only another useful input for modern society. “Their mysterious otherness has not saved them,” claims author Joy Williams
in Ill Nature: Rants and Reflections on Humanity and Other

interact, not merely physically, but paradigmatically, mythically.” Sadly, the animal has been knocked down a peg on the
ladder of value. In the human-centered place of the city, only
shadows of the animal world exist, intruders in a landscape of
concrete and glass.

Animals, “nor have their beautiful songs and coats and skins

The sacredness, wonder, and mystery associated with animals

and shells and eyes . . . we discover the remarkable intelligence

make up a vast and often complex terrain intertwined with

of the whale, the wolf, the elephant—it does not save them, nor

traditional

does our awareness of the complexity of their lives.”

biology, and non-Western spiritualities. You cannot explain to

“Animals are everywhere in our lives,” Williams continues. “We
just can’t look into their eyes,” she claims, “and we’ve gotten
used to not looking into their eyes... we distance ourselves from
them more and more as we use them in increasingly unnatural ways.”
Ecologist Paul Shepard outlined in his many writings that
we humans have always lived in a world that has shaped us

ecological

knowledge,

modern

conservation

someone that they should have some kind of reconnection with
the animal world and then expect it to happen. Those who are
looking usually find it.

Our contemporary world increasingly sees
the non-human as pet, pest, product, or
symbol, but as little else.

as much as we have shaped it. In interacting with this world,
not just for mere sustenance, we have become who we are. Our
brains evolved amongst a whole array of sights, sounds, and
dynamic changes—most coming from the non-human others
around us.
With billions of human bipeds roaming this great planet, it’s

Michael McCarthy, author of The Moth Snowstorm: Nature
and Joy, writes of his daughter Flora and her captivation with
the otherworldliness of whales. Existing in a hidden dimension, the ocean, their allure for her is undeniable: “Whales are
so magical because when they surface, they offer a physical/

often surprising to catch glimpses of the beasts who once dom-

visible token of another realm which is veiled from us, but

inated the landscape. The animals who helped shape us are

which also comprises part of our planet.” This is the corporeal

hard to find, but on the whole, animals still surround us.

engagement of animism.

And yet, if the world of non-human animals has failed to be

In James William Gibson’s A Reenchanted World: Our Quest

something that inspires us, perhaps it is because the world of

for a New Kinship with Nature, he tells the story of naturalist

our own making and our human-focused spiritualities seduce

Alan Tennant, who attached transmitters to the legs of pere-

us in ways that the natural world cannot. “Only recently has

grine falcons to help track their migrations. Much like Baker,

the mystical pull of the animal world fallen from its status as

Tenant became obsessed, following for weeks one of the per-

a meaningful event and landed in the cultural broom closet,”

egrines, known as “Amelia,” in a single-engine plane with his
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colleague George Vose. Upon his separation from the falcon he
penned the following:
Soon the swiftly winnowing speck Vose and I had hardly
ever seen would be all we would ever know of her. Yet
she’d been just an abstraction. George and I had flown
where she has flown, seen the land that she had raked all
day with her binocular eyes. And we had felt through our
own fragile flight surfaces the same air currents, peered
into the same mist and storm and rain that Amelia had
known in every nerve, hollow bone, and fairy feather of her
hard-muscled body.
If we see a world with 9 or 10 billion humans on it by mid-century, the world of mystery and enchantment, the otherness of
Beston’s “other nations,” will be severely and utterly transformed. Then, we will be just a few ticks away from the reality
depicted in Yevgeny Zamyatin’s novel, WE, where people,
identified as numbers, live on one side of a Green Wall—separating the unruly world of non-human others from the completely rational and well-ordered world of humans.
Are we already there? I expect to live in a “world of wounds”
continually masked by a world of human advancement and
technological growth, a world where books like Beston’s
The Outermost House and Baker’s The Peregrine lie dusty
on library shelves since they have no relevance to the bland,
sterile, human world around them.

A lecturer in Urban Studies and Planning, and in Humanities and
Sciences, Claude Willey has investigated hydrology in the Mojave
Desert, transportation trajectories in California’s Inland Empire, and
Pleistocene extinctions. He works with the Department of Urban
Studies and Planning at California State University, Northridge and
the Art Center College of Design, Humanities, and Sciences. He
lives in Pasadena, California, and is a dedicated bicycle commuter in
one of the country’s most autocentric regions.
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Solstice Lake, Shimmering
SEAN PRENTISS

The beginning of wisdom is to call things by their proper name.
—Confucius

Sun knotted
low, shooting June
rays across cove.
We speak of water,
sky. Sun unfurling
upon lake—silver
trail so spangled
Sarah nearly steps
from dock to
water. This phenomenon
of water-light laid
across breeze-tussled
cove was named
by a Soviet scientist:
The path to happiness.

Does the naming
of a thing make it
more or less
mysterious? What
might we lose
if the two of us
forgot names, definitions,
taxonomies, the lessons
of Linnaeus, and just
walk upon water?
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SEAN PRENTISS

Solstice Lake is not
shaped like a long line
nor a circle as are so
many lakes. Rather
Solstice is a snake
that has swallowed three
apples, one at the throat,
one—Turtle Cove—
at the stomach,
and one at the tail,
which bulbs into
Trillium Cove.
Or maybe Solstice
Richard Henry Hingston

is shaped like a spade
driven into fertile
earth. A shoe mated with
an Abenaki arrowhead.
A loon bulleting beneath
the glimmer. Or, the more
I canoe its wild edges,
maybe Solstice is shaped
like nothing less but
exactly no more than
Solstice Lake.
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Richard Henry Hingston
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Snapping Turtles
SEAN PRENTISS

The universe that suckled us
is a monster that doesn’t care
if we live or die.
—Annie Dillard

During the dark of spring, two snapping turtles grapple in the
shallow of the cove. One of these almost-dinosaurs mounts
the other’s spined carapace. Spiked tails thrash, beating
against a black water. The larger holds the smaller beneath
the surface till we fear—voyeuring from the safety of our
living room—that one might drown, that we might find shells
floating, two empty bowls. The smaller gulps in air. Watching
this ruinous coupling, I search for something that I hope has
always been here, some great truth born from nature. All I
receive is, blessedly, the thrashing stopped. Some later night,
the female clamors to shore to scrap a hole in the muck of our
marsh, abandoning her fecundity of eggs. Months later, if no
predators have stolen her bounty (and nearly all will be lost
to the sharp mouths of mink and raccoon because the earth
so often sings such savage songs), hatchlings use egg teeth,
pipping through shell, fighting bleakly toward water. Merely
an inch long, these hatchlings lurch toward the brightest of the
night’s sky since water reflects light. Millennia, this evolution
has led snappers to lakes and ponds. Now, deep within the
Anthropocene, hatchlings are as likely to head toward the
monotonous constructions of Abraham Levitt and Sons® as
to follow that shimmer within our night toward a water home.
Tell me, how are you and I any different?
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Senescence
SEAN PRENTISS

With chlorophyll faded, maples
transform from green to red.
A whipping wind crests Solstice
Mountain, tearing at trees.
Next anthocyanins, too, dwindle,
diminishes leaves to brittle brown.
In the wind’s teeth, an autumnal flock
of leaves flutter from hardwoods.
The maple leaf’s stem—the peticole—
seals off, severing tree from leaf.
A trickle of leaves, or, as the wind
increases, a shower, a torrent.
Each hardwood creates a protective barrier
where once there was connection.
With my rake in hand, I pause,
watching a season’s end.
This barrier is the abscission
zone—the separation zone.
Watching my nine-month-old daughter
frolic within these leaves.
This severing allows leaves to be shed
from their mother trees.
Seventeen years from now, our girl might, too, enter
the abscission zone, flutter from Mama and me.
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Solstice Mountain, Succession
SEAN PRENTISS

August becomes goldenrod’s yellow—infinite
diluted suns—somnolent after summer’s race,
ferns browning toward dust, jewelweed’s orangered slippers, haven for humming-birds.
Autumn becomes asters bloomed a muted purple,
an explosions of milkweed, white pappus
to airy flight. A dream toward dying,
hillsides faded toward their fate.
Winter becomes white and gray and stratocumulus
clouds with sunrays leaking weak light
upon the bones of these hills, the frozen
bone of ice on Solstice Lake.
Spring becomes fiddlehead’s question-mark,
the empty yellow chime of trout
lily bells, and the virginal white of bloodroot,
trees now heavy with rain and song.
These wild hues a rotation, a revolution upon
Solstice Mountain. There is nothing for
each season to mourn about this cycle
of succession.
But I am tinted by forty-four years of forever
becoming beyond spring, beyond summer.
Hair-leaves becoming brittled toward
autumn. Beard becoming thin snowfall.
This human life becomes one straight line toward oblivion.

Sean Prentiss is the award-winning author of Finding Abbey: A
Search for Edward Abbey and His Hidden Desert Grave, a memoir
about Edward Abbey and the search for home. He is also co-author
of the environmental writing textbook Environmental and Nature
Writing: A Craft Guide and Anthology.
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REASONS TO LOVE SWORD FERNS
Jamie L. Bails

Sword ferns are dying. There are reports of sword fern
(Polystichum munitum) communities dying around the
Puget Sound. This phenomenon has been reported in Seward
Park, Seattle and Lord Hill, and Snohomish. Even on Hornby
Island, British Columbia, where I traveled last year to explore
Helliwell Provincial Park, I’d heard sword ferns groves there
were also dying.
On the northern side of Helliwell is a second-growth deciduous forest with a coniferous overstory. In areas associated with
conifers, I noticed the sword ferns were healthy. But in areas
of alder or big leaf maple, fern growth was sparse; grasses and
sedges dominated. There were barren areas under shade where
ferns may once have been. Perhaps the soil was too soggy, although ferns normally grow on the edges of bogs, and their
spores spread via water.
It is impossible to know exactly what is going on deep within

Giant sword fern

the roots of the forest soil community. If vast numbers of ferns
are dying, is it due to exposure, soils, or something more mysterious like an unknown disease embedded in the microbes
of the roots? Could the ferns be dying because the roots of
maple, alder, and cottonwood are also dying? Unknown
causes? Someone needs to examine the interconnectedness
of the roots and life in the mycelium to understand what is
happening.

showing that life returned. The mounds did not die, but rested.
I wanted to know why.
Sword ferns are ancient. Sword ferns have had a very long
run. The fossil record of fern-like plants starts almost 400
million years ago, and they are still with us today. While the
sword fern’s exact ancestry is unclear, it appears to be descend-

One summer afternoon, I walked through Lord Hill and looked

ed from the prehistoric class Coenopteridopsida, which is in

for signs of more die-off. Instead, I saw new fronds sprout-

turn descended from Trimerophytopsida. Sword fern fronds

ing from huge mounds of dead fronds, small in number but

are comprised of simple, alternate leaflets, or pinnae. Their
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leaflets are finely serrated and have clusters of brown spore

resist rescuing ferns. I’ve come across many that are trampled,

cases, called sori, on their undersides. There are thirty-two and

gasping at life, shooting up one last frond, so close to death.

sixty-four sori on each frond.

Hikers, a careless bunch, widen trails with bicycles and walk

Sword ferns have been important in the botany of many
peoples and cultures. Native people used nearly every part
of the sword fern. Because of their non-stick qualities, the
fronds were used on berry-drying racks, to separate food in

side by side, enlarging the path. Ferns, once rooted, can’t move
aside, so they face certain death if they are not salvaged. I’ve
never removed a healthy fern, just the poor souls left to die
along the edges of hard-worn trails.

storage, and to line baking pits. Roots were dug in the spring,

In fall, winter, and spring, I’ll gently tug at a crown of brown,

peeled and roasted over a fire or steamed in a baking pit, and

hardened shoots; sometimes a few frail roots remain. Most

served with fresh or dried salmon eggs. The cooked rhizomes

come without resistance from the damp soil, as if they have

were eaten to cure diarrhea. The Quinault people boiled the

lost their will to live. If the fern roots hold tight, it is not yet

roots in water and used the water as a treatment for dandruff.

time to go. If loosened, I’ll place them in a plastic sack mixed

The young curled fronds were chewed to soothe sore throats.

with soil and water to keep them damp on the ride home. Once

Lummi women chewed fronds to hasten childbirth. They were

home, I plant them in black nursery pots, watering through the

also piled together for use as mattresses. Children played a

summer. In the fall, I’ll arrange them around the yard, gath-

game called pala-pala in which they tried to pull the most leaf-

ering dead leaves and wood chips around the base to provide

lets off a leaf in a single breath while repeating “pala.”

nutrients to the roots. There they rest until spring, when

Sword ferns have a spiritual significance. Recently, I met a

life returns.

spiritual healer in Mexico who rubbed my feet, traced my veins,

The significance of their roots. Recent forest studies reveal

and instructed me to plant sword ferns around my house. In

that a forest is not just the trunk, the branches, and the leaves;

Spanish, she said “plant ferns under the window so that wild

a forest includes the ecosystem below ground, too. It is every

spirits do not come into your dreams at night.” Each morning,

molecule, germ, and cell within the soil, the roots, the centu-

I look outside to see sunlight emitting from the core of a fern,

ries of dead bug carcasses, the mycelium that sends chemical

somewhere deep within the plant. That’s when I think of her,

signals between the roots; joining, communicating, protecting

Elizabeth, instructing me in Spanish to plant ferns for protec-

the uppermost layer of earth. Soil is composed of the millions

tion from wild spirits. I did not interrupt to tell her that I had

of microbes that process the dead bugs and dying leaves that

already planted a hundred ferns, that I am already protected

fall from the sky. Every tree in a forest begins as a seed, grows

by good forest spirits. Instead, I listened to her vision of my

roots to eventually hold together the earth, the river, and the

past and future lives. In the coming years, I’ll salvage and plant

shoreline. Without these interconnected roots, I imagine the

more ferns under the back window. If ferns are what protects

world would fall apart.

me, a few more won’t hurt.

The beauty of sword ferns. The sword fern is my most favorite

The work of salvage. Each spring, I walk around my yard

plant, with its long, evergreen fronds, alternate pinnatifid with

brushing aside fallen, decomposing maple leaves to uncover a

sori seed packets stored underside. There is no more beauti-

fresh, tender fern sending up new fronds, bright with life. Was

ful, hardworking, or resilient fern than the sword fern. They

this one I rescued trailside from hundreds of trampling feet?

line roadsides, hillsides, riversides. They thrive in dense Pacific

Probably. On walks through woods and logging areas, I cannot

Northwest Douglas fir understory, as well as in recent clear
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cuts, where they shoot up new fronds, grateful for the new light.
They endure trampling from forestry machines, then bravely
re-sprout after the machines are gone. Their leathery fronds
hold their shape through all seasons, unlike meeker relatives
such as the deer fern, lady fern, or bracken fern who retreat
back to the soil when the summer ends. In the hottest days of
August, when their spores ripen, a walk through a forest will
have you breathing in the microscopic spores, the red forest
dust coating your pants, neck, and face. This is an ancient
process taking place on your body.

Each gametophyte would produce male and female reproduc-

Helping their reproduction. Instead of salvaging ferns dying or
abandoned ferns, I could collect fern spores from July to late
August. I’d gather a few fronds and shake them in a paper bag.
Then, at home, I’d sprinkle the microscopic dust spores onto
a bed of moistened potting soil, cover with plastic wrap, and
place in a shaded but not completely dark location with a temperature between fifty-nine and eighty-six degrees Fahrenheit.
After several weeks, flat, heart-shaped discs, called gametophytes, would hopefully appear. A few weeks later, tiny fern
fronds would sprout from the gametophyte, eventually withering and dying as the fern established itself independently.

these introverts managing quietly among the flamboyant col-

tive structures. The male structures are called antheridia, and
they produce sperm that move by means of flagella. The female
structures are called archegonia. Each archegonium produces an egg, which is fertilized by sperms from the same or other
plants. This fertilized egg, a zygote, would develop into the sporophyte—what we think of as the actual fern plant. These young
ferns could then be transplanted to individual containers, eventually moved into the garden, joined with their parent plants.
Sword ferns are introverts. My sword ferns love the shade,
umbines, calendula, and foxgloves who effortlessly spread
their seeds by the wind, casting their spirits far and wide. My
ferns are content within their place, finding simple joy, never
demanding attention or praise. They thrive near deciduous
shrubs like mock orange, Indian plum, and Pacific ninebark,
whose leaves drop each fall to enrich the soil. Their salvaged
brethren are tucked under tall bushes and dark corners
throughout my untidy shade garden.
Sword ferns contribute to an untidy garden. In my untidy
native garden, dead fern fronds lay gently upon the soil, enriching, protecting, and hiding numerous spiders, beetles, and
mites who take comfort in secret hiding places beneath the
fronds. The expired fronds of last year bring life to the soil,
eventually becoming the soil. Some say it is best to trim these
brown fronds, remove them from the plant. I disagree. What
is a garden if not a messy refuge from concrete in our urban
world? We’ve already paved, logged, and built over much of
nature; can we call a truce with a small patch of earth and allow
nature space to breathe?
With dead fronds littering the ground, my yard is an oasis for
bees who collect pollen in spring, cover for the chickadees,
juncos, and thrushes who seek out nesting spots, and for hummingbirds eager to guard their territory. This year, an evening
grosbeak sang his drunken melody from the crown of a conifer;

Fiddlehead fern frond
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My dying fern fronds and street-side dandelions remain long
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after neighbors have come and gone. A neighbor once referred
lions. When she left, I did not miss her.

A version of this essay appeared in the Washington Native
Plant Society Blog
https://www.wnps.org/blog/reasons-to-love-sword-ferns.

They teach us to avoid needless cutting. Horticulturists are
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to my yard as jungle, as she instructed me how to clear dande-

in the business of tidying up yards and gardens, appealing to
our sensibilities inherited from the rules of the English garden.
Horticulturists instruct gardeners to cut fern fronds in early
spring, before the fresh, delicate green fronds unfurl from a
winter sleep. They say it looks “nicer” to remove the brown,

Jamie Bails works as a habitat restoration biologist in the Skykomish
river watershed. When not rescuing bruised and battered ferns with
a sidekick corgi, Jamie writes about the intersection of humans and
ecology from her home in Snohomish, WA.

dead fronds before the new growth appears.
But, with the fronds removed, the crown has no protection
from wind, rain, and sun. Where is the frost protection? Where
can a beetle hide to protect it from hungry towhees? Wouldn’t
it be better to leave fronds attached until the new fronds have
completely unfurled, at least? Why, for the love of a beautiful set of fronds, would anyone cut them back to the brown,
humped root crown before the new fronds have appeared? I
know of no forest horticulturist that cleans dying fronds from
the forest floor. If the forest can recycle its fronds into soil, then
I, too, can live with my dying fronds.
Rescuing each other. In the winter of 2004, on a chilly February
day, a botanist friend and I first salvaged a couple dozen ferns
from a ravine in Mukilteo that would soon be cleared for homes.
I had bought my first home surrounded by a barren lawn, the
trees long past removed. I would turn this empty place into a
native garden, starting with sword ferns.
Digging in the soft ground, we filled a wheelbarrow with
mature, beautiful ferns in danger of eviction from their home
by machines. For the ride home, I placed ten mature ferns in
white buckets of moistened native soil. At home, I carefully
arranged them in the sea of lawn, to see them from the back
windows. A few survived this journey and now lay entwined
under the shade of a young Douglas fir, where its roots have
welcomed them, and together, we have thrived.
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STORIES FROM THE SLOW FLOOD
Review of Rising: Dispatches from the New
American Shore, by Elizabeth Rush (Minneapolis,
MN: Milkweed Editions, 2018).
Hannah Eisler Burnett

The most important thing to know about Elizabeth Rush’s
wrenchingly beautiful new book is that it’s just as much about
people as it is about the landscape. Rising: Dispatches from
the New American Shore draws together stories from people
who live in low-lying communities along the Atlantic, the
Pacific, and the Gulf of Mexico coasts. Each chapter is dedicated to a certain community and opens with a first-person
account of the effects of sea level rise from the viewpoint
of that place (including one from the Center’s contributor
Laura Sewall).1 Despite how far apart these communities may
appear on a map, Rush draws attention to the vulnerabilities
they have in common. While the effects of climate change can
sometimes feel disparate or diffuse, Rising brings far-flung
stories into close proximity. She stitches together a wide

learned to recognize tupelos in the context of their imminent
loss.2 Describing what many call the sixth great extinction,
Rush writes:
But there is one thing that distinguishes those past die-offs
from the one we are currently constructing: never before

range of places, people, and experiences, all with one thing in

have humans been there to tell the tale. The language we

common: they are already drowning. Woven throughout are

use to narrate our experience in the world can awaken in

meditations on what it means to be vulnerable together: to-

us the knowledge that transformation is both necessary

gether with people who live far away, or with people who live

and ongoing. When we say the word tupelo, we begin to

close by, or with people who are rich or poor or black or white

see that both the trees themselves and the very particular

or indigenous—and also together with birds, plants, insects,

ecology they once depended upon are, at least where they

fish, and crustaceans.

are rooted, gone. (p. 7)

Rush opens Rising with a lyrical consideration of language,

Throughout the book, Rush intersperses descriptions of her

telling the tale of the tupelo tree. The tupelo, whose name

own strange and mournful dreams with her subjects’ strug-

in the Creek language means “swamp tree,” is one of many

gles to come to terms with the destruction of their homes and

species of hardwoods that are dying at the edges of the marsh,

communities. One of the residents of Staten Island whom Rush

framing the oncoming sea with their starkly bare branch-

interviewed for Rising lost her father during Hurricane Sandy.

es. Rush describes the importance of language and story

Another, from Pensacola, lost his home during Hurricane

in the face of climate change, telling us that she has only

Ivan. Rush’s own sadness echoes through the pages of Rising;
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researching this book has haunted her with what some term

but there are many for whom it has been ending for a long time

solastalgia: mourning for the loss of a stable environment.

already. To bring this point home, Rush contextualizes the

And yet, Rising is a celebration of interdependence as much as
it is an elegy for a disappearing landscape. Even as she mourns
their loss, Rush explains how complex ecosystems of roots, silt,
and fresh and salt water support communities of fish, birds,
and people. She treats with equal weight knowledge gleaned
from scientists and longtime coastal residents, knitting together an understanding of the entire shoreline as a beautifully—if
tragically—connected place. This book is full of stories that will
help us remember ecosystems we have learned to value only in
the moment of their disappearance.
◆◆◆

stories in Rising with the history of human settlement along
the American shore. After all, the lived effects of sea level rise
are made infinitely worse when developers build on inexpensive, flood-prone land and sell those homes to unsuspecting
buyers. And Rush reaches back even further than that, reminding us that the swamps historically considered worthless—or
even dangerous—by Europeans were historically sanctuaries
for indigenous communities, former slaves, and other persecuted peoples. When the Swamp Land Act allowed states to
“reclaim” wetlands for settlement and agriculture, these people
were displaced. When inexpensive, low-lying areas near large
ports became hubs of industry, the areas around factories were
developed to house workers who were paid too little to afford

I am writing this essay in November 2018, as I take the train

to live elsewhere. Now these wetlands are often the site of

from San Jose to Los Angeles. The sky is heavy with smoke

low-income neighborhoods where local governments refuse to

that clings to my throat and casts a hazy yellow tint across

invest in infrastructural defenses against rising seas.

the orchards of central California. This year, the wildfires are
exceptionally widespread. I think about the climate disasters
that have followed me through my life: When I was nineteen,
Hurricane Katrina washed away my childhood home. When I
was twenty-five and living in New York, Sandy slammed into
the city. And now, here I am, a visitor in California, breathing
in the residue of one of the worst fires in decades, alongside the
millions of residents affected by the smoke it left behind.

These are the places Rush visits. The stories in Rising are often
told from the fringes of cities: She stops into a neighborhood
on the outskirts of Pensacola, Florida. She drives to the parts
of Miami that lie outside the city’s modern flood-control infrastructure. In New York City, she treks to the edge of Staten
Island. She visits Louisiana’s Isle de Jean Charles, which is far
south of New Orleans and well outside of the state’s new flood
protection projects. These are places where houses are fre-

Looking outside the train, I see a group of farmworkers moving

quently flooded or swallowed whole by storms, places where an

through rows of plants, partially obscured by the smoke in the

especially high tide can now spill sea water out over the street,

air. Surrounded by windows that protect me from the haze, I

regardless of whether it has recently rained. I got the sense that

think of a line from Rising. The sentence is about sea level rise,

Rush sought out these places at the edges of the edge—com-

but it could just as easily refer to California’s fires: “I am think-

munities that are often overlooked or ignored as large cities

ing about justice, and what it might look like if we thought of

and financial centers undertake projects to protect their own

sea level rise as an opportunity to mend our relationship with

residents from the rising sea.

the land and with each other” (p. 245).

Not all the stories in Rising are sad. For instance, although

Climate change intensifies the inequalities that already make

she is skeptical about it, Rush tells us about a huge restoration

life less livable for the majority of people in the world. Some of

project in California’s Bay Area, where land has been set aside

us may be horrified at the realization that the world is ending,

for wetlands to migrate inland as the sea rises. She also relates
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the story of a grassroots-driven community buy-out in Staten
Island, where residents decided that letting their homes be demolished and replaced with wetlands was better than seeing
them flood again.
Throughout Rising, Rush exposes her own vulnerabilities,
both to the people she interviews and to the reader. She tells
us that she has recently left her fiancé, that she was sexually
harassed in the course of writing this book, that she fears her
life has been too itinerant to truly connect to the landscape the
way her subjects have. These brief sketches of her own life give
us a sense of her position, bringing into focus the ways in which
she has been shaped by forces beyond her control. Rush’s story
hums alongside the chorus of voices that animate the pages of
Rising, holding all these diverse experiences together.
Rush is reluctant to claim a right to mourn the shoreline
because she has moved from place to place too many times.
And yet, while knowing a place well may be one position from
which to mourn for our warming home, I think being met by
disaster after disaster in one’s travels offers another important perspective. Rush’s own story is the weft that supports this
tapestry of interwoven tragedies and helps the reader see how
climate change implicates us all.

Hannah Eisler Burnett is Research and Communications Assistant
at the Center for Humans and Nature, where she mainly works
on social media initiatives and digital communications. She is a
PhD candidate in the Anthropology Department at the University
of Chicago. Her research focuses on the human dimensions of
ecological restoration on the Gulf Coast of the United States.

NOTES
1. L. Sewall, “All Sorts of Healing: Nature and Psyche Together,” Minding Nature, 6, no. 1,
(Winter 2013): 48-54. https://www.humansandnature.org/all-sorts-of-healing-article-124.php.
2. On the importance of language and story see also the work of Robin Wall Kimmerer,
https://www.humansandnature.org/robin-wall-kimmerer.
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BELOVED STAR MOTHERS

Oh, mirror of patience that absorbs all heartache,
May we your earth children awaken to your
glories and celebrate them.
Sourced in the primordial flaring forth, may we
gracefully extend you.
May we expand beyond the constructs and constrictions of our time

Beloved Star Mothers,
A poet once told me the roots of the word “disaster” signify to be against our stars. I know this
to be true: without you as cosmic context, we
humans summon ruin. Severed from heralding
our origin in you, we suffer.
MA RY O A K

Forgive us for turning our gaze away from you,
for shrinking our focus, for shirking connection,
for no longer gasping with astonishment at your
galactic grandeur.
Forgive us for our will to override darkness, for all
the dazzling distractions we’ve fabricated that blot
you out, for the lights of our cities that compete
with your twinkling, for no longer seeking you out.
Forgive us for no longer regarding your planetary
cycles, for not honoring night, for pursuing immediate gratification twenty-four hours a day, oblivious to your deep time.
Forgive us for failing as stewards of creation, for
squandering the grace of your unfolding life in its
myriad forms, for looking at you with eyes of conquest, for our greed.
Forgive us for leaving our waste in your
virgin spaces.
Forgive us for our forgetfulness, for not listening to star-song, for not attending to the ancient
stories scribed in your constellations, for stumbling through the greater dance we are part of, for
scrambling its choreography.
Forgive us for our cosmological illiteracy.
Oh, galaxy home,
Oh, shimmering template of eternity,
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to renew our reverence toward you.
May we reclaim your effervescence in our
bloodstream,
feel your pulsation in our hearts.

Mary Oak is author of Heart’s Oratorio: One Woman’s
Journey through Love, Death and Modern Medicine
(Goldenstone Press, 2013), a series of linked personal
essays about living with congenital heart disease
within the context of sacred ecology and deep
story. Mary teaches writing and spiritual studies at
Antioch University and works as a writing guide and
developmental editor in Seattle. To find out more
about her work, see www.MaryOak.com.

